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ABSTRACT 

The practical situation which led to this 

investigation is the case of fires in reinforced concrete 

structures. Concrete is a good fire resistant material and 

after a fire has finished the structure itself can often 

remain standing. Therefore a choice is available between 

reinstating the fire damaged structure as, opposed to 

demolishing and reconstructing the whole of it. Often the 

former alternative can be quicker and cheaper, however, before 

reinstatement can begin it must be established that the 

damaged structure is suitable for such treatment. Hence-an 

assessment of its residual capacity for structural performance 

must be made. To do this knowledge of the properties of ' 

steel and concrete and the bond between them at temperatures 

experienced in fires must be known. 

Such information on the two materials themselves is 

readily available, however, little is known about the 

response to heat treatment of the bond properties between 

them. Therefore the aim of this project was to investigate 

the effect of heat on the bond properties between the steel 

reinforcing bar and. the concrete. 

To carry out this aim a review was made of heat effects 

on steel and concrete, within the context of fire resistance 

and reinstatement design. Also existing work on bond at 

ambient and elevated temperature was studied enabling the 

form of experimental procedure to be established. 

The experiments themselves were on simple pull-out type 

specimens and looked at various parameters affecting the 

bond. From the results the effect of the bond reduction with 

respect to the anchorage and cracking in beams was examined 

This enabled the bond reduction, on subjection to heat 

treatment, to be quantified for possible application to the 

reinstatement and fire resistant design processes. 
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CHAPTER 1 

FIRE DAMAGE OF REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES 

AND IT'S ASSESSMENT 

1.1 GENERAL 

1.1.1 Introduction 

The nature of concrete is such that it is inherently 
fire resistant. When care is taken in the design of a 
concrete structurej even after a severe fire, the building 

often will not only remain standing but also will be able 
to be reinstated. Under favourable conditions the fact 
that the building is still standing and, due to 

reinstatement methods, can be back in use relatively 

quickly(l) keeps the losses involved to a minimum. Hence 

the reinstatement of concrete structures is often a viable 

alternative to demolition and reconstruction. 

1.1.2 The Effect of Fire 

The effects of fires in buildings can be examined 
under three headings 

(2) 
2 

(a) the combustibility and flammability of the material 
and it's contents, 

(b) the hazards to human life; and, 
(c) effects on structural performance. 

These points can be considered with reference to 

reinforced concrete in the following way. 

(a) Reinforced concrete, being a fire resistant 

material, does not support combustion, rather it prevents 

combustion spreading to other parts of the building and to 

adjoining buildings. The reason for thi-s is twofold, 
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Firstly concrete retains its structural integrity and so 
seldom collapses in a fire. The second point is that the 
thermal properties of concrete are such that the unexposed 
surface remains relatively cool. This prevents any material 
on the other side heating up and reaching flash point thus 

restricting the spread of the fire. Examples of fires in 

apartment buildings have been reported in which the fire was 
prevented from spreading from the apartment of origin to 
those directly below and above by concrete floors(3). 

(b)* Surveys on fires in buildings have shown death is, 
in the majority of caseaq caused by suffocation from smoke 
and fumes(9). This implies that the type of construction 
does not greatly influence the safety risk assuming the 

structure has the minimum standards of fire resistance 

specified in the building regulations. However it has 

already been stated that even the most severe fires rarely 

cause total collapse of concrete structures. This helps to 

minimise the risk of injury due to structural collapse, 

especially for firemen who enter the structure and attack 
C 1) the fire from the inside 

(c) It has. been seen that reinforced concrete has 

beneficial effects on (a. ) and (b), above. However it is 

apparent that this results from the good structural 

performance of concrete exposed to a fire. Therefore during 

a fire reinforced concrete is mainly involved in the 

structural performance of the building, 

1.2 THE EFFECT OF BEAT ON THE STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE OF 
REINFORCED CONCRETE. 

Whilst considering the effect of fire on the structural 
performance of the material a threefold approach is pursued. 

(a) The effect on the constituent materials; in this 

case concrete and steel, 
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(b) the effect on individual members including the bond 

between-the steel and concrete, and 

Cc) the effect on the overall structure. 

1.2.1 The Effect of Heat on the Constituent Materials 

1.2.1.1 Concrete 

Concrete itself consists of cement, aggregate and water. 
In considering the effect of heat on its properties the 

different way that cement and aggregate react is very 
important. 

1.2.1-1.1 Cement: - To obtain a suitable workability 

more water is added than is necessary for the hydration 

process. After the cement paste has hardened the water 

exists in three 'different states 
(41. 

There is free water 
in the space outside the range of surface forcesq water 

physically absorbed on the gel surfaces, and chemically 

combined water forming part of the hydrated compounds. When 

cement paste is subjected to heat, the water is gradually 
lost. It is not removed at one particular temperature. 

The different compounds within the cement paste lose their 

water of crystallisation at different temperatures. Also 

the energy required to release the physically absorbed water 

varies so that water is being continually expelled from the 

paste throughout the whole temperature range. There are 
basically three operations which result in the removal of 

water from the hardened cement paste. 

(a) Free water starts to evaporate at approxImately 
10011C. 

Cb) The tobermorite gel (1.62CaO. SiO 
2 . 

1.5H 
2 

0) begins 

dehydrating at around 100. OC, reaches it'-s peak 

at 2000C and then decreases. This is followed by 

an increase in dehydration at 7000C. 
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(c) Between 4000C and 6000C rapid dehydration of the 

CaO. H 
20 component (calcium hydrate) takes place. 

The effect of, this loss of water is to cause shrinkage 

within the cement paste. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, 
(5). 

1.2.1.1.2 Aggregate: - The type of aggregate used 

strongly affects the performance of concrete when subjected 
to elevated temperatures. This is due to the variation in 

thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity and the coefficient 

of thermal expansion of differing aggregates. The thermal 

conductivity and thermal diffusivIty affect the rate of heat 

transmission from the hot surface to the unexposed surface, 

while the thermal expansion affects, the cracking and spalling 

characteristics.. 

It is the effect of the thermal expansion on the 

cracking of the heated concrete that is of particular 

relevance here. Siliceous aggregates expand by the greatest 

amount. Lt around 575"C in particular rapid. expansion occurs 

caused by. the transformation of,,,. -quartz to P-quartz. 

Calcareous aggregates (e. g. limestone), have more favourable 

thermal properties than siliceous aggregates, not only is 

their thermal expansion smallerthOir conductivity is also 
less giving them an advantage in the. fire situation. 
Therefore different aggregates behave with varying degrees 

of expansion and1heat transmission properties making some 

more suitable for fire resistance purposes than others.. ý 
However it is noted that the general effect of heat on most 

aggregates is to cause an expansion to take place. 

1,2.1,, 1-3 Cracking: - It hasýbeen seen that when concrete 
is heated the cement paste shrinks while the aggregate expands. 
These different volume changes related to temperature 

variations cause cracking within the concrete to occur* 



Concrete essentially consists of aggregate held together 

by a network of mortar. The mortar consists of fine grains 

of sand stuck together by the Portland cement. So the 

concrete can be considered to consist of anetwork of cement 

holding together stones of various size. If, in the concrete, 

all the stones are covered in cement no increase in total 

volume can take place unless the cement itself expands. Also, 

unless the rate of expansion for cement and aggregate is 

exactly the same stresses will be set up which could lead to 

cracking. In the situation being considered, where the 

cement shrinks and the aggregate expands,, failure would 

certainly occur due to Cracking of the cement.. There is 

however anotýer important property of, concrete'- it is 

porous. Aýlarge number of the cavities are adjacent to the 

particles of'aggregatel and some shrinkage-of paste can take 

place without greatly affecting the strength of the concrete, 
(6). 

ý However this only delays the initiation of cracks and 

the subsequent loss of strength. Surface crazing and very 

fine cracking within the body of the concrete begin at 

around 3000C, while deeper cracking takes place as the 

temperature increases to 500-550. OC. -By which time increased 

shrinkage of cement paste due to the dehydration of the 

calcium hydrate, has occured and the aggregate is also 

expanding rapidly. 

1.2.1.1.4 Thermal,, movement: - It is the net result of 

the cement paste shrinkage and the aggregate expansion that 

is considered in this context and since loading has an effect 

both the load and no load conditions are examined. 

Fig. 2(7) shows the nIo loa Id 
case, Upon initial heating 

expansion occurs, but for temperatures of UP to 3000C the 

cracking that takes place is not great. On cooling the 

aggregate returns. to approximately its initial size but the 

cement paste shrinkage is not, recoverable, the net result is 

therefore & shrinkage.. However when the concrete is heated 

to higher temperatures substantial cracking occurs. 
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This cracking reduces the restraint contributed by the 

cement paste shrinkage on the aggregate expansion. On 

cooling because much of the cracking'is irreversible the 

net result is a residual expansion. 

The situation is further complicated when loading is 

introduced during the heating cycle. Fig- 3 
(7) 

gives an 

example of conditions under load. The applied load opposes 
the thermal expansion and so inhibits both it and the 

cracking. As the cracking is less the shrinkage of the. 

cement paste has a greater effect on the overall thermal 

movement partly due to it oppoaing the aggregate expansion. 
This time creep is also present adding to the tendency 

towards contraction. The overall effect can be to cause 

contraction at relatively low temperatures. Another factor 

which influences this situation is the rate of temperature 

rise. It does so by its effect on the creep of concrete. 

It can be appreciated that the situation is complex and 

although these relationships, can be identified, no acceptable 
theories have been produced to enable thermal movement and ' 

cracking at high temperatures to be predicted with any 

confidence(7). 

(899). (8) 1.2.1-1-5 Compressive strength Fig. 4 gives 
the relationship for compressive strength against 
temperature. For various considered situations the curve is 

of the same general shape although the actual values vary as 
f ollows: - 

(a), The residual strength (i. e. strength on cooling), 
is lower than the strength at elevated temperatures 

This is considered to be due to increased cracking 
during cooling. 

(b). Restrained concrete shows greater strength than 

unrestrained concrete, this is thought to be due to 
the applied stress opposing the development of cracks. 
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C' For a given temperature lean mixes lose less c), ' 
strength than richer onesq although rich mixes have 

a higher original strength. 

(d). Water/cement ratio has little or no effect on the 

strength-temperature relationship, although lower 

w/c ratios have a higher origina-1 strength. 

The general curve shows that strength decreases with 
temperature although occasionally an increase in strength 
has been reported. (cf. section 2.2.2.2, of this work). 
It would appear that the curing and moisture conditions 

of the concrete at the start of the test are very important 
(7). 

At 4000C and above deterioration becomes rapid, - It is 

generally considered that concrete subjected to temperatures 

Of UP to 30GOC-will have sufficient strength remaining to be 

re-used., Ii will be remembered that fire cracking begins to 

appear at about 3000G. At 400-OC and above the dehydration of 
the calcium hydrate causes rapid cement paste shrinkage and 

at 5750C the quartz transformation occurs and so the cracking 
increases. From this. it can be appreciated that the cracking 
in the concrete affects the compressive strengthl as, would be 

expected. 

1.2.1.1.6 Stress-strain curve: - The stress-strain 

curve for concrete in uniaxial compressionýat high, 

temperatures shows a reduced peak stress with, an increase in 

the strain range compared with ambient conditions. There ist 

also, an increase in the strain at peak stress(7). 

1.2.1.1-7 Modulus of elasticity: - A notable -, 

reduction in Young's modulus occurs when-concrete is heated. 

Fig. 
'5(7) 

gives results for specimens heated to temperature 

under no applied load. There are similarities between the 

behaviour of Young's modulus and the compressive strength. in 

that the application of a load during heating restricts the 

loss of stiffness. Similarily, as with strength, a 
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reduction of stiffness then occurs on cooling. Therefore it 

can be suggested that compressive. loading restrains the 

cracking caused by thermal incompatibility and so slows down 

the reduction of stiffness on heating. 

1.2.1.1.8 Creep: - Creep is greatly increased when 
concrete. is exposed to high temperatures as Fig. 6(7) 

indicates. The results are for specimens that were brought up 
to and maintained at & constant temperature before testing. 

It should be noted that while at ambient temperature creep 

can be considered as being a linear function of stress, at 
elevated temperatures this no longer holds true(7). 

1.2.1.1.9 Relationships between thermal expansion, 

shrinkage, creep, cracking and strength: - It has been 

seen that the thermal incompatibility of the aggregate and, 

cement paste causes cracking which in turn leads to &. loss of 

strength and stiffness.. Put in another way the stress-strain 

curve changes so that the peak stress is reduced while the 

strain is increased both before and after the peak &tress is 

reached. This loss of stiffness enables a greater stress 

redistribution to take place than is possible in the cool, 

state. In addition creep is increased at elevated 
temperatures enabling the relaxation of thermal stresses to 

occur. These effects build up causing concrete at elevated 
temperatures. -to be &-more ductile material than at ambient 

conditions. Over simplification must be avoided since the 

ductility is dependent on the small scale cracking and, as 

noted previously, this can be affected by the loading under 

consideration. However generally speaking considerable 
thermal strains can be withstood by the concrete-at elevated 
temperatures. The comments above on the stress-strain, 
modulus of elasticity and creep characteristics are based on 

results for specimens that have been heated to the required 
temperature and then have been tested, In actual fire 

conditions the situation is different as load is being 

continuously applied throughout the heating up period. Thus 
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in an actual situation the problem becomes quite complex. 
It can perhaps be summed up by the following paragraph from 

ref. 7. 

'The effect of loading on the strain during heating 
is not merely additive to the thermal expansion as 
is assumed in linear elasticity and simple structural 
theories. A change in load modifies the potential 
for cracking, affects the stiffness at a particular 
temperature level and so helps to determine the 
manner in which the paste and aggregate work together' 

1.2.1.2 Steel 

1.2.1.2.1 Loss of strength: - The loss of strength is 

significant while the steel is hot, but except for cold 

worked steel, the recovery on cooling from temperatures up 

to 7000C is practically complete. 
(10.91.1)(see 

Fig. 
-7 

(11) ). The 

temperature at which steel begins to give an unsatisfactory 

performance in a fire depends on the applied stress at any 

point. However for bars with a maximum design load to carry 
there is a 0.87 safety factor. From Fig. 7a drop in strength 

of 87% occurs at approximately 400'C. This can be taken to 

be the-basic maximum temperature the steel can sustain 

adequately and adjustments must be made for smaller applied 

stresses. If the steel has withstood the fire then due to 

recovery of strength on cooling it will be of some use 

afterwards. The reason for cold worked steel not recovering 

as well is discussed in more detail in 4.2.2* 

1.2.1.2.2 Relaxation losses: - Prestressing steel is 

often the most seriously affected reinforcing material due to 

the loss of tension caused by relaxation effects when creep 

occurs. In this case it is necessary to establish the 
temperature reached in order to estimate the likely damage. 
To emphasise this it can be noted that the strength is 
likely to be reduced by more than*50% at temperatures of 
approximately 400'C 
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1.2.1-3-. Summary 

From this study of the effect of heat on concrete and. 

steel the following main points can be noted. 

Concrete subjected to temperatures up to 3000C is 

capable of being reinstated* 

(b) The thermal movement within the concrete cause S, 

cracking to occur as the temperature increases. 

This cracking reduces both the strength and the 

stiffness of the material Producing a slightly 

more ductile material than at ambient conditions. 

(. c) The lower grade or mild reinforcing steels recover 

most of their strength after cooling from 

temperatures up to 70C 0 C, whereas such recovery in 

cold worked higher grade steel is not so good. 

(dj Prestressing steel must be carefully examined due 

to possible loss of face in the tendons caused by 

relaxation during heating. 

1.2.2 Effect on Individual Members 

Here it is necessary to look at the effect of the 
interaction between the concrete and the reinforcing steel 

on the member. 

1.2.2.1 Cracking: - The reinforcing steel within the 

concrete helps to propagate b* oth parallel and perpendicular 

cracks. This is caused by the variation in the different 

rate of expanaLon of steel to concrete. In reinforced 

concrete design it is considered that concrete and steel 
have nominally the same coefficient of linear expansion. 
This assumption is for the normal range of structural 

performance for temperatures between -200C and +500C, 
However this assumption is not justified at higher 
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temperatures (see Fig. 34 and ref... 47) where differencies 
in the thermal strains of stee 1 and concrete cause- an 
internal restraint to occur. As the steel expands tensile 

stresses can be set up within the concrete and so cause 
cracking perpendicular to the concrete face or soffit. 
Also the movement of the steel can cause that plane to 
become a plane of weakness enabling cracking parallel to 
the concrete face or soffit to occur-more easily, hence 

spalling can take place in the form of the cover to 
the steel sloughing off. 

1.2.2.2 Deflection: - This results from a-loss in 

steel strength at higher temperatures. Another result of 
this loss of strength is reinforcement buckling which can 
happen where spalling occurs leaving & length of bar 

exposed to the fire. This in turn can cause tensile 

elongation of the shear reinforcement which should 

consequently be checked for damage. 

1-2-2-3 Bond:. - To give & satisfactory structural 

performance reinforced concrete depends on the bond between 

the steel and the concrete, and so the effect of temperature 

on the bond is of great importance, If the concrete and 

steel both withstand the given conditions but the bond is 

destroyed the member will not fulfil its structural 

requirements. Current literature is remarkably silent on 
the residual bond strength following heat treatment* However 

teats. have been reported which tend to suggest that the 

relative decrease in bond due to temperature is slightly 

greater than that of concrete compressive strength. Thia. 

aspect will be considered in more detail later. 

1.2.2.4 Pailure of a member:. - Consider a-simply 

supported beam under uniform loading. The maximum bending 

moment is at mid-span. When the beam is subjected to 

elevated temperatures the steel heats up and so begins-to 

lose its strength* When the steel strength is so reduced 
that the ultimate bending moment capacity (Flu)is 
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equivalent to the actual bending moment failure takes place. 

1-2-3 Effect on the Overall Structure 

Although a concrete structure is made up of different 

members they come together to form a monolithic type 

construction. This results in the structure acting as a 

composite whole instead of a collection of individual 

elements. In its response to fire there are two main points; 

to note. 

(a. ) The ability of reinforced concrete to 

redistribute forces and bending moments within a continuous 

structure can increase the fire resistance of a. particularý 

member. For example consider a continuous beam under uniform 
load. As the steel temperature increases the ultimate 
bending moment capacity at mid-span can decrease to zero 

without failure occurrIng, provided that the supports can cope 

with the redistributed bending moment. For this to work 

satisfactorily sufficient top reinforcement must be provided 

over the support. 
i can increase greatly the fire 

resistance of the member compared with the example given in 
1.2.2.. 4. 

(b) An increase in fire resistance also can occur due 
to restraint being given to a particular member by the 

surrounding structure.. If restraint is available a 

pre-stressing effect can be set up, as the member tries to 

expand due to the heat* However this effect will not continue 

after cooling has taken placet and it will only. occur when 
the fire is localised and does not reach the members that 

are providing the restraint. Moveýnents caused by fire can 

create distortion in the structure as a whole and so 
alignment should be checked Also expansion can cause 

damage to those parts not directly affected by the fire* 

, 
Due to the good fire resistance properties of concrete 

the structure usually withstands collapse and also retains 
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sufficient structural integrity to enable it to be 

reinstated. 

1.3 REINSTATEMENT 

1-3.1 Evaluating the Damage 

Concrete heated to beyond 3000C. is not suitable for 

reinstatement and fires can reach temperatures of 1000 0C or 

more. However the outside layers of concrete insulate the 

interior and so the temperature gradient within a member is 

steep. This is particularly so for short duration fires. 

To add to thin the dehydrated outer layers have an even 
better insulation property than the normal concrete-, keeping 
the interior considerably cooler than the outside. 

The temperature gradient and resultant damage to each 
individual member has to be evaluated when faced with the 

choice whether or not to reinstate.. The ideal method of 

evaluating the fire damage would be to accurately assess the 

temperature attained, and from this to predict the residual 

strength. However the estimation of the temperature reached 
ia not so straight forward and it is common practice to 

combine it with testa for the residual strength of the steel 
and concrete. All the results are then compared to e4sure 
consistency. 

An estimate of the temperature reached during the fire 

can be made by an examination of the debris. Different 

materials react in certain ways and melt at different 

temperatures, Only the surface of the concrete will be 

exposed to the fire. The temperature of the interior 

depends not only on the temperature of the fire but also on 
its duration. One of the main methods of deducing the 

temperature the concrete has reached is the colour change 
that takes place. The degree of colour change, shown in 

Table f(15ývaries for different types of concrete, at a 

given temperature, but most concretes in general show this 
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characteristic to some extent. The pink colour at 3000C is 

the most useful characteristic, that being the maximum 
temperature allowable for reinstatement purposes. 

Colour change is not the only way of estimating 
temperature.. Surface cracking, deeper cracking, spalling 
from steel, quartz: popout and general weakening and 
friability of the concrete also help in this respect 
(Table 1 

(13) ). 

Other methods of evaluating the fire damage include the 

calculation of fire severity and comparison with fire test 
(14) data ,, concrete strength tests on cores, steel tensile 

tests, measurement of steel strength by metallographic; 
methoda(15), ultra-sonic pulse testing 

(16) 
and'load'tests', '' 

X very recent development in this area is the examination of 
the thermolumineacence of concrete particles taken from 

small cores at various depths in a Component to establish 
the temperature iind thermal gradients attained'during-a 
fire(17)., The possible application of acoustic emission 
in this field led to a small number of testa being carried 
out in this area which are the subject of chapter 6. 

1-3.2 Design and Methods of Reinstatement 

The alm when reinstating a member-is to restore it to a 
condition in which it will be able to carry the applied 
loading. In order to achieve this it is sometimes necessary 
to provide structural as apposed to'cosmetic'repair. The 

(11,18) basic design procedure is 

(a) assess the strength of the member remaining after 
the fire 

(b) compare'the remaining strength with the actual 

strength required. 
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(c) if the residual strength is less than that needed, 

add reinforcement and concrete capable of 

sustaining the difference; if it is greater then 

a cosmetic repair only is required. 

Having designed for the reinstatement various methods 

can be adopted to carry out the work. Gunite(l. 1) 
(19) ha) 

prepackaged concrete and the use of formwork are all 
feasible methoda-of approach-depending upon the exact 

nature of the repair to be made. 

1.4 DESIGNING FOR FIRE RESISTANCE 

It has been seen that concrete is a good fire resistant 

material and how this leads to the possibility of reinstating 

a burnt out structure, However it is possible to reduce the 

damage to the building even further by considering fire 

endurance in the initial design. When designing for fire 

resistance there are two main ipproaches which complement 

each other. These are, 

(a) careful appreciation of details in the design that 

can protect a structure from fire damage; 

(b), designing the required fire resistance into 

structural members.. 

The first of these approaches has been discussed 

elsewhere(3920), and also the second has received some 
( 1,6 q 20 --2'2-) detailed examination At the moment in relation to 

the second approach the code (CP110: Part 1: 1972 
(23)) 

gives 

guide to fire resistance in the form of minimum values of 
the width or depth of the member and the cover to the 

reinforcing steel, It is an arbitary method based on fire 

test results and does not take into consideration the 

individual circumstances involvedo However in many cases 
a satisfactory solution is obtained. 
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A-different approach to the problem is to design the 

required fire resistance into the member by analytical means 
based on known heat transfer and material property behaviour., 

This is termed 'rational design'. Briefly stated it 

involves obtaining the temperature distribution throughout 

the member section, then, knowing the effect of temperature 

on the material properties, estimating the structural strength 
for the given conditions. The required fire resistance can 
be obtained by varying the loading, amount of steel 

reinforcement, concrete cover to reinforcement, and type of 

concrete used. The type of member is of importance - 
continuous beams and slabs giving better fire resistance 
than simply supported ones under the same conditions. Also 
the ability to restrain thermal expansion affects the design. 
In addition to this it is essential that there is adequate 
detailing of the reinforcement. 

However, little attention has been paid to the quality 

of bond between the concrete and steel in fire resistant 
design. Therefore it would seem desirable to examine the 
influence of high., temperature on the bond between the 

materials in order to better understand the performance of 
structures both during and subsequent to a fire and to make 
a, better assessment of the design approach. This matter is 
examined in more detail in subsequent chapters of this work* 
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CHAPTER 2 

BOND IN REINFORCED CONCRETE AT AMBIENT 

AND ELEVATED TEMPERATURES 

2.1 BOND AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURES. 

2.1.1 General 

Bond between the steel and concrete is an essential. 

part of reinforced concrete.. Without it the various members, 

such as bea-m and slabs would not be able to provide a 

satisfactory structural performance. When the steel and 

concrete are bonded together the reinforcing prevents the 

concrete from failing prematurely by resisting the majority 

of the tensile force and so allowing the compressive strength 

of the concrete to be utilised to the full. If there is no 
bond between the steel and concrete then reinforced concrete 
loses its integrity as a composite maýerial. 

2.1.2. Nature and Mode of Failure of Bond 

The nature and mode of failure of bond differs between 

plaln and deformed bars. 

2.1*2.1 Plain Bars 

In this case the bond. is made up of a combination of 

adhesion, shrinkage of the concrete causing frictional 

resistance, and the surface characteristics of the bar. 

M: Lkhailov, as reported by Watstein and Bresler 
(24), 

studied 
the relative importance of the adhesion and frictional bond. 

He noted that the contribution to the bond in terms of stress 

made by adhesion between the steel and concrete amounted to 

only 0.5 to 0-7-N/= 2 which is not of any great significance. 
However the adhesion plus frictional resistance resulting 
from shrinkage contributed 25 to 30% to the bond resistance 
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while the surface roughness of the bar and any change in its 

lateral dimension throughout the considered length accounted 
for 70 to 75% of the total bond strength. Plain bars can 
fail in bond by being pulled through leaving the surrounding 

concrete intact* Alternatively splitting of the concrete 

can take place but only after slip has occurred at both the 

loaded and unloaded ends of the bar. 

2.1.2*2 Deformed Bars 

In the case of deformed bars, although frictional 

resistance and adhesion are still present, the majorfactor 
in the development of bond resistance is the bearing of the 

deformations against the concrete and the ability of the 

concrete to withstand this Pressure. Due to the change in 

the nature of the bond resistance there is also a difference 

in the failure mode between plain and'deformed bars. Failure 

with-deformed bars is nearly always associated with 
longitudinal splitting through the concrete which provides 
the smallest cover to the bar, This "splitting often takes 

place before the unloaded end of the bar begins to slip. 

Further insight into the nature of bond strength has 
been gained from studies of internal cracking caused by the 
development of bond stresses in concrete tension prisms, 

(25) 
Broms*and Lutz reported that radial cracking takes place 
starting at the steel-concrete interface and stopping before 

it reaches the concrete surface. Bresler and Bertero 
(26) 

showed that for low loading levels principal tensile stresses 

at the bond interface are inclined at an angle with the 

longitudinal axis varying between two concrete cracks from 

about 600 at the crack face and decreasing to 00 at the 
(27) 

midpoint (Fig. 8(a))#* Experimental investigations by Goto 

also showed that inclined cracks developed within the concrete 

prism, and that these cracks were approximately normal to the 

direction of the principal stresses being inclined at an 

angle of 45-800 to the bar axis (Fig. 8(b))* 
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Based on these studies the mechanism of bond development 

with increasing loads has been described as follows by 
(24). 

Watstein and Bresler 

'At low stress levels in the steel reinforcement 
high principal stresses occur only at the interface, 
in the zones adjacent to the full transverse cracks 
where local inclined cracking occuns. This local 
cracking relieves the high tension near the ends 
and shifts the zone of maximum principal stress 
inward from the transverse crack face. With 
increasing load these maximum stresses reach the 
tensile strength of the concrete generating 
additional internal cracking. With further increase 
in lpad the process of internal cracking and 
consequently of shifting the peak stresses continues. 
At yiýeld stress level the internal cracks propogate 
through most of the prismt so that concrete adjacent 
to the steel reinforcement forms a 'boundary layer' 
of teeth-like segments which resist the pullout 
forces by wedging action, as shown in Fig. 9.0 

The deformation characteristics of this boundary layer, as 

yet, are not defined quantitatively in a realistic manner. 

2-1-3 Anchorage and Flexural Bond Stress 

Two types of bond stress can be identified. First there 

are the anchorage bond stresses which occur at the end of the 

steel bar whether extended into a support or cut off within 
a span, and then there are the flexural or local bond stresses 
which generally vary with the shear or change in bending 

moment, 

The anchorage bond stress is taken to be 

(lb z 2: u. 1' 

wherd ab = bond stress 
P-= force in bar 

Xu. = effective sum of bar perimeters 
1v= effective embedment length 

and where the bond stress is assumed to be constant over 
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length 1v. Equation 1 is used to calculate the average 
bond stress obtained in pull-out tests. 

The flexural or local bond stress is due to the change 
in steel force along the length of the bar and is given by 

gp 
'Db ý Zu, Sx - Zu. z 

where SP = change in tensile bar force over an 
. elemental length, Sx. 

V= shear force 

z= lever arm 

In this case there are a number of assumptions, 

(a) the concrete does not resist tension, 
(b) the tension in the steel varies directly as the 

ordinate of the moment curve throughout the 

beam length, and 

(c) the beam is not cracked. 

Eqn. 2 is used to calculate the average bond stress over 
length Sx in beam tests. 

2.1.4 Development of Bond Tests 

When dealing with bond quality it is not just the 

maximum bond strength available that is important but the 
bond stress in relation to the amount of slip between the 

steel and concrete. The most useful characteristic is the 

local bond resistance to slip since from this relationship 
attempts can be made to establish crack widths and spacing 
in loaded reinforced concrete members. 

In some early reports of bond tests only the maximum 
bond values were given. Then Abramssas reported in 

Watstein and Bresler 
(24), 

conducted a -beries of tests using 
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pull-out and beam specimens measuring both slip and bond 

strength. Since then many different experiments have 

been undertaken, mainly along the lines of either pull-out 

or beam tests Slip between the steel and concrete was 

measured at the loaded and unloaded ends of the specimen 

while the average bond stress was calculated for a specific 

length of bar in accord with the definition for pull-out or 

beam tests mentioned above i. ee, equations 1 and 2. This 

enabled the behaviour in the anchorage zone to be investigated 

and different bar types to be compared* 

2.1.4.1 Bond Stress Distribution 

However the assumptions made in 2*1.3 above are not 

strictly applicable to conditions in practice. The bond 

stress over a length of bar is not constant, a peak being 

reached near the loaded face of pull-out specimens and close 

to flexural cracks in the case of beams. The assumption that 

concrete does not resist tension and that the beam is not 

cracked are contradictory. The concrete does resist tension 

until its tensile strength is exceeded causing a crack to 

occur. Hence the tension in the steel does not vary directly 

as the ordinate of the moment curve throughout the beam 

length. Therefore tests were carried out to study the bond 

stre'ss distribution. This is achieved by measuring the steel 

strain, thus giving the steel stress, at different points 

along a bar as equation 3 makes clear. 

E. SE- EP s sý s alb - Zu. Sx» ZU. Ex Zu. Ex 

Various methods have been used to measure the strain in 

the steel. Watatein 
(29) 

provided holes in the concrete 

giving access to the steel bar, thus enabling strain to be 

measured (see Fig. 10(a)). Electrical resistance strain 

gauges have been fixed to the outside of the bar while 

Mains(30) placed them within the steel reinforcement. To do 

this the bar yas cut longitudinally, a groove milled out 

enabling the gauge to be attached, with the two halves of the 
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bar being tacked welded together again (see Fig. 10(b)), 

All these methods have disadvantages. The access holes 

and strain gauges attached to the outside of the steel 

reinforcement disturb the conditions at the bond interface, 

while the gauges placed within the bar cause its 

crosS-8ectional area to be reduced hence increasing the 

steel strain for a given load. 

2.1.4.2 Bond Slip 

It is even more difficult to measure the internal slip 

as in this case the concrete strain has to be considered. 

A radiographic method was used'by Evans and Williams(31) 

where platinum whiskers which were embedded in holes drilled 

in the steel bar protruded into the concrete. X-ray 

photographs were taken before and after loading showing the 

relative displacement of the sheared platinum markers. An 

approach by Moore (reviewed by Nilson(32)) was to use an air 

gauge to measure the flow of air being regulated by the 

displacement between the steel and concrete. Both ofIthese 

techniques have drawbacks, the former placing restrictions 

on the specimen size and being expensive while the latter 

shows signs of lacking accuracy and sensitivity: Further 

methods of me asuring slip were also summarised by Nilson(32)0 

Ruiz utilised electrical resistance strain gauges to develop 

a slip gauge. One end of the slip gauge was bonded to a 

mortar block and the other end to the steel bar while the 

central portion was left unbonded. The mortar block was 

embedded in the concrete-so that the gauge was parallel to 

the bar axis. To measure slip directly at internal locations 

Wahla, used miniaturised differential tranducer gauges. 
However-the great disadvantage of methods where gauges are 

present at the bond surface is that they will affect the bond 

distribution besides requiring great care in the preparation 

of the specimen. - This led Nilson(32), 
'to. 

place internal 

concrete strain-gauges within tfie concrete mass close to but 
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not on the embedded bar in addition to strain gauges within 
the steel bar (Fig. 11). The concrete strains were not 

measured at the bar surface introducing a slight error. Also 

a great number of gauges are required to obtain a continuous 
distribution along the length of the bar. 

2.1.4-3 Bond-Sli-p Relation 

k number of investigat, ors*have attemptea-. -to measure the- 

local bond-slip properties by testing a small bond length. 

Rehm(33) employed this method by using 10a and 200mm. cubes 

and testing a differential bond length of, for example, 16mm 

(Fig, 12(a)). By doing this the stress-slip curve could be 

arrived at directly from the 
'load 

applied and the measured end 

slip. This simplifies the experimental procedure considerably 

although great care must be taken in producing the specimens 
because of the small bond length. 
I 

Other investigations along this line have been done by 

S. tocker and Sozenj as reviewed by Yannopoulos(34). They 

used asimilar procedures with concrete specimens of 

lOOx230mz cross-section and 200mm long. They tested four 

different embedment lengths 12.7,25.49 38.1 and 50.8mm when 

studying the bond strength of strand, and concluded that in 

this case the shortest length giving reliable and consistent 
test results was 25.4mm. Edwards and Yannopoulos(34,35) 

used a slightly different kind of specimen (see Fig. 12(b)). 

A bondlength of 38mm was. adopted with concrete covers of 

35 and 25mm. 

These specimens also have disadvantages when compared 

to conditions in practice. The Rehm and Stocker/Sozen type 

of specimen gives greater lateral restitaint than normal whilst 

that used by Edwards and Yannopoulos represents conditions 
more at the beam end or crack face only, Whatever form of 

specimen is used disadvantages are apparent in one way or 

another. However the 'differential bond length' type gives 
the desired results directly and alsomakes testing both 
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cheaper and easier. 

2.2 BOND AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 

2.2.1 Review of Previous Work 

Previous-work on bond strength both at elevated 
temperatures and in the residual (i. e. cooled) state is 

summarised in Table 2 and Fig. 13, much of which has been 
described in some detail earlier (see appendix 1). 

2.2.2 Comments on Previous Bond Work at Elevated 
Temperatures 

2*2,2.1 Experimental Approach 

2.2.2.1.1 Test Specimen: - It is noticable that they 

are all variations of the pull-out type specimen. Beam 

tests for bond at elevated temperatures do not appear to have 

been undertaken probably due to a desire to keep the tests 

both simple and inexpensive. The specimens vary from those 

with a long bond length(36-4,2) to those with a smaller 

embedment length where the end sUp gives more of an 
indication of the breakdown in local bond 

(43-47) 
. although 

even iri, these cases the lengths of 80 and 115mm*are still 
too large to obtain an accurate assessment of the local bond 

stress-slip relationship. 

The shape of the specimen adopted by Hertz 
(43,44) 

is of 
a different form than the others, seeking to make use of the 

way the compressive, forces are transmitted at an angle of 450to 

the bar axis (by-using this method Hertz, 's aim to eliminate 
the possibility of failure by longitudinal cracking. is 

furthered). In the test procedure 3mm neoprene 600shore was 

placed between the concrete specimen and the steel seat of the 

test apparatus to reduce friction. However it is inevitable 

that there will be some friction still present that will 

cause a slight discrepancy in the transmission of. the 
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compressive forces. 

2.2.2.1.2 Rate of Temperature Rise: - There are two 

approaches to this point of experimental procedure. The 

temperature can be increased so that it follows the standard, 
fire test curve 

(44). 
This gives a rapid rate of temperature 

rise simulating conditions in an actual fire. By using this 

approach (e. g. Reichel 
(42) ) the results can be compared to 

other fire test data. Alternatively a much slower rate of 
temperature rise can be adopt ed (e. g., Harada et al. 

(39) ). 

In this case a gradual rise in temperature throughout the 

specimen is obtainedýpreventing large temperature gradients 
from occurring'over the section. The result is that the 

mechanical stresses, caused by the difference in-the thermal 

expansion between the outside andýthe centre of the concrete, 

are eliminated. Hence the effect on the bond caused by 

temperature alone can be seen more clearlyO 

2.2.2.2 Compressive Strength of Concrete 

A-number of the investigations mentioned carried out 
tests to obtain the compressive'strength of the concrete as 

well as the bond strength for the conditions under 

consideration. The various results are given in Fig. 14, and 

can be seen to vary considerably. The results of Harada et 

al. 
(39) 

and Kasami et al. 
(40). 

show the expected decrease as 
the temperature increases. Significant increases in 

strength for the initial temperature increase are given by 

both Ghahramani/Sabzevari08)and Milovanov/Pryadko(36) 

while the, work done in Edinburgh 
(41). 

shows the strength at 
5000C to be almost equivalent to that at ambient temperature. 

To some extent the variations in the values can be explained 
by the difference in the cement and aggregate and the size 

and shape of the specimen adopted e. g., Milovanov and 
Pryadko(36) used refractory aggregate and water glass cement. 
Harada at al. 

(39) 
used cylinders whereas Ghahramani and 

Sabzevari(38 
) 

adopted cubes. 
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2.2.2-3 Bond Strength 

The residual bond strength results have been plotted in 

Fig- 15 for plain bars, and Fig. 16 for deformed bars, The 

results of Harade et alý39 
) 

and Kasami et al 
ý40 ) 

have been 

plotted on both graphs as the bar types are unspecified. 

Due to the differences in the experimental procedures it 

is not possible to make a direct comparison between the 

various curves. To compare the results the conditions over 

all the tests would need to be uniform, whereas in reality the 

differences are many - rate of heating, size and shape of 

specimen at test, concrete strength. Gther factors that 

could cause variability in the different results and which 
have not been specifically mentioned as yet include the 

direction of casting ýihich-affects the extent of th6 voids 

at the concrete/steel interfacel the'surface condition of the 

reinforcement e. g. llightly corroded steel will give a better 

bond performance than either smooth or heavily rusted bar, the 

curing conditions which; qffects the concrete shrinkage and 
the concrete hoop stress surrounding a bar. 

In view of this a wide scatter in the various curves is 

to be expected and helps to explain the contradictory nature 

of some of the results e. g. Reicho 1(42) reports the plain bar 

giving a greater reduction in bond strength compared with 
the'deformed bar whereas with Ghahramani and S4bzevari(38) 

the situation is reversed. Fig. 17 shows the results for 

deformed bar at elevated temperatures from the work of 
Diederichs/Schneider 

(45,46) 
and Sager/Rostasy 

(47). From 

this figure the different concrete strengths and aggregate 
types can be seen to affect the bond results. 

2.2,2.4 Summary 

The conclusions reached by the different investigations 

show that the reduction in bond due to an increase in 

temperature could be a critical factor when assessing the 
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strength of heat treated reinforced concrete members. 

(38) 
Harada et al. 

(39) 
Morley (41) 

and Ghahramani and Sabzevari 

reported the bond quality deteriorating more rapidly 
than the concrete compressive strength whilst Reichel(42) 

concluded that the residual bond strength decreases at a 
greater rate than the residual steel strength. Hertz(43,44) 
has shown that for temperatures up to 400'C the ratio of bond 

strength/concrete strength is reasonably constant but 
decreases for temperatures above 400, *C while Milovanov 
and Pryadko(36) state that for refractory concrete there is 

considerable bond strength up to 4500C although they emphasise 
the need to consider the effect of bond when dealing with 
elevated temperatures. 

Therefore a number of investigators have carried out 
work giving an indication of the effect of temperature on the 
bond strengthl however due to the differences in 

experimental procedures comparisons are difficult* Also out 
of the many variables affecting the bond strength only a 
limited number of parameters have been considered e. g., two 
types of bar and concrete strength were looked at by 

Reichel 
(42) 

whIle Ghahramani and Sabzevari(38) used two 

different heating cycles. To add to this the variable nature 

of concrete as a material means that, even under uniform test 

conditions, there can be a wide scatter in the results. 
Therefore a considerable amount of test data is required to 

produce an accurate assessment of the bond strengtb-temperature 
relationship. 

The more recent work of Sager and Rostasy 
(47) looked at 

two different normal weight concrete strengths as well as 
light weight concrete using a total of five different 

aggregates, thus investigating the effect the type of concrete 
has on the bond performance in more detail than anything 

prior to it. 

All this shows that the work carried out is only the 
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beginning of research into this particular area, and that 

this lack of information is causing more detailed study of 
the problem to take place e. g., ref. 47. It is with the 

purpose of adding to the understanding of this particular 
field, of the high temperature effects on the bond in 

reinforced concrete, that the work presented in the following 

chapters was undertaken. 

I 
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CHAPTER 

TiST aPPARATUS aND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

3.1 TEST APPARATUS 

3.1.1 Design Requirements 

The aim of the experimental'work is to investigate the 

effect of elevated temperatures on the bond strength between 

reinforcing steel and concrete during and after heating, 

When formulating the test procedure to achieve this aim, two 

main design requirements had to be taken into account. 

(a) In practice structures are normally under load 

during fireal thereforel to ensure the tests are 

as practical as possible a working bond stress had 

to be applied to the specimens during the heating 

cycle.. 
(b) In 2.1.4 it was noted that the most useful result is 

the bond stress-slip relationship, and so, the slip 
had to be recorded throughout the duration of the 

test. 

3.1.2 Test Speclmen 

One of the earliest decisions that had to be made was , 

whether to use a beam or pull-out type test specimen, It 

can be argued that a beam test is more consistent with 

conditions found in practice, however., difficulties in 

obtaining the bond atress-slip result are apparent. Methods 

of obtaining. bond stress, steel strain, and bond slip have 

been discussed in the previous chapter. Compared with the 

pull-out type specimens having a small or differential bond 

length, where the stresa-slip relationship can be measured 

d1rectlyj the beam specimens are more expensive and require 

great care in their preparation at ambient temperatures. 

These drawbacks are magnified when considering elevated 
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temperatures e. g. high temperature strain gauging. Therefore 

it was decided to use a pullout type arrangement with a 

small embedment length, keeping the casting and testing 

procedure as simple and inexpensive as possible. This 

enables a greater number of tests to be performed with the 

hope of providing more positive information than woula be the 

case otherwise* Another reason for choosing this approach 
is that of being able to concentrate on the bond failure, 

whereas, with beam specimens failurej although designed to 

be in bond, can be complicated by flexural or more likely 

shear effects. Eventually it will be necessary to know the 

bond performance and the various interactions within beams 

at elevated temperatures. However at this initial stage-of 
investigation there is some advantage in isolating the bond 

as much as possible from the other criteria, as it enables 
basic bond data to be established which will hopefully-help in 

understanding fu-'%, Pure tests undertaken in the flexural 

situation* 

The test specimen chosen is'shown In Fig. 18. A 

cylinderical shaped specimen is used as It is-more 

appropriate for producing & uniform heat flow from the outside 

surface to the bond interface than for example a prism. 

A bond length of 32mm was decided upon for a number of 

reasons. Lt was. desirable that the bond length be greater 
than the maximum aggregate size of 19mm. Although Stocker 

and Sozen(34) (see section 2.1.4-3 of this work) were dealing 

with strand, for consistent results, their shortest bond 

length of 25.4mm is a warning against making the embedment 

length too amalle On the other hand to aid the understanding 

of local bond characteristics as small a differential length 

as practical is desired. In view of these considerations a_ 

length of two bar diam ters i. e. 9 32mm was chosen. 

3-1-3 Test Furnace 

A. small electric furnace was built to heat and test four 
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specimens simultaneously. The furnace was designed for 
temperatures up to 10000C which makes it necessary to apply 
the load and measure the slip from the outside of the heating 

chamber. 

3-1-3-1 Application of Load 

The steel reinforcing bar extended-from the concrete- 
specimen right through the furnace base allowing the load to 
be applied via a hydraulic Jack and loading yoke system 
(wee Fig. 19). The end of the steel bar was threaded with a 
j inch Whitworth thread enabling the loading yoke to be 

attached to the bar by a nut and bolt type assembly. The 
hydraulic Jack was positioned on the loading yoke seat and 
pushed against the reaction beam, hence applying a tensile 
force to the steel reinforcing bar. A. continuous record 
of the applied load was made possible by incorporating a 
load call into the set-up. It was placed between the Jack 

and the reaction beam and was bolted to the beam to keep it 

permanently fixed in position. This procedure was repeated 
for each of the four specimens capable of being held in the 
furnace*. 

3.1-3-2- Measurement of Slip 

In order to obtain a continuous record of movement 
between the steel and concrete the procedure shown in Fig. 20 

was used. A. fused silica-hollow cylinder was Placed 

concentrically on top of the concrete specimen and fixed to 
its other and, by means of & cap arrangement, was a 
displacement transducer. k fused silica rod was placed- 
between the steel reinforcing bar and the transdýcer plunger. 
This enabled slip to be measured between the steel and the 

concrete at the top of the specimen from outside the furnace 

chamber* Opaque vitreosil silica was used for the cylinder 
and rod* It consisted of silica fused into a pure homogeneous 

and uniform product with a very,, good high temperature 

performancog the coefficient of thermal expansion being 

-7z- 
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-6 (49). 
-0.54xio per deg. C -Tho tranadiwors-we-re- Sangamo DC/DC 

linear displacement transducers. They were self contained, 

each with built-in linear variable differential transformer 
(LVDT). type windingal oscillators, demodulators and filters 

and when used in conjunction with a stabilised D. C. power 
supply they produced a D. C. voltage output proportional to 

(50) the physical stroke of the armature Also shown on 
Fig. 20-are the thermocouple wires. These come from the 

specimeng travel up the cylinder and out through holes 

provided in the transducer cap, 

Furnace Heating Requirements 

As well as designing for a maximum temperature 
Ueee 10GO-00 it was necessary also to be able to control the 

rate of heating. A linear rate of temperature rise was 
desired which could be reduced to zero allowing the furnace 

to remain at a constant temperature for a set period of time. 
In Addition to this the horizontal and vertical temperature 

distribution through the heating chamber had to be as uniform 
as practically possible, 

-A Eurotherm temperature controller type 027 was used in 

conjunction with a Eurotherm temperature programmer type 125 
to provide a linear rate of temperature increase. The 

optimum switching mechanism to use with this type of 
arrangement is by thyristors, however, in this case to keep 

costs to a minimum the simpler contactor type switch was 
utilised. This is illustrated in Fig. 21(a). It enabled 
the contactor to turn the current on and off increasing or 
decreasing the rate of heating as required. The result, 
however was a stepped increase in temperature rise as opposed 
to the smooth linear rate desired. In order to overcome this 

an Electrothermal energy regulator type MC233 was incorporated 
into the system so that the full load could be reduced to an 
appropriate level* 
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As Fig. 21(a) shows the furnace had 12 heating elements. 
These 12 elements were divided into three zones, each zone 

corresponding to one Phase of the 3 phase mains supply used. 
When the power was switched on by the main contactor switch 

each of the three zones could be controlled individually 

, by the 3 phase energy regulator, thus helping to obtain a 
uniform vertical temperature distribution. 

The heating elements themselves were made-of 1.219mm 

diameter Kanthal DSD wire. Each element consisted of 
12-58m of wire wound round a Morgan Triangle impervious 

aluminous porcelain supporting rod of diameter 17.5mm, and 

had a stretch ratio of 3-5: 1. The resistance per element 

was 14-55 ohms giving an output of 0.99kW',.. Four elements 

were In each zone and these were connected as shown in 

Fig, 2i(b). The two elements positioned on the same aide 

of the furnace were connected in series and the two pairs 

were connected in parallel. For maximum heating over the 

3 phases a current of 49-5A was required giving a total 

output of 11.88kW. 

3-1-3.4 Furnace donstruction 

Fig. 22 shows the, heating chamber which had-dimensions of 
lOOOx25OX300mm high with base, side wall, end wall and lid 

thicknesses of 200,2009 175 and 175mm. respectively. The 

most substantial part of the furnace is the base, as it has 

to resist the pressure from the concrete specimens when they 

are under load. Adequate compressive strength was'provided 
by forming the base from Morgan's Tri-mor ext3ýa-high strength 

castable refactory material. Four 25mm holes were provided 
for the steel bars to pass through the base to the outside 

of the furnace. 

The governing factor in the construction of the side 

walls was the need to support the heating elements. It was 
decided to do this by using blocks, made from Morgans Tri-mor 

insulcast insulating oastable refractory material, not as 
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strong as that used for the base but with better heat capacity 

properties. The heat capacity of these walls was kept low 

by using a thicknessýof 75mm, for the element supporting 
blocks to which backing layers of Triton Kaowool 
(a ceramic fibre) and mineral wool respectively were utilized. 
The end walls were made entirely from Triton Kaowool at the 
hot inside face and mineral wool for the cooler outside 
regions. The various parts of the walls and base were 
enclosed by a sheet steel casing in order to keep them in 

place., 

The furnace lid had to be as light as possible for easy 
man handling. It was made also from Triton Kaowool and 

mineral wool held together in a steel casing. As can be seen 
from Fig. 23 the lid was in three sections. Not only did 

this facilitate easy lifting, it enabled the two outer 

portions to be removedq allowing the furnace to cool, without 
the centre section and hence the displacement transducers , 
being disturbed. In the centre section there were four 60mm 

holes for the placement of the fused silica cylinders, 

mentioned in 3.1-3-2-, along with the furnace thermocouples. 

All the electrical connections were made at one end of 
the furnace where a cover was provided for this purpose 
(see Fig. 23-)- 

3-1-3,. 5 Furnace Support 

Fig. 24 shows the brick wall support for the furnace. 

As well as the walls there were the four support beams 

consisting of two steel channels each.. The two channels of 

each beam were placed one on either side of the corresponding 
25mm, hole in the furnace base ensuring that when load was 

applied to the specimens the base was subjected to compressive 

stress only. Four steel I-sections acting as the reaction 
beams (see 3-1-3-1) were secured in the brick wall support 

as depicted in Fig.. 24. An overall view of the test furnace 

is given in Fig. 25. 
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3-1.4 Recording Instruments 

There were three sets of data to be recorded. Firstly 

there was the applied load which was obtained for each 

specimen via a load cell connected up to a6 channel 

continuous trace Rickadenki chart recorder. Secondly the slip 
had to be monitored, The signal from a displacement 
transducer passed to a. Sangamo signal conditioning unit and 
thence to another Rickadenki 6 channel chart recorder. 
Finally the temperature of the bond interface was obtained 
from thermocouples cast into the specimens and connected to 

a 24 channel Texas temperature recorder. 

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE. 

3-2-1 Casting 

Suitable moulds had to'be made for casting the specimens. 

The mould base plates were made from steel and, to keep the 

cost to a minimum, rigid plastic tubing was utiliaed for the 

ýcylinder walls. Removal of the concrete from the moulds 

was assisted by a-very slight taper on the tubing* During 

casting a mould was placed on a 'casting table' to which the 

steel reinforcing bar was fixed by means of a nut and bolt 
type arrangement (see Fig. 26). The bar was secured in this 

way to ensure that it remained perpendicular to and central 
with the mould base plate. One consequence of this was that 

the bar was cast in the direction it was eventually pulled. 
Soft plastic tubing was placed over the bar to prevent bonding 

from taking place over its entire length. in this way a 32MM 

bond length was obtained, the tubing being removed during the 

demoulding of the specimen. The temperature at the bond' 

interface was measured by a thermocouple positioned in a 

specimen as shown In Fig. 18. It was placed just outside 

the bond length to reduce any effects Its presence might makel 

on the results. As Fig. 26 indicates four bond specimens 

were cast at a time along with 4 x: 100mm test cubes. The 

concrete was compacted using a tamping rod and cured by 
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placing the cubes and specimens in polythene baga, and. 

storing in the laboratory for three months at a, humidity 

of 6o%. 

3.2.2 Concrete Mix 

Ordinary Portland cement was used along with a natural 

gravel aggregate of maximum size 19mm (shrinkage value(51)' 

- 0ý47%) -to produce a 1: 2-08: 3.65 mix by weight with a, 

water/cement ratio of 0.6. This gave a cube crushing 

strength of 35-ON/mm 2 at an age of three months. The course 

and fine aggregates conformed to the sieve analysis limits of 
BS882-. Part-3: 1973 

(. 52), the fines being consistent with a 

zone 3 sand. 

3.2-3 Test Routine 

3,, 2-3-1 Bond Test Specimens 

The concrete was allowed to develop, the majority of its 

strength by curing the specimens for three months prior to 

testing. Once the bond specimens were installed in the 

furnace the testing procedure was as follows:. - 

Appli load to those specimens to be tested under 

stresae 
Start the heating cycle at a rate of 20 C/min. 

(c),, After the maximum temperature had been hold constant 
for 1 hr. load to failure any specimens to be tested 

while hot. 
(d) Switch off furnace and remove the outside portions 

of the 3-id for air cooling. 
(e) 24 hra 7 later load the residual specimens to failure. 

At the end of a'test the specimens were removed from the 

furnacet the type of failure was noted along with the crack 

pattern, if any, and then the specimens were split by the 

indirect tension test method. Splitting the bond specimens 
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enabled the bond interface to be checked and also gave an 

indication of the concrete tensile strength. 

The four 100mm cubes were crushed at ambient temperature 

to keep a check on the consistency of the concrete quality. 
Finally a tensile test was carried out on the steel bars to 

obtain their residual stress-strain curve* For the ambient 
temperature tests the procedure followed the same pattern 

with the exception of the heat treatment. 

3.2-3.2 Concrete Strength Test Specimens 

Cylindrical specimens used for obtaining the concrete 

compressive strength were cast using the same moulds as for 

the bond specimens. These cylinders were heated in the 

furnace and'then removed for testing. Again the residual 

strength was obtained 24 hours after the 1 hour dwell at the 

maximum temperaturee 

3-3 TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 

A number of preliminary tests were carried out to 

ensure the furnace gave an adequate heating performance and 

also to deterinine the thermal gradient within the test 

specimen. Three different tests were performOd. The first 

was to find the effect of positioning the specimen in the 

middle or at the end of the furnace while the other two 

established the radial and vertical temperature distributions 

within the specimen. 

For the first case mentioned specimens were placed in 

the furnace with the-thermocouple positioned as in Figo'. 18 

and the temperature was increased at 2OC/min* 

At 500 0C there was adifference of 150C between those at 

the middle and end. This increased to 20 0C at a temperature 

of 7500C. The effect of this difference is negl: Lgble 

compared to the natural scatter in the bond performance, a 

conclusiong which, is verified by & study of the results 
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obtained. 

When determining the radial temperature distribution 

thermocouples were placed at varying depths throughout the 

specimen. These were at levels just below and above the bond 

length as well as at the interface level itself (nee Fig. '27(a)). 

The resulting temperature,. gradients-fora rate-of rise in 

piýYgtjIge, of 2OC/min are shown in Fig 
. 't4! T - 21(b). For the 
inner core of the specimen the temperature gradients were on 

average 0.770C/min. This was slightly higher than the 
0.6-0.70C/min reported by Schneider and Diederichs (4,5) 

and 
felt to have no effect upon the concrete's thermal behaviour. 

The one exception to this W68 the t= 360min 
- 

curyp where 
the gradient over the inner 34mm. increased to 0.. 880C/min 

which was & little-higher but only affects tests at furnace 

temperatures of 750. OC and above. As would be expected the 

outer half of the specimen had-a greater thermal-gradient 

than the inner while the furnace., temperature increased. 

However any diaturbance that this caused was remote from the 

immediate vicinity of the bond interface. 

The final temperature distribution test was to establish 
the vertical thermal gradient over the height of a specimen 
(see Fig. 28(a)-). As indicated-in Fig. 28(. b) the distribution 

Is reasonably-uniform over the bond length and the upper half 

of the specimen* The temperature decreased towards the 

bottom of the furnace as, even with the three zone system 
in operation, the furnace was cooler at this point. There 

was a slight drop also in temperature at the very top due to 

the heat loss that took place through the various holes and 

slight openings between the three lid sections, However the 

most important requirement was satisfied, that of auniform 

vertical temperature distribution over the embedment length. 
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CHAPTER 

EXPERIFOITAL IINESTIGATION 

MATERLiL C014TROL AND BASIC B014D TESTS 

4.1 TEST FROGRAVYZ 

4*1*1 Test Parameters 

In, this work the main parameter is the temperature* 

Six furnace temperature levels are examined, namely, 20,150 
300,450,600 and 7500C. The latter being the highest 

temperature with which it was possible to complete the 

heating-up period within a working day. 

There are many other variables that affect the bond 

performance and the following were selected for examination: 

Four test conditions: 
(a) stressed during heating; tested while hot 
(b) unstressed during heating; tested while hot 

, (c) stressed during heating; tested when cool 
(d) unstressed during heating; tested when cool. 

Four covers: 2.5,32,46 and . 
55mm 

Two bar types: plain and deformed 

Three steady state 
bond stresses: zero, 2.45 and 3.70 N/mm2 

Load cycling: 20 cycles between 1.0 and 3-70 14/MM2 

As it was, not possible to consider all the variables 
the following parameters were kept constant throughout the 

test programme: - 

Rate of heating: 20C/min 

Dwell at maximum temperature: I hour 

Concrete mix: (see section 3.2.2) 
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Bar size: 16mm diameter 

Embedment length: 32mm 

Concrete was cast in the direction of pull 

4.1.2 Sequence of Testing 

A number of test series were undertaken to investigate 

the parameters above. In the following a batch is taken to 

be a set of 'four specimans cast, heated and tested together, 

while a series denotes a number of batches, one tested at 

each temperature level (see Table 

4.1.2.1 Test Condition: - As foxir test conditions 
((a)-(d) in 4.1.1 above) were chosen and for each batch 

four specimens were made, it was possible to examine each 
test condition once per batch. Six batches were required 
to cover the six temperaiure levels considered. This Process 

was repeated five times (series AV-AZ) giving five results 
for each test condition at each temperature. The advantage 

of using this method was that variations in the results due 

to any slight differenceý in the concrete mixe's and test 

environments were averaged out more effectively. All of 

these teats were done for deformed bars and a cover of 55mm- 

For test conditions (a) and (c) a bond stress of 3.70 N1=2 

was applied while the specimens for conditions (b) and (d) 

wire unloaded during heating. 

4.1,2.2 Cover: - Three series of tests (BX-BZ) were 

carried out for the three smaller covers i. e. 25,32 and 
46mm. Deformed bar and test condition (c) (i. e., steady 

state bond stress applied during heating; tested to failure 

when cooled) were used throughout. The relevant results 
i. e*, those for test condition (c), from the AV-jtZ series 

were used to compare the 55mm cover with the smaller values. 

4.1.2-3 Bond Stress: - Two bond stresses (i. e., zero 

and 3-70 Nlj= 2) were taken into account in series JX to jiZ. 
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One more series, C, was completed with a bond stress of 

2.45N/=2; deformed bar and 55mm cover being used. 

4.1.2.4 Bar Type: - A-series labelled D in Table 3, 

was tested using plain bars. All the specimens were examined 

under test condition (c) and had a cover of 55mm. For 

comparison with deformed bar the corresponding results of 

series AV through to AZ were used along withIthose for a 

working bond stress of 2.45 N/mm2 (i. e. series C), 

4.1.2.5 Load Cycling: - A-8erie8j R., was carried out 

under test condition (c) using deformed bar and 5.5mm cover. 
After the heating and cooling periods had been completed the 

load was cycled 20 times between 3-70 and 1.0 N/MM2 and then 

increased to failure. 11 

4.1.2.6 Concrete Strength: - A-. test series., F, was 

undertaken to obtain the variation in the concrete 

compressive strength with respect to temperature, Concrete 

cylinders of the size of the, 55mm cover bond specimens were 

used for this purpose. These specimens, four per batch for 

a particular temperature level, were prepared from the same 

nominal mix as the pull-out specimens, underwent the same 

curing period and heating cycle, and were heated under no 

stress and then loaded to failure after cooling had taken 

place. 

After the completion of a bond test a specimen was 

tested in indirect tension, and subsequently a tensile test 

was carried out on the steel bar to monitor the influence of 

temperature on its strength characteristics. Finally a few 

pull-out tests were performed with acoustic emission 
transducers attached to the specimens in order to study the 

relationship between bond slip and emission. 
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4.1-3 Comments on the Test ProEramme 

4.1-3-1 Standard Specimens 

Apart from the exceptions of the varying covers and the 

plain bar tests all the specimens were of 55mm cover and 
deformed bar. Therefore a basic or standard specimen was 
adopted so that comparisons between the various parameters 
could be made. The deformed bar was chosen as it is more 
widely used in practice compared with the plain reinforcing 
bar. The 55mm cover was used since-it-was easier to 

cast the specimens compared with those of smaller covers, 
the larger the dimensions the lose delicate the procedure 
becomes, which in turn gave a greater probability of 
obtaining consistent results. In addition to this the 55mm 

cover gave a greater opportunity of reaching the 7500C 
temperature level while under load during the heating-up 

period. As the results show it was the only cover which 

reached this temperature while heated under stress, and 
therefore its choice as the basic specimen size was vindicated. 

4-1-3.2 Test Conditions 

, 
Test condition (c) i. e., stressed residual, was used 

througýout when. considering covert type of bar, bond stress 

and, load cycling. The reason. fqr this is its relevance to 

conditions found in actual structures. In view of this it 

might be asked why were test conditions (a), (b) and (d) 

examined?. The thinking behind this decision was as follows. 

Condition (cl provides information on the bond strength when 
designing for the reinstatement of fire damaged structures 
whereas condition (alis more appropriate to the initial 

design of structures for a specified fire resistance. 
Conditions (b) and (d) do not represent any situation found 

in practice but they do enable the stress and no stress 

conditions to be compared as has been done for concrete 

strength at elevated temperatures and also are essential for 

calculating the slip for conditions (a) and (c) during the 
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heating cycle. The bond specimen had a section of unbonded 

steel and concrete between the bond interface and the slip 

measuring arrangementl thereforej to accurately assess slip 
the movement over this unbonded section had to be taken into 

account. This correction factor was made available from the 

movement measured during the heating under test conditions 
(b) and (d). It was necessary to consider each temperature 

level seperately due to. the differences in the thermal 

conductivity and thermal expansion of the concrete 
throughout the temperature range. Another reason for 

considering condition (d) was for comparisons with the concrete 
cylinder strength, tests. The-furnace set up could not apply 

load to the concrete cylinders during heating hence they 

were tested for residual concrete strength following the 

procedure for test condition (d). 

4.1-3-3 Bond*Stress 

For small bond specimens the maximum bond stress available 

is far greater than for longer embedment lengths due to the 

non-uniform stress distribution. In view of this it was not 

possible to relate the design code directly to the test under 

consideration. Bowever guidance was taken from CP110, 

Table 21 
(23) 

on deciding upon the steikdy state bond stress to 

be applied. The maximum recommended value. for deformed bars 
2 type 2 with a concrete strength of 35.0-N/. inm' is 3-70 N/mm 

It was decided to utilise this value as being the worst 

possible situation recommended by the code and also recognising 

that the actual bond resistance available in the specimens far 

exceeded this supposedly ultimate value.. Therefore although 

the code of practice was not applicable strictly to these 

specimens, it was consulted to obtain the right order of bond 

stress to apply during the tests. A similar argument applies 

for the 2.45 jj/MM2 applied to the plain bar specimenal and this 

value was used also with the deformed bart test series C, for 

purposes of comparison. 
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4.1.3.4 Concrete Strength S-pecimens 

The residual concrete compressive strength at the various 
temperature levels was, obtained using cylinders the size of 
the 55mm bond specimens. There were two reasons for this 

choice of procedure. Firstly, as has been noted, the 55mm 

cover was taken to be the basic specimen size. Secondly, the 

compressive strength available from a concrete sample varies 

with its size and shape (e. g., cylinders give lower Values 
than cubes), therefore to obtain an accurate assessment 

of the comparative strength of the bond specimens it was 
necessary to use test samples as near to their size and shape 
as possible. 

4.2 MATERIAL CONTROL TESTS 

Before dealing with the bond results themselves the 

compressive and indirect tensile-strength of the concrete 
and the steel tensile properties were considered. 

4.2.1 Concrete Strength Results. 

4.2.1.1 Concrete Compressive Strength 

After the one hour dwell at the maximum temperature a 
thermal gradient remained throughout the section of the 

circular cylindrical control specimens Csee Figs. 27 and 28). 

To allow for this the mean temperature throughout the specimen 

was estimated, hence the results given in Fig. 29 for test 

series F are the strength values plotted against the mean 
concrete temperature. 

The general shape of the curve is much as would be 

expected with a rapid drop in strength after about 300-3500C. 

This is consistent with the changes taking place within the 

concrete due to loss of moisture and thermal movements over 
the temperature range (cf. 4-3.2.1). The one unexpected part 

of the curve is the increase in strength between the 150 
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and 3000C nominal temperatures. This was most-prbbably &Ue to 

characteristics of the aggregate used for, as-, Abrams(9) shows, 
the aggregate can cause great variations in the strength at 

elevated temperatures. As will be shown in the bond results 
this increase Was a characteristic "that was con8istently 
apparent throughout the test programme, Work by Sager and 
Rostasy(47) ahowed this same characteristic to be present for 

bond tests using quartz gravel aggregate while not apparent 
for limestone aggregate. This indicates'ýgain that it was 
dependent on the type of aggregate being used. 

4.2.1.2 Concrete Tensile Strength 

The indirect tensile test was. carried out on the concrete 

cylinder after the bond test had been completed. This served 

a twofold purpose. It enabled the bond interface to be 

examined for the mechanism of bond breakdown. Also it gave 

an insight into the indirect tensile strength of the 

specimins. This turned out to be valuable information in 

interpreting the bond results for the different covers. 

Two curves are given in Fig- 30- One for plain and one 
for deformed bars specimens both with covers of 55mm. The 

plain bar gave the more accurate assessment of the tdnsile 

strength, as the effect of the previous bond test on the 

concrete cylinders was negligible. This contrasted with the 

deformed bars where, due to the splitting forces, cracking 
due to the bond tests was apparent especially at the higher 

temperatures. The effect of this is reflected in the lower 

tensile strength values for deformed bar specimens. 

One of the most surprising results of the project is the 

difference between these curves and the concrete compressive 

results of'Fig. 29. The shape of curve for the tensile 

strength is also very consistent thoughout the work, for 

both plain and deformed bar specimens. Therefore it can be 

stated that for the particular concrete used in this test 

programme the heating cycle affected the compressive and 
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tensile strength properties in different ways over the 100 
to 2500C range. The fact that the tensile strength, on the 

whole, deteriorated to a greater extent than the compressive 
strength agrees with Fig- 31 

(. 53) 
where the expected range of 

the respective strengths is given for elevated temperatures, 

as opposed to the residual conditions of Figs, 29 and 30- 

4.2.2 Steel Tensile Strength Results 

A tension test was carried out on the steel bar after 
heating and bond testing had been completed. Figs. 32(4) and(b) 
give the results for the plain and deformed bars respectively. 
The load was applied by an Avery testing machine while the 

strain was measured with Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik strain 
gauge based extensometers type DD1 on a gauge length of 100mm 
in conjunction with an HBII 225Hz. carrier frequency amplifier 

and digital indicator types*YI*IS*3050 and DA 3417 respectively. 
The heat treatment did not affect the residual properties 
of the plain bar which are shown in Fig- 32(a). - The 

characteristics of the cold worked Tor bar, however, did 

change due to the heating cycle as can be seen in Fig. 32(b). 

When steel is cold worked its yield stress is 

deliberately exceeded so that large groups of dislocations 

occur on many slip planes. These dislocations become entangled 

with each other and are unable to disentangle themselves when 
the load is removed. This treatment raises the yield stress 
as the sessile dislocations act as obstacles to dislocation 

movement on reloading. Therefore a higher applied stress is 

needed to initiate slip within the crystal lattice compared 
both with its original state and with mild steel. 

When heat is applied a tempering process takes place 

within the steel up to about 7000C. This produces changes in 

the crystal structure which, tend to relieve locked in strains 

without the occurrence of full recrystalisation. Above 7000C 

a change begins to take place in the nature of the crystals. 
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The ferrite (cA iron) and carbon form a solid solution called 

austentite Ofiron) a process which is reversed on cooling. 
The change from oe. to W iron and back again allows the cold 

working to be fully removed. On cooling re-crystallisation 
takes place producing new arrays of strain free crystals. 

The temperature at which this transformation is completed 

varies according to the carbon content of the steel eog., for 

a carbon content of 0-25% complete transformation does not 
take place until approximately 9000C. Therefore if the 

temperature exceeds 7000C but fails to reach 9000C only 

partial transformation occurs, both ferrite and austentite 
being presento This results in only a partial stress relief 

on cooling. This is the situation for the 7500C nominal 
furnace temperature in the test programme. The process is 

called either annealing (partiai annealing if complete 
transformation does not occur) if the steel is coo-194-very 

slowly in the furnace or normalising if the steel is air 

cooled. The heat treatment process in this work would appear 
to lie somewhere between annealing and normalising. 

These processes of annealing/normilising and 
temperingg account for the change in the stress-straln curve 

of the deformed bar after the heating cycle, As the 

temperature increased so the steel gradually reverted to its 

initial pre-cold work conditi'on. 

4.3 BOND RESULTS 

4-3-1 Temperature at the Bond li2terface 

The temperature curves for the furnace and the bond 

interfacel throughout the heating-up period, are given in 

Fig- 33. These curves refer to the 55mm cover only. There 

was a drop in the rate of temperature rise at the interface 

around 1000C,, This was due to the evaporation of the free 

water within the concrete. There was another drop at 

approximately 5300C caused probably by the dehydration of the 

Ca(OH), component in the cement paste. 
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In the results that follow it is the temperature at the 

bond interface which is plotted. Table 4 gives a complete 
list of the interface temperatures corresponding to the 

nominal furnace temperature for each cover. As would be 

expected the smaller the cover the nearer the bond 

temperature approached the furnace temperature, and for the 

25mm cover at 300 and 45e-C nominal temperatures the interface 

temperature did attain-the same level as in the furnace. 

4.3.2 Basic Specimen 

The results for the standard specimen of 55mm cover, 
deformed bar and a bond stress of 3.70 N1=2 will be 

considered first. The bond test was made up of three distinct 

phases, the heating-up period, the 24 hour cooling period and 
lastly the loading to failure. Hence the results also were 

split into three parts, namely, the apparent slip-temperature, 

apparent slip-time, and bond stress-slip relationships 

respectively. In addition to these the. maximum bond stress- 
temperature relationship has been established. 

4.3.2.1 Apparent SlIp-Temperature Relationship 

The heating-up period gave a relationship between the 

apparent slip and temperature. 
, 

To obtain the apparent slip a 

correction was required for the movement of the length of 

unbonded steel and concrete between the transducer and the 

bond interface. This was achieved by subtracting the movement 

recorded on specimens with no applied load during heatings 

from the movement obtained from specimens with loading applied. 

Figs- 34 and 35 illustrate-this point. 

The shape of the curve for unloaded specimens depended 

on the rate of expansion of the steel and concrete with 

increasing temperature. It is made up of four. phases which 

are explained as follows: - 
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(a) When the heating commenced it was the concrete that 

was warmed through firstj add this to the fact that to begin 

with the heating produced an expansion in the cement Paste 
(see Fig. 1). and hence the concrete as a whole, then the 

concrete expanded at a greater rate than the steel showing 

up on the curve as an initial positive movement. 

(b) The curve moves in a negative direction as the steel 

. 
began to expand at a greater rate than the concrete. The 

expansion oý the concrete -Was hindered by the -, dehydration of 
the tobermorite gel at temperatures around 200 0 C. and later on 
by the dehydration of the calcium hydrate which commenced at 

about 4COOC, both of these reactions caused the cement paste 
to shrink. Although the bond interface tenperature was between 

100-3700C, -dur: Lng this phase, due to the temperature gradient 
throughout the specimen, the corresponding maximum concrete 
temperature was in the range 150 to 450 0 C. 

(c) At about 3750C on the curve another positive movement 
is seen. This is due to the rapid increase in the concrete 

expansion caused by the transformation of the ol, -quartz to 

-quartz at temperatures of around 450-575 oC(5). The rate of 
the increase became greater when the whole of the concrete 

section entered the temperature range of the most rapid period 

of-expansion i. e., -500-575 
0 C. -This steep section is seen to 

end at a bond temperature of 575 0 C. However the concrete 

continued to expand faster than the steel up to about 600 oc 

as the quartz transformation continued to take, place over a 

constantly decreasing central core of the specimen. 

(d) At 6000C the transformation being complete the steel 

once again expanded at a greater rate than the concrete 

showing up as the final negative movement. 

The dashed lines on the graphs represent the movement 

after the required furnace temperature was reached and as it 

was held constant for the one hour dwell period. 

From the movement in the loaded and unloaded specimens 
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the apparent slip-temperature relationship as seen in Fig. 35 

was obtained. The apparent slip increased up to 100 0C due to 

the disturbance of the bond caused by the difference in the 

expansion coefficients of the steel and concrete as mentioned 

above. After 100 0C the rate of apparent slip decreased 

slightly which could correspond to the smaller gradient, at 
these temperatures, of the'unloaded curve in Fig- 34 as 

compared with the initial gradient of the same curve. In 

other words the differential movement due to expansion between 

the steel and concrete was reduced at this point which was 

reflected in a smaller disturbance to the bond and hence a 

reduction in-the rate, of apparent slip. However the apparent 

slip did continue to increase steadily up to about 450 0C at 

which point it began to increase rapidly probably due to both 

the dehydration of the calcium hydrate and especially the rapid 

expansion of the aggregate. 

It could be that these reactions cause the concrete 

strength to reduce to such an extent that crushing failure of 
the mortar immediately beneath the ribs, due to the force from 

the applied bond stress, took place at this point. This would 
help to account for the tremendous increase in the apparent 

slip that followed and is an argument that is considered in 

more detail in section 4-3.2-3-1. Evidence that the expansion 

of the aggregate aided the bre4down of bond is further seen 
in the way the increase in slip was reduced after a bond 

temperature of around 600 0C was reached. 

In Fig- 35 it is the apparent slip that has been plotted 
against temperature as the slip value was a combination of true 

slip and creep movement. Therefore it is clear that the 

increase in apparent slip with temperature was also partly due 

to the corresponding rapid increase in creep, at elevated 
temperature levels (cf. Fig. 6).. To obtain the true slip value 

an estimate of the breakdown of the two contributory components 
had to be made. It was not possible to do this experimentally. 
However an estimate can be deduced theoretically by. comparing 
the bond stress-slip results from the tests carried out with 
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and without a steady bond stress during heating. This is 

dealt with in 7.2,1,1. after the bond stress slip results 

have been discussed. 

Another point which arises from the curve is the way the 

dashed lines for the one hour dwell at the lower temperatures, 

although giving slightly lower slip values, follow very closely 
the complete curve for the 750 0C nominal temperature. In view 

of this it can be considered that the maximum temperature curve 

gives an adequate representation of the apparent slip-, 
temperature relationship, eliminating the need to test 

unloaded specimens for each individual temperature of each 

series. The maximum temperature value being sufficient. 

The rate of temperature rise of the bond interface during 

the period of constant dwell was reduced compared with the 

period when the furnace temperature continued to increase at 
20 C/min as Fig- 35 makes clear. Therefore an important 

conclusion can be drawn, that the smaller rate of temperature 

rise produced a slightly smaller slip value for a given 
temperature which indicates that the rate of temperature rise 

could be a significant variable over a large range. However 

for the small differences encountered in this investigation it 

was not significant enough to make any impact on the results. 

4-3.2.2 Apparent Slip-Time Relationship 

After the heating-up period was completed the 24 hour 

cooling down phase began. In this phase the relationship 
between apparent slip and time has been plotted. 

The movement for the loaded and unloaded specimens has 

been plotted, in Fig- 36. As in 4-3.2.1 above the curve for 

the unloaded specimens depended on the relative movement of 

the steel and concrete throughout the 24 hour period* When 

the furnace was switched off and cooling began there was an 

initial rapid fall in temperature causing the aggregate and. 

hence the concrete to contract. Meanwhile the steel being 
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surrounded by concrete was protected from such a sudden 
temperature change with the net effect being the initial 

negative movement shown in Fig- 36(a) for all temperature 

levels. This negative movement was greater the higher the 
temperature up to 600 0C as the higher*the temperature the 

greater the expansion and hence the greater the contraction 
on cooling. After the initial rapid drop in temperature the 

rate of decrease slowed down and the steel bar contracted at 
a faster rate than the concrete causing the positive movement 
seen in Fig. 36(a). Most of the curves end up by levelling 

out showing only a very slight increase in movement after 
about 10 to 12 hours of c ooling. The exception is the one 
for the 750 0C nominal temperature level illustrating that 

movement continued over the complete 24 hour period. 

After the 24 hours the concrete and steel contraction 
more or less balanced out for the 150,300 and 4500C curves. 
However with the 6000C curve the concrete contracted more 
than the steel due to the influential quartz transformation 
that had taken place causing considerable contraction to 

occur on cooling. The 750 0C curve does not follow the 

pattern of the others probably because no much cracking had 

taken place within the concrete, due to the relative movement 

of the cement paste (shrinkage) and aggregate (expansion), 

that on cooling it proved to be irreversible(7). This would 

result in greater contraction of the steel than the concrete 
leading to an overall positive movement. 

It is also of interest to establish the overall movement 

of the unloaded specimens from the beginning of the beating 

up period to the end of the 24 hours of cooling. To do this 

the curve in Fig- 34 must be compared with those in Fig- 36(a). 

It can be seen that for the 300 and 4500C furnace temperature 

levels the net movement was negative while for the 600 and 
7.500C temperatures there was a net positive movement* This 

trend follows an expected pattern, If the steel resumed its 

original length the net movement value depends on the concrete, 

which for lower temperature levels had an overall contraction 
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caused by the aggregate returning to its original size while 
the cement paste did not recover from the shrinkage undergone 
during heating. At the higher temperatures there was an 
overall expansion caused by the irreversible cracking 

mentioned already* 

It can be noted that this irreversible cracking was much 

more pronounced for the 750 0C temperature compared with the 
6000C level. There are two possible reasons for this 

0 behaviour. Firstly the 750 C level being higher would cause 
more internal cracking to take place in the concrete. 
Secondly the rate of temperature rise was maintained for'-a, 
longer time in order to attain the 750 0C causing more 
movementt as seen in Fig. '34,, and giving a greater 
opportunity for cracking to take place. 

The 150 0C curve gives an overall positiVe'movement due 

to the initial expansion of the cement paste (cf. Fig. 1) 

as opposed to its overall contraction at the higher 
temperatures. 

I 

From the movement curves* Fig- 36, the apparent slip was 

obtained - Fig- 37 gives the apparent slip-time relationship 
for the cooling period. As would be expected the greatest 

apparent slip occurred during the early part of the cooling 

period when the bond interface was both at its highest 

temperature and being subjercted-t-o its. greatestrate of' 

change of temperature. As time progressed and both the 

temperature and its rate of change decreased so the apparent 

slip decreased and levelled off for all ekcept the 750 0C 

curve, which is so weakened that the slip was continuous 
throughout, 

4-3.2-3 Bond Stress-Slip Relationship 

After cooling the bond specimens were loaded to failure 

giving the bond stress-slip relationships shown in Fig- 38. 
This family of curves was obtained directly from the load 
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applied and the slip measured. The slip was small to begin 

with but gradually increased with the bar being pulled 
through under the maximum bond stress. Except for. the 3CC oc 

curve the residual bond slip increased with maximum 
temperature level for a given bond stress. This was 

consistant with the corresponding decline in the properties 

of the concrete (see Fig. 29). 

The shape of the bond stress-slip relationship shows two 
distinct stages which were particularly clear at the lower 
temperature levels of 20-300 0 C. First there was an initial 
increase in stress to approximately 5.25-5-75 N/MM2 for only 
a very small slip of the order of 0-0013-0.008mm which can be 

seen in the localised enlargement of Fig- 38 given in Fig- 39- 
At this point the curve reaches what can be called a critical 
value. The second stage began with the stress continuing to 
increase accompanied by a significant jump in theýrate of slip. 
As failure approached the stress began to level off with the 

slip still increasing. These two stagis can be explained as 
follows: - 

4-3-2-3-1 Stage 11- Fig. ''40 shows the various 

stresses at the bond interface. During stage 1 as the stress 
increased the slip was Very small because in this period no 
failure in the concrete had taken place. It was not until 
the critical value was reached that the normal stress under 
the ribs exceeded the concrete crushing strength causing 
failure to occur and thus initiating a significant incredse 

in the slip value. It was, therefore, the concrete in 

compression immediately beneath the ribs that initially 

failed. To help verify this the stress under the ribs was 

calculated for different temperatures at the critical value 

using the formula. 

normal stress in force from rib 
concrete under rib *' rib area projected on a normal Plane 

where force from ribs = 
total force --- force due to 
applied sliding resistance 

of bar surface 
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The complete calculation for -imbient temperature is 

Siven in appendix 2. The actual zlidinS resistance of the 

smooth portion of the deformed bor is not known, however, 

an estimate was made by utilising the plain bar results. In 

addition to this, as only one test condition was examined for 

the plain burs an adjustment had to be made to these values 
to make them compatible with the deformad'bar results which, 

were tested under a number of different test conditioas. 

For the basic deformed bar specimen now under 

consideration the adjustment was for different steady state 
bond stresses (e. g., deformed, 3,70 N/MM2; plain, 2.45 N/mm2). 

To apply this adjustment it was assumed that at the critical 

value of slip the variation in the bond stress for plain bars 

with a test condition was directly proportional to the 

variation in the bond stress for deformed bars under the sa- 
test conditions. The datum valueaq from which this variation 

was measured, were the deformed and plain bar results obtained 

under the test condition-'of a steady state bond stream of 
2.45 N/mml during heating and loaded to failure when cooled. 
This assumption is set down in more detail in appendix 3- 

The normal compressive stress under the ribs was 

expressed in terms of the-concrete cube strength at ambient 

temperature and is shown, for different temperatures in 

Fig. 41, The, curve for the strength under the ribs follows 

the same pattern as that for the experimentally obtained 

concrete strength curveg indicating that the critical value was 
dependant on the concrete strength, An might be expected 
the computed strength beneath the ribs was greater than the 

corresponding cube strength due to the small area and 

restrained conditions of the former case* 

It must be noted, however$ that the two curves are not 
directly compatible. The CCU values are for unstressed 

specimens while the cr-ca values are for stressed ones. From 

existing work done(819) on concrete at high temperatures, 

if the stressed condition had been used, the a- curve would cu 
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be increased slightly, but not by a sufficient amount to alter 
the deductions above. This was confirmed by a comparison of 
the a- values for unstressed specimens and the 

cn 
corresponding concrete strength, shown in Fig- 58 

Again the cy- values-were generally speaking considerably cn 
greater than, their q- counterparts. C. u 

It was not possible to obtain points on the cr- curve 
0 cn 

for. nominal temperatures of 600 andý750 C. The, reason being 
that the critical value had already been exceeded during the 
heating up period before the loading to failure took place. 
This is shown in appendix 4 where the computed stress under 
the ribs for the steady state bond stress at 600 0C is far in 

excess of any a-cn value expected. The apparent slip-time 
curve is consistent witý this argument. As seen in Fig. 35 
the, curve gives a dramatic increase in slip at around 
475 0 C, which,, it is suggested was the moment when the strength 
of the concrete under the ribs had been so reduced by the 

heat that crushing, had taken place. Hence this point on the 

curve is considered to be equivalent to the critical value on 
the stress-slip curves for, the lower temperatures (i. e., 
20-4500C), ýI 

From this experimental work it was not possible to arrive 

at a completely satisfactory assessment &f. the a- values. cn 
To do this an accurate measure of the sliding resistance due 

to the smooth portion of the bar isIneeded. Here this value 

was estimated from the plain bar tests which could have 

slightly different surface pitting characteristics which in 

turn would effect the final result. Also there may have been 

inconsistancies caused by any inadequacy in the assumption 

used to. adjust the plain bar results. However, although 
the specific values could not be obtained with total accuracy 
the overall shape or trend of the results is clearly evident 

as seen in Fig.. 41, and also Figs- 58 and 63 which are 

considered in more detail later. Therefore it was, concluded 
that the critical point in the bond stress-slip curve could 
be due to the maximum strength of the mortar immediately 
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beneath the rib being attained and that this maximum strength 
was in excess of the strength obtained from test cubes. 

4-3-2-3-2 Stage 2:. - The second stage began with the 

critical value already mentioned. The increase in the rate of 
slip was due probably to the continued failure of the mortar 
beneath the ribs. A. contributary factor in this behaviour 

would be the porous nature of concrete which would permit the 
fall*d mortar particles to be compressed into the pores. 

Rehm(33) put forward the sugges tion that for shear 
stresses in the concrete tooth between ribs in the range 
0.4 to 0.6 times the cubs strength, a fracture occurs in the 
direction of the maximum shear stresses. This fracture 

occurred at slips of the order of 0-055 to 0.1mm at ambient 
temperature, causing subsequent large slips to take place for 

rib spacings of about seven times the rib height. 

It seems probable that the critical value marked the 
beginning of the development of this fracture surface (Fig. 40). 

If this was so, the increase in slip for the first part of 
stage 2 would coincide with the continued development of the 
fracture surface. For a few specimens a further tkink' in 
the stress-slip graph was noted. This occurred for values of 
slip which would be expected on completion of the fracture 

surface. An example of this is seen in Figo 90. This graph 
deals with the acoustic emission results but also shows the 
'kink' or step in the curve which, it is assumed was caused 
by the completion of the fracture surface. The calculation 
shown in appendix 5 and the subsequent results plotted in 
Fig. 42 indicate the fracture surface to have been completed 
by the time the shear stresses reached a magnitude of 0.15 to 
0.425 times the cube strength. This is appreciably lower than 
the range of 0.4-0.6 reported by Rehm. It is likely that this 
diffdrence was due to the greater rib spacing/rib height ratio 
(c/a) used here i. e., in this work the c/i value was about 15 
for transverse ribs and 76 for helical ribs whereas it ranged 
from 2 to 10 in Rehm's work. This mean that the calcul; ted 
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shear stresses in the concrete were averaged over the complete 
tooth length whereas in reality the stress at the top of the 

tooth would be greater than at the bottom. For smaller 6/a 

ratios this averaging effect would not be so pronounced. 

It is interesting to note that the ratio of the maximum 

permissible shear stress in a.. beam to the crushing strength 

of the concrete ial according to Table 6 in CP, 110:. Part 1: 

1972 
(23Y., 

for a comparable grade of concrete ('grade 35) of the 

order of. 0.13* This is below the lower limit shown in 
Fig. 42 and for ambient conditions demonstrates that there 
is a safety factor of about 1.5 in the code values. 

As Fig- 38 demonstratesl-onthe whole the-presence of 
this fracture surface did not cause any sudden impact on the 

(33*)-. ̀*-. bond stress-slip curve,. as it occurslf. *. 'according.. ýo*Rehin. 

only over a range of 5-7 times the rib height. For the 

relatively large rib spacing used in this work it affects 
only the upper portion of the tooth, the lower portion 
prevented excessive slip from occurring immediately. 

4-3-2-3-3 Approach of final failurev- As the final 
failure of the specimen approached the increase in the slip 
could be attributed to a number of contributary factors. 
Even though it did not show up as a sudden change in the graph 
the fracture surface must have contributed to the gradual 
increase in the rate of slip. Also as the stress increased 

any deformation of the lower part of the concrete tooth would 
be added to the compression of the mortar under the ribs 
which was still occurring. On top of this torque from the 

spiral shape of the ribs could have set up a twisting action 
which again would contribute to the slip. This twisting 
action would only be relevant to the final stages of slip 
when more freedom of movement was available, the different 

angles to the bar axis of the two rib types preventing any 
twisting from occurring nearer the start of the test. Finally 
the fractured concrete became a wedge causing incneased 

pressure. This increased the lateral strain in the concrete 
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specimen as a whole especially close to final failure and 

would again aid slip. Failure of the specimen could be 

defined as occurring when the transverse pressure caused 
the surrounding concrete to split. It must be noted however 

that for the 55mm cover specimens the splitting was not a 
dramatic bursting apart of the specimen but was instead 

characterised by at the most hair line cracking at the 

cylinder surface. At times not even the minute cracks were 
visible, indicating that the cracks having started at the 
bond interface ended within the specimen itself. 

4-3.2-3.4 Summary:, Having considered the bond stress- 
slip relationship it is evident that the major cause oý slip 
was the compression of the mortar beneath the ribs. Az this 

continued the concrete tooth began to shear off. This 

commenced with the fracture but also continued to occur 
afterwards over the lower part of the tooth, although complete 
shearing-off of the tooth did not take place. The final 
failure occurred when the transverse pressures caused splitting 
to take place within the concrete cylinder. 

It has been mentioned that this two stage pattern was 

not relevant at 600 and 7500C, as the critical value was 

exceeded on heating up. This accounts for the smooth 

appearance of the curves at these temperatures, 

4-3.2-3.5 Maximum bond stress-temperature relationship: - 
A notable feature of Fig- 38 is the 3000C curve. Although 
it begins by showing a greater rate of slip for a corresponding 
stress compared with the 1500C curve this soon changes and it 

crosses the 150 0C curve giving a maximum bond stress 

equivalent to that at ambient temperatures. This is also 

seen clearly in Fig. 43 where the maximum bond stress is 

plotted against interface temperature. The reason for this 

could be appreciated by referring to the residual compressive 

strength and temperature results in Fig. 29. where the same 
trend is seen. The conclusion that can be drawn is that the 
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concrete strength was a vital factor and was in direct 

relation to the performance of the bond strength. Also 

Fig. 43 shows that the bond stress at the critical value 

followed the same pattern as for the maximum value for 

temperatures up to 450 0 C. One last point to note is that at 

temperatures above 4000C the bond capacity rapidly decreased. 
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CHAPTER 

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

COMPARISON OF VARIABLES 

5.1 -COMPARING VARIABLES. 

Having looked at the results for the standard specimen 
the effect of the different parameters will now be considered. 
These resultdare presented in the same three stage format 

as those above with the slip-temperature curves relating to 

the heating up period, the slip-time curves to the 24 hour 

cooling down stage and the bond stress-slip curves to the 

loading to failure. The maximum bond stress-temperature 

curves are also plotted. 

5-1-1 Apparent Slip-Temperature Relationship 

The results for the different test conditions during the 

heating up period hýve already been, considered in obtaining 
the apparent alip-temperature curve for the basic specimen, 

and so further comment here is not necessary. Also the 

condition of'the standard specimen and those tested for load 

cycling are identical over the heating up period and hence 

the load cycling variable need not be considered at this 

point. Consequently three variables remain to be examined, 
i 

namely coverg steady state bond stress and type of bar. 

5.1.1.1 Cover 

The effect of cover on the apparent slip-temperature 

relationship is given in Fig. 44. From the graph a number of 

points can be noted., Lf an allowance is made for a slight 

scatter in the results.. the slip for all coveraup to about 

3000C can be considered to have been the same. However for 

temperatures above this the slip increased as the cover was 
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reduced for a given temperature. This relationship was more 

pronounced for smaller rather than larger covers, and there 

would seim, to be a value of cover beyond*which, the apparent 

slip-temperature curve was unaffected by the amount of the 

surrounding concretes This was due probably to the 

difference in the mode of failure of the small and larger 

specimens. For small covers there was not as much resistance 

available to prevent failure by splitting of the concrete. 
However as the cover was increased the resistance to splitting 
was greater and hence failure occurred at a higher temperature 
(e. g., compare the curves for 25mm, and 32mm covers). As the 

cover continued to increase a point was reached where the 

concrete resistance was such that the failure of the 

specimen was more by the bar being pulled through rather than 
by complete failure of the surrounding concrete. Hence a 

point was reached where the, apparent slip-temperature 

relationship was no longer dependent on the amount of cover 
but on the breakdown of the concrete at the bond interface. 

This' point was approached with the 46mm, and 55mm covers 
in Fig. 44. 

5-1-1-2 Steady S. tate Bond Stress 

Fig. 45 shows the affect of bond stresses of 2.45 and 
3-70 IV= 2 on the appapent slip-temperature relationship. The 

results for both stress levels follow the same basic shape 
with the curve for the 2.45 N/MM2 stress being at a lower 
level of slip than the 3-70 N/MM2 stress. Another point to 

come from this figure is that the additional stress of the 
3-70 N/MM2 level affected the slip to a greater extent as the 
temperature increased i. e., the ratio of the slip at the 
2.45 N/mm2 stress level decreases as temperature increases. 
At 100 0C it is 0-77, at 300 0C it is 0.60, at 5000C it drops 
to Q. 55 and finally at 7000C. it is 0.49. The curve for a 
steady state bond stress of zero is a line along the x-axis 
of Fig. 45 as the movement measured was assumed to be due to 
the difference in the thermal movement of the unbonded length 

of steel and concrete. 
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5.1-1-3 Type of Bar. 

Fig. 46 gives a comparison between plain and deformed 
bars. Two com; arisons can be made. Firstly between the 

curves for the maximum bond stress recommended in CP110 
(23) 

i. e.,, plain bar - 2.45 N/mm2 and deformed bar - 3-70 N/MM2 

and secondly the difference in performance when both Plain 
and deformed bar specimens had a bond -stress of 2.45 N/mm2. 
As expected the slip for the plain bar increased at a greater 
rate than that of the deformed bar. The rapid increase in 

slip started at about 250-300 0C and the bar pulled completely 
through at around 435 0 C. To highlight the great difference 
in the two bar"types a slip of 0-15mm occurred in the plain 
bar specimen (steady state stress = 2.45 N/MM2 heating cycle) 
at 1750C while the same slip in the deformed bar specimen 
with a similar steady state stress level took place at 500 0 C, 
Despite this appreciable difference the curves are of the 

same basic shape, the initial rate of slip decreasing around 
NO 0 C-120 0C and then increasing rapidly on reaching the 

critical valuet at which the concrete crushes under the ribs. 

5,1,2 Apparent Slip-Time Relationship 

The comments at the beginning of section 5-1,1 also 
apply here and so only the variable of coverl steady state 
bond stress and type of bar will be considered. 

Cover 

The no load movement values were not obtained for the 

different temperatures at the lower covers and so it was not 

possible to calculate the apparent slip as was done in 
4-3.2.1. For this reason Fig. 47 shows the relative movement 
between bar and concrete for the loaded specimens plotted 

against time. However from the movement-time curves the 

general effect of the cover during the 24 hour cooling period 

can be seen. A discrepancy is apparent in the 150 and 300 0C 

. curves for the 32mm cover in Fig. 47(c) (the actual 
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temperature at the interface being 120 and 285 0C cf. Table 4),., 
For all the other covers the movement increases with temperature 
but in this case the situation is reversed. If this is assumed 
to be either an experimental error or an exceptional result 
the 150 and 300 0C movement curves can be considered to be 
fairly constant for all covers, the slight increase that 

occurrs for the smallest specimen size could be due to the 
increase in the actual bond temperature. This is in agreement 
with the result from Fig. 44 that the apparent alip-temperature 
curve in the same. for all covers up to about 300 0 C. At the 
higher temperature levels, as the cover decreased; the slip 
increa3ed over the cooling period. For the 600 and 750 oc 

temperatures failure eventually occurred during heating up 
(see Fig. 44) while the 4500C curve for a 25mm cover shows 
that the specimen failed during the cooling down period 
(see Fig. 47(4))- 

_5.1.2.2 
Steady State Bond Stress 

In the case of the specimens with 55mm cover it was 

possible to calculate the apparent slip and hence its 

variation with time. For a bond stress of 2.45 N/MM2 Using 
deformed bar the results are shown in Fig. 48. The results 
for the 3.70 N/MM2 stress level have been given already in 

Fig- 37p By comparing these two figures it can be seen that 

the slip for the 2.45 I; /MM2 stress was greatly reduced for 

the 6oc and 750 0C temperatures, whereas for the 300 and 4500 C 

the difference was small. Once again this demonstrates that 

the effect of the larger stress, as compared with the smaller 

one, was more pronounced as the temperature increased. 

5.1-2-3 Type of Bar 

Fig. 49 gives the results for the plain bar which can be 

compared with both Fig. 37 and 48. The slip for the plain 
bar was, as expected, greater than that for the deformed bar. 

However the most significant difference was the continuous 

nature of the plain bar curves throughout the complete 24 hour 
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cooling period for all the test temperatures employed. 
Although this may level off as time goes on it-shows the 

unsuitability of plain bars in the elevated temperature 

situation except perhaps for considerably reduced bond 

stresses. 

5-10 Bond Stress-Slip Relationship 

5-1-3.1 Test Condition 

The different bond stress-slip curves are given in Figs. 

389 50,51 and 5Zý Figs. - 50ý-52 clearly show the two-stages. 

discussed in 4-3-2-3 for temperatures up to 400 0C while at 
higher temperatures the curves become noticeably smoother. 
It is evident that the most significant drop in the bond 

performance occurred between 400 and 565 0 Gcoinciding with 
the calcium hydrate dehydration and the quartz transformation. 

One surprising feature of Fig- 51 is that the bond resistance 

at 450 0C was considerably better than that at 150 0 C, a-point 

which is commented on below. 

From these figures differences in the bond stress-slip 

relationship at 75eC can be seen but it is difficult to 

distinguish any marked differences for the lower temperatures, 

therefore the maximum bond stress-temperature curves for each 

condition have been compared in Figs- 53 to 57-. From these 

figures two comparisons can be made which are the difference 

between the stressed and unstressed conditions and the-effect 

of testing the specimens whilst hot and when-cooled* 

5-1-3.1-1 Stressed and unstressed during heating cycle: - 
The results have been plotted for the hot and residual 

specimens separately on Figs. 53 and 54. These figures show 

only a small difference between the stressed and unstressed 

conditions. They all follow the basic pattern of the concrete 

compressive strength-temperature relationship shown in Fig. 29. 

At ambient temperatures the unstressed value was the greater 

of the two. It is assumed that this was due to some 
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disturbance of the bond interface in the stressed specimens 

caused by the constant steady state bond stress over the 24 

hour period before loading to failure took place. Fig. 53 

indicates that the unstressed specimens gave a slightly 
lower bond strength except for the 400 0C temperature. Fig. 54 

on the whole shows also that the unstressed values were the 

smaller of the two conditions, the main exception to this 

being at 250 0 G. By considering Fig- 55 where the results of 

all four test conditions are compared it seems reasonable to 

assume that the two results mentioned above were exceptional, 
this is especially noticeably for the 400 0 C-temperature level. 

In view of this it can be stated that at elevated temperatures 

the stressed gave a slightly better bond performance than the 

unstressed condition.. 
_ 

This follows the accepted behaviour 
(899). 

of concrete when exposed to high temperatures.: It ia 

considered to be due to the restraint preventing cracking 

within the concrete forming to the extent that it would if 

unstressed, hence reducing the loss in strength suffered. 

5-1-3-1-2 Hot and residual conditions:. - The same 

procedure as above was carried out here. The hot and 

residual results are plotted for the stressed and unstressed 

conditionol see Figs. 56 and 57. Both figures give the same 

pattern. The residual specimens showed a greater bond strength 

for temperatures up to 250OC-after which the situation was 

reversed to the end of the temperature range$ where the 

diiference between the two conditions became much more 

pronounced. Zt is commonly accepted that the residual 

strength of concrete is less than that while still hot 
(8,9). 

1 
This is explained by the continual movement that takes place 

during cooling causing the cracking to develop to a greater 

extent. Therefore the bond performance being dependent on the 

concrete strength would be expected to follow the same pattern, 
(43) 

a point alluded to, but unconfirmed experimentallyby Hertz 

One possible explanation for the different nature of the 

results obtained in this work is that when the specimens were 

hot, thermal stresses were produced between the steel and 
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concrete, especially between the ribs of the bar, which were 

added to the stresses caused by the applied load. Therefore 

failure occurred at a lower applied loading than for the 

residual condition where these thermal stresses were, not 

present. This occurred for temperatures up to. 250 0C 

at which point the internal changes in the concrete due to 

cooling would begin to have a greater effect than the thermal 

stresses when hot, causing the residual bond value to be less 
than that at the elevated temperature. By the time 750 oc 

was reached, the contraction on cooling would be so great 
that the difference in the bond strength between the heated 

and cooled states'could increase considerably. 

Milovanov and Pryadko(36) reported the bond strength 
to be greater when cooled rather than hot for temperatures up 
to 450 0C although their work was for refractory concrete with 
a water glass base. 

5-1-3-1-3 . (y, -, -temperature:. - Fig. 58 gives '-a'-.; 
comparison. between a, -, values for test conditions (a) (b) (c) 

and (A) and the concrete compressive strength. The concrete 
was, heated under no stress and loaded residually and is 
therefore directly compatible only with test condition (d), 

with which reasonable agreement is obtained. For test 

conditions Cb) and (d) values of a-,, oan be obtained for all 
temperature levels as loading to failure commenced from zero 
(appendix 4). In computing the 600 and 7500C values the 

plain bar resistance was assumed to be zero. This could 
account for the increase in the ac-ncurve for condition (d) 

between 450 and 6000C as this zero resistance was taken from 

stressed plain bar specimens. However it is possible that 

plain bar specimens heated under no stress could retain a 
little bond strength which in turn would reduce the a-Cn value 

e. g.., a nominal bond stress of 0.3 N/MM2 would give a 

value of 68.8%. 
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As the a-,,, values for test conditions (a) and (bY are not 
directly compatible with thea-Cu curve they are shown as 
broken lines. Their pattern is similar to that in Fig- 55 

where the hot specimens give smaller maximum bond stresses 
for the lower temperatures and then greater values at the. 
higher temperatures. As can be seen from Fig. 58 these two 

curves come very close to the concrete strength curve and 
condition (b), even crosses it at 150 0C nominal furnace 
temperature, This is an unexpected result and requires some 
comment. 

The fact that the curves are not directly compatible 
with the a-ca curve does not help as it is generally held, 

as noted in 5-1-3-1.2, that the concrete strength is greater 
for the hot than for the residual cool case, which increases 

rather thari'lessens this discrepancy. Another possible 

explanation is that the assumption used in the calculation 
(appendix 3) breaks down when adjusting between the hot and 

residual situations. In the previous section it was noted' 
that when hot the thermal stresses between the steel and 

concrete, especially between the ribs, could be added to the, 

applied stresses causing a lower failure load than for the 

residual case. *If these thermal stresses were greater in the 

case of the deformed bars due to the ribs, the relationship 
between the bond stress changes in the plain and deformed bar 

for the various test conditions and would not be directly 

proportional as was assumed originally. The effect of this 

would be to increase the sliding resistance in relation to 

the total force applied. ' This in ter would reduce the FP 

value which would help in accounting for the anomally under 

consideration. - However any effect of this inconsistancy in 

the assumption would also be evident at the 300 0C temperature 

level, in which case it would be expected that the(rc-n values 
for conditions (a) and (b), would be considerably below that 

for (d). (see Fig. 55). This is clearly not the case. Also 

at the higher temperatures of 450-750 0C the pattern of the 

hot and residual O-cn curves follow the expected trend 
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(cf. Fig. 55). In view of these considerations it is concluded 
that any effect caused by the inadequacy of the assumption used 
is negligible when compared with the natural experimental 

scatter in the results. 

Therefore the most probable explanation for the low 

values at 150 0C and test condition (b) is that one batch of 
four specimens does not give as accurate an assessment of the 

plain bar resistance compared with using specimens from 

different batches. 

5.1.3.2 Cover 

Figs- 38-9-59,60 and 61-compare the bond stress-sliP 
relationship for the four different covers tested. As the 

cover decreased both the maximum bond stress and the 

maximum bond slip also decrease. The tremendous difference 

in the slip between the smaller and larger covers was due to 

the different modes of failure as mentioned in 5.1.1.1 above,. - 
The lower cover values (i. e., 25 and 32mm) begin by following 

the curve shape as explained in 4-3.2-3- However the build 

up of pressure would cause the concrete surrounding the steel 
bar to split before the bar was pullýd through. The reduction 
in the gradient of the cxirve immediately before failure was 

caused probably by the increase in the concrete strain thkough 

the section at this time. As Fig- 59 showsl the 46mm cover 

allowed a much greater slip to take place, showing the bar to 

be pulled through by about 1mm prior to when failure of the 

concrete eventually occurred. This trend was continued by the 

55mm cover where the bar was pulled through at a slip of the 

order of 2-4mm. 

As the cover was reduced so the bond value at 300 0C 

decreased with respect-to the other temperature levels. This 

can be seen also in Fig. 62. where the maximum bond stress- 

temperature relationship for the different covers is shown. 

Once again this was due to the change in the failure mode. 
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This could be appreciated by comparing Figs. 29f concrete 

compressive strength-temperature and 30, concrete splitting 

strength-temperaturet with Fig. 62. The 46 and 55mm covers, 
both of which were associated with pull-through bond failure, 

follows the shape of the concrete compressive strength curve, 
hence the maximum bond stress was dependent on the concrete 

compressive strength at the bond interface. - The 25 and 32mm 

covers, howevers follow the concrete splitting strength 

curve indicating that in this case the maximum bond stress was 

affected far more by the strength of the surrounding concrete. 
These two reactions must not be considered to occur totally 

separate from each other. The lower bond values of the 
46mm compared with the 55mm, cover might suggest that both 

of these reactions were involved in the behaviour of the 
46mm cover specimen size. 

The dashed lines in Fig. 62 represent the fall in 

the bond stress to the steady state stress level at-the 

next temperature. This value was not reached in the test due 

to the faiiure of a specimen before loading to failure could 
take place* 

5.1-3.2.1 c-cn-temperature: - Once again the 

values follow the general shape of the concrete compressive 

strength curve (Fig. 63). The unexpected results here were 
the low a-ca values for the 25mm, cover at 20 and 150 0 C. One 

possible explanation for this could b, e that the concrete 

around the interface was not compacted sufficiently well 

compared with the other covers$ due to the operation being 

more difficult to complete for the smaller covers (cf. 4.1-3-1)- 

5.1-3.3 Steady State Bond Stress 

This has already been considered under the test condition 

parameter in 5-1-3-1-1 but some additional comments on the 

2.45 N/MM2 bond stress series are necessary. The results are 

93. otted on Figs. 64 and 65 and are compared with those for bond 

stresses of 3.70 N1=2 and zero (Figs-. 38,52 and 54). 
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The 300 0 C. value for the 2.4.5 N/MM2 series is taken to be 

an exceptional result. This is because the points for the 

3.70 IV=2 and zero bond stress curves were the mean of five 

specimens, each taken from a different batch of four specimens 

each (cf. 4.1.2.1), whereas the 2.45 N/'M2 'M results were the 

mean of four specimens all of which were from the same batch. 

Hence it is possible that the low 300 0C value was due 

to this particular batch of four specimens giving lower 

results than the others used. This was confirmed by checking 
the quality control cubes for the batch which also showed 

exceptionally low strength values. 

At the higher nominal temperatures of 600 and 7,500C the 

2.45 N/MM2 bond stress produced a lower maximum bond value than 

that for the 3-70 N/mm2 stress, which was to be expected from 

the results discussed in section 5.1-3-1-1- However the 

2.45 N/MM2 values were lower than those for the unstressed 

specimens, which was contrary to normal expectations. The 

reason for this might be as above, that the results were 

obtained from four specimens of the same batch instead of 
from different batches, which would have kept to a mi im um 

any slight variations in the concrete mix and test environment. 

Therefore in terms of understanding the effect of differing 

steady state bond stresses applied during heating, this series 

was not a success. However it does show the need for care in 

comparing resultsl even though the concrete mix and testing 

procedures were ixomizally equivalent, as any errors or slight 

variations in the test would add to the scatter in the 

results expected in experimental work of this sort and could 

cause misleading conclusions to be drawn. This point becomes 

less significant as the difference in the results becomes 

greater e. g., it would be valid still to compare the 

2.45 N1=2 bond stress deformed bar results with the 

corresponding values obtained for the plain bar. 
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5-1-3-3-1 a-cn-temperature: - This set of values for G-en 

did not require to be adjusted, as both deformed and' 

plain bars were tested under the same set of conditions. As 

Fig. 66 shows the trend of the two curves is the same. Once 

again a low value at 150 0C is apparentg which confirms that 

the adjustment was not responsible for this as stated in 

5.1-3.1-3. Also out of all the curves-this one has the most 

pronounced saw tooth of any and is far greater than the 

corresponding one for a-ca. At first sight this was contrary 
to what might be expected. As this was the basic datum point 
for the curves it could be expected to be the most reliable. 
By comparison the adjusted values for the other test conditions 

would stand more chance of having a. greater scatter. The 

reason this was not the case stems from the fact mentioned 

in the section above about the mean of four specimens from 

one batch. This was the case for both the deformed and 

plain bars in computing the curve in Fig. 66. By comparison 

with the other -crc-n curves in Figs. 41 and 58 it could be 

appreciated that by using the approach of 4.1.2.1 the mean 

values for test conditions (a). - (d) would be that much more 

reliable. It follows that if a similar procedure was adopted 

for the plain bar testa the acn curves would again be a little 

more accurate. Also it must be borne in mind that only a 

relatively small difference in the bond stress values could 

cause. quite a large change in the ac-n curve (cf. example in 

5.1-3.1-3)- 

5-1-3.4 Type of Bar. 

The bond stress-slip results in Fig. 67 reflect the lower 

bond resistance of the plain bar compared with the deformed 

steel. The bond value depends on the adhesion and frictional 

resistance available. The frictional resistance in turn 

depends on the extent of the surface roughness and the 

tolerance of the lateral-dimensi6na of the bar. As for the 

deformed bar, the bond stress-slip curve shows a critical 

value which, in this case, was due probably to the mortar 

extending into the smaller bar pitting being sheared off. 
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The increased bond stress beyond this point was due to a 
6ombination of the friction caused by the concrete shrinkage, 

any slight variation in the lateral dimension of the bar and 
the resistance of the larger, wider mortar peaks. Fig. 68 

shows the basic pattern of the maximum bond stress-temperature 

curve following that for the 55mm cover deformed bar specimen 

indicating that it was related closely to the concrete 

compressive strength at the interface. This agrees with the 

comments above on the effect that the mortar peaks have on 

the bond performance. 

5.1-3.5 Load Cycling 

Figs. 69 and 70 show the effect of cycling the bond 

stress twenty times between 1.0 and 3-70 N/mm 2 before loading 

to failure, Results for the 20-450 0C temperature levels are 

given in Fig. 69. The cycling process produced a series 

of hyteresis loops which agrees with-the ambient temperature 

work of Edwards and Yannopoulus Increasing the 

temperature results in the gradient of the stress-sl: Lp 

relationship decreasing as shown on previous figures. It also 

caused the slip at stresses of 1.0 and 3,70 N/MM2 to increase 

at a greater rate for each succeeding cycle. This behaviour 

occurred between 20 and 150 0C but was particularly evident 

between 300 and 450 0 C. which appeared to be a very significant 

stage with considerable irreversible slip taking place at the 

4500C level. 

The majority of the 450 0C specimens gave results 

comparable to those presented in Fig. 69. However, Fig. 70 

shows one of considerably greater slip along with the 600 OC. 

results. Although the slip values were much greater- 
the basic shape of the curves is similar to those in Fig. 69. 

The reason for the increased slip values could be 

connected with the critical value that has already been 

discussed. It has been noted that for the concrete quality 

adopted and a steady state bond stress of 3-70 N1=2 this 

critical value was attained at temperatures of approximately 
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450-4750C. Therefore it could be that the seemingly 

exceptional result at 4500C shown on Fig. 70 was due to this 

particular specimen either having a lower concrete strength 

value or less well compacted concrete in the region of the 

bond interfacet which caused the critical value in this case 
to be reached at a lower interface temperature of around 
4000C*- IT this is so the sudden increase in slip at about 
3.0 Nlmm 2 for the earlier cycles could be explained as being 
due to the stress in the mortar beneath the ribs having 

attained or just exceeded its strength at that point. As the 

number of cycles increased this dramatic increase became much 
less noticeable. Zf this argument is correct it could-be 
expected that the same pattern would be apparent and more 
pronounced for 600 0 C, which as Fig- 7Q showsl is exactly what 
did take place. 

One of the most noticeable trends on Fig. 70 is the way 
the rate of increase in slip decreases with each additional 

cycle. If the argument above concerning the critical value 
being exceeded is correct then this phenomenon can be - 

explained as follows. With each additional cycle the failed 

mortar beneath the ribs could be compressed into the pores 

and the depth of failure would be increased slightly. This 

in turn means that as the cycles continued the failed mortar 

would be slowly compacted and supported from beneath by sound 

concrete' which was increasingl- unaffected b 'the cycling as Iy-y 
the load. was d: Lssipated. over a larger depth of concrete. 

Fig- 71 shows that the load cycling decreased the 

maximum bond stress obtained for the specimens. The dashed 

line to 720 0C indicates that the specimens failed under 
loading at 3-70 II/MM2 before the sequence of twenty load 

cycles and loading to failure was completed. in view of this 

it would seem that the difference in the maximum bond stress 
betweenqycled and uncycled specimens becomes greater for the 

higher nominal temperatures of 600 and 750 0 C. This emphasises, 

as was mentioned in 5.1-1.2, that a change in the test 
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conditions affected the results to a greater extent at the 

higher tempe3ýature levels. 

5.2 CILICY, FORMATION OF BOND SPECIMENS 

The general pattern of cracking in the tested specimens 

was consistent over all the test seriqs. However the 

magnitude of the cracks varied with the size of the concrete 

cover. 

. 
5.2.1 General Crack Pattern 

Figs- 72(a) and (b). and the photographs Figs. 73-78 

show the general pattern of cracking that occurred. Figs. 

72(a) and 73-77 give the most predominent case whereas 
Figs. '72(b), and 78 indicate a more advanced form in the 

cracking process which, was apparent for some specimens. 

Fig. 72(a) shows two longitudinal cracks one-idther side 

of a transverse crack. The longitudinal splitting process 
has been discussed in 4.1.2.1 where it was stated that it was 
due to the transverse prjessure caused by the wedging action 

of the bar at the bond interface. The hoop or transverse 

crack was due probably to the distribution of compressive 

stresses in the region of the embedment length. Fig. 79(a) 

indicates a compressive stress on the concrete below the rib 

at the top level of the bond length whereas the mass of concrete 

above this level and away from the rib resists the tendancy 

of the layer to deform downwards. Hence it is likely that as 

the load was applied a transverse crack could be initiated 

at this level which-would -extend gradually towards the 

concrete surface as the load was increased. It could be that 

the most developed portion of this crack would*cause the 

weakness-i-n the concrete cylindpr, which predetermined the- 

position of the longitudinal - 6rack regularly situated on 

either side at the surface. 

Fig. 72(b). illustrates the more advanced form of 

cracking with another transverse crack above the bond interface 
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in the portion of concrete not directly loaded. The probable 
cause of this crack could be understood from Fig. 79(b) in 

which a mechanism similar to that of Fig. 79(a) is shown. - At 
6000C the concrete tensile strength would be weakened -- 
sufficiently to allow the cracks in the upper portion of a 
specimen to propogate* Another feature of this advanced form 

of cracking is that centrally placed transverse cracks could 
continue to develop across the longitudinal cracks. 

5.2.2 Effect of Cover 

The four different covers tested can be divided into two 

groups i. e., the 55 and 46mm in one and the 32 and 25mm in 
the other. The first pair showed a definite change in the 

magnitude of the cracking over the temperature range* At 

ambient temperature small hairline cracks occurred with the. 

occasional exception (see Fig. p. 
temperature increased so did the extent of the cracking. This 

continued up to 600 0C *at which the advanced form of cracking 
0 mentioned above became evident. Then for the 750 C nominal 

temperature level the extent of the cracking due to loading 

was considerably reduced compared with that at 600 0 C, although 
the hairline cracking caused by the heating cycle was much 

more in-evidence (see Fig. 80). This pattern occurred for 

both the 55 and 46mm covers although the, size of the cracks 

was correspondingly larger for the smaller cover. 

This trend demonstrated that as the temperature increased 

up to 6000C the reduction in the tensile strength caused the 

restraint, made available by the coverg to-be decreased 

sufficiently to allow greater cracking to take place. This 

indicates that the decrease in the tensile strength of the 

concrete was greater than the corresponding reduction in the 

bond qualityt a point alluded to in 5-3.2. The 750 oc 

specimens showed a decrease in cracking. At this temperature 

it was likely that the heat had caused so much deterioration 

of the concrete to take place that the breakdown of bond at 
the interface occurred for small loads which did not cause 
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such substantial splitting to arise. 

For the two smaller covers the increase in cracking 

with increase in temperature did not occur, In fact the 

situation was reversed. At higher temperatures very 

slightly less cracking occurred. This was due probably to 

the reduced restraint of the small cover, -causing considerable 

splitting to occur at all temperatures but especially at the 

lower levels of 20, and 150OC- It is possible that this could 
be accounted for by the change in stiffness of the concrete 

causing the higher temperature failures to be slightly less 

brittle than the'ones at lower temperatures. 

The different emphasis in the failure made for the larger 

and smaller covers was discussed in 5-1-1-1- From a study of 
the crack failure pattern it would appear that the different 

modes were affected in different ways at elevated temperatures. 

For the large covers the restraint could constrain the 

cracking at the lower temperatures. Then as the temperature 

increased the decrease in the tensile strength would reduce 
this constraint allowing greater cracking to occur. For the 

smaller covers the restraint available would not be sufficient 
to prevent large cracks at lower temperatures causing a 
brittle failure. As the temperature increased the cracking 

continued to take place but due to the reduction in the 

stiffness of the concrete a slightly less brittle failure 

could occur causing the cracks to be, smaller at the higher 

temperatures* 

5.2-3 Additional comments on cracking 

In, chapter 2 the work of Broms and Lutz was noted 

w6re the cracks did not always reach the outer surface of 

the concrete. This was also observed in the present work. 

Fig. 81 gives a diagrammatic representation of the radial 

crasks in a specimen starting at the interface but not quite 

travelling the complete distance to the surface. 
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Little cracking occurred for the plain bar specimens. 
There was no cracking due to the bond test but rather 
hairline cracks (simil-ýr to those shown in Fig. 80) were 
apparent for those subjected to high temperatures caused 
by the thermal movement within the concrete itself, 

Fig. 82(a) shows the deformed bar after being removed from 
the test specimen, with concrete still, adhering to it, while 
Fig. 82(b) shows the bond length of the specimen exposed-after 
the indirect tensile test was carried out. 

5.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN BOND AND CONCRETE STRENGTH 

5-3-1 Compressive Strength 

It was noted from previous work (appendix 1) that a 
number of investigators concluded that the reduction 
in bond strength for elevated temperatures was greater than 
that for concrete compressive strength. Fig. 83 gives the 
comparison of the two for the present work, As can be seen 
these results on the whole confirm this conclusion. The only 
acception is at the 300 0C nominal temperature level and was 
probably due to experimental scatter. Also it has been 

stated that the bond is closely related to the concrete 

compressive strength -a statement which is supported by the 

shape of the two curves* 

The question has to be askedt why was the reduction in 
bond quality greater than that of the compressive strength? 
It would seem likely that this was due to the presence of the 

steel. The concrete strength changes at elevated temperatures 
due to the interaction betwee 

*n 
the aggregate and the cement 

pastel caused by the differing thermal movements Induced. 
When bond is considered the steel has also to be taken 
into account, hence there are three different thermal movements 

present which could cause an increase in thermal stresses 

and subsequently additional cracking and breakdown of the 

concrete in the vicinity of the concrete/steel interface. 
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5-3.2 Tensile Strength 

Also shown on Fig. 83 is the tensile strength curve 

obtained. As can be seen the tensile strength decreased at a 

greater rate than both the bond and compressive strength after 
the 150 0C nominal teinperature. It has already been noted that 

this could be the reason for the change in the extent of 

cracking occurring throughout the temperature range for the 

larger covers. It follows that this effect is'relevant to the 

state of cracking in reinforced concrete members after heat 

treatment, and as such could be worthy of further 

investigation. It has been stated that a number of 
investigations including the present work have reported the 

bond quality deteriorating to a greater extent than the 

compressive strength. If the tensile strength deteriorates 

even moret as it would appear from the results obtained, it 

follows that cover to the reinforcement in, for example, 

a beam could be a critical area when estimating the fire 

resistance or the post-fire properties of reinforced concrete 

members. 
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CHAPTER 

EXPERMITTAL INVESTIGATION 

ACCUSTIC EMISSION STUDY 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Acoustic emission (A. E. ) is a non-destructive method 
of testing materials and structures. It is based on the 
fact that materials when under stress emit sounds associated 
with elastic stress wave release as cracks develop. These 

sounds can be listened to by small piezo-electric 
accelerometersl which in turn convert the sound energy into 

an electrical signal. 

The specific application of acoustic emission is in 

locatine defects that are growing. If the defect is not 
increasing it is unidentifiable by this method. Therefore 

acoustic emission can be considered to be complementary to 

ultra sonic testing which can locate cracks but does not give 
information on their growth. It is as the defect or crack 

is developing or increasing in size that the bursts. of energy 

are released 
. 
Ln the form of stress waves which are subsequently 

picked up by the transducers. 

As with the application of load and the measurement of 

slip, because of the temperatures involved in this work the 

A. E. transducers had to be located outside the furnace chamber 
itself. Therefore a method of transmitting the A. E. signals 
from the bond specimens to the transducer was necessary. How 

this was achieved in practice is considered below. 

6.2 TEST INSTRUIWTATION 

I, 
It was possible to monitor the A. E, signal by placing the 

piezo-electric accelerometer between a fused silica rod 

and the displacement transducer (see Fig. 84). Water pump 

grease was used to seal the join between the accelerometer and 
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rod, while, due to the high temperature requirements Fortafix, 

a high temperature adhesive cement was adopted to bond the 

silica rod to the steel bar. Hence the A. E. signals could 

travel up the steel bar through, the fused silica rod and be 

collected by the transducer. 

This proved to be a successful arrangement. When 

compared with the situation where the transducer was placed 
directly on the steel bar at ambient conditions 97% of the 

acoustic emission was found to travel up the fused silica 

rod to the transducer. 

Fig. 85 gives an outline of the instrumentation used* The 

A.; E. signal was split-after the pre-amplifier enabling both a., 

RCS Ltd., model 40114 frequency counter capable of measuring at 

a rate of 50MEz-, and a datalab, type DL902 transcient 

recorder to be used simultaneously. The frequency counter 

monitored the-number of counts through-out the test while the 

transcient recorder stored 2.048ma of waveform which then 

could be displayed on an oscilloscope. Photographic records 

could be obtained at specific points throughout the test. 

One drawback to using this frequency counter was that 

no threshold level could be set9 resulting in all the signals 

triggering the counter being monitored. Later on this set- 

up was improved by the acquisition of an event counter 
(Endevco model 31O)e This enabled events to be counted 

which exceeded a suitable threshold level (in this case 1V 

after amplification). However the tests completed -in this 

work were initial studies to ensure that the system of 

transferring the signals from the concrete/steel interface 

to the transducer was feasible, hence the frequency counter 

was employed. The results obtained were encouraging leading 

to the acquisition of the event counter which has been used 

subsequently by another research student on similar bond 
. 

pull out specimens but with an 8mm diameter deformed bar. A 

comparison between the two studios is given in more detail 

in appendix 6. 
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6.3 RIISTJLTS 

In all fourteen specimens were tested using the A. E. 

technique. Four main temperatures were considered i. e., 
20l 150t 300, and 450 0 C. At each temperature three specimens 

were tested oneýplain bdr and two deformed bar samples. 
They were all heated while under a steady state bond stress 
and loaded to failure, wheir coolý -One of the deformed bar 

specimens was subjected to twenty load cycles (cf. 4.1.2-5) 

before increasing to the ultimate stress. In addition to 
these twelve tests, two extra deformed bar samples were , 
heated to 600 0C while under stress and then loaded to failure 
in the residual condition. 

It should be appreciated that this programme was capable 
0f giving-only an-indication of the A. E. signals present 
during the bond test. -Each condition was tested on an 
individual specimen, hence it was not possible to obtain mean 
values or conclusive experimental results. However a 
significant indication of the relevance of the-A. E. signals 
to bond tests could be obtained as is shown in the comments 
that follow. 

As in 4.3.2 and 5.1 the results are presented in'the 

three stage format corresponding to the heating period, 

the 24 hour cooling period and the loading to failure. 

A. E. Counts-Temperature Relationship 

The A. E. counts-temperature graph for the heating 

period is given in Fig. 86 for deformed bar. The shape of the 

curve is very distinctive. UP to 175 0C there was no 

significant emission. Between 175 and 325/4oo 0C the A. E. 

signals began to increase and at around 340/4300C a 
dramatic increase in the number of counts occurred. Comparing 

these graphs with the corresponding apparent slip-temperature 

curve (see Fig- 35) a marked similarity can be seen. The 
0 increase in counts at around 175 C coincided with the increase 

in ihe rate of slip after a slight levelling off* Also the 
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rapid increase in counts at approximately 430 0C (for the 
6000curve). corresponded to the critical value of slip 
discussed previously (4-3.2-3.1). This increase therefore 

could be due to the crushing of the mortar immediately 

beneath the ribs* Hence the A. E'* results compliment and 
add weight to the deductions put forward earlier. 

The difference in temperature at which the critical 
value was reached i. e., 475 0C in Fig. 35 and 430oC in 
Fig. 86 for the 6000C curve, could be attributed to 

experimental scatter caused by slight variations in strength, 
degree of compaction or aggregate particleujamming beneath 
the ribs. The 450. OC. curve on Fig. 86 suggests that critical 
slip occurred at an even lower temperature than in the 6000C 

case and will be considered again in 6-3.3-1. 

6-3.2 A. E. Counts-Time Relationship 

Fig. 87 gives the relationship between A. E* counts and 
time for the 6000C test over the first 25 minutes of the 

cooling period. The rate of occurrence of the A. E. signals 

was reduced compared with the rate of increase in counts after 
the attainment of the critical value in the A. E. counts- 
temperature curve. This could be aided by the reduction in the 

thermal gradient after the 1 hour dwell at the maximum 
temperature. After the first 15 minutes of cooling the rate 

of occurrence of counts began to level off. After 24 hours of 

cooling the counts were spasmodic. At times emission was 

clearly in evidence, while at other times there was none at 

all. This averaged 'out at a small increase in emission with 
time. Therefore, just as the A. E. counts-temperature is 

similar in shape to the apparent slip-temperature curve so 
the curves for A. E. counts-time and apparent slip-time 
(cf. Fig. 37) have a similar sh4pe'-: L. e., a rapid initial 

increase which levels off as time advances. 
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6-3-3 A. Er. Results'during Loading to Failure 

Figs. 88-92 show the a-b-sl1p, a-b--AER and AER-slip 

curves for deformed bars at various temperatures. The 

acoustic emission ratio. (AER) is the emission expressed as a 

proportion of the total accumulated emission counts at the 

maximum bond stress. All the figures have the same overall 

pattern. The ab--AER curve follows very closely the shape 
and magnitude of the bond stress-slip relationship, showing 
that there is a close correlation between the L. E. output 
and the slip for any given bond stress. The AER-slip curve 
on the whole has a slightly steeper gradient over the initial 

stages of slip which then decreages up to about the 2mm slip 
stage. However the relationship over this range is very 
nearly linear. For the 300 and 600 0 C'temperatures (Figs. 90 

and 92) the linear plot is continued up until failure, 

whereas for the remaining three temperatures a significant 
increase in A. E. output is displayed as the maximum bond stress 
is approached. This is understandable as the strains were 
increasing, with increasing stress, throughout the concrete 

as splitting of the cylinder was approached. The 300 and 450 OC. 
- 

curves shows that any discontinuities in the bond stress-sl: Lp 

curve are reflected on the a-b-AER. graph and even tend to be 

more pronounced, It was suggested in 4-3.2-3.2 that this 

discontinuity (, e. g. 9 at about O. 2mm on the 300 0C curve Fig. 901 

could be where the fracture surface beneath the ribs was 

completed. On completion the fracture would promote a wedging 

action which could cause a change in the rate of A. E. to take 

place i. e., during the development of the fracture surface 
the rate of A. E* would increase gradually and then reduce as, 
the wedge became restrained by the surrounding concrete@ The 

curves also show that the A. E. could be more sensitive in 

picking up these stages in the breakdown of the bond, for 

not only does the A. E. curve show up týe discontinuity more 
.1.0 

clearly than the c7b--sUP, --curve for 300 and 450 C 

(Fies.. 90 and 9Ubut on the bond stress-slip curves where the 

slip does not show up any discontinuity it. is possible to 

discern a change in the cT b -AER curves in the expected region 
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e. g., for the 150 0C 
curve 

any discontinuity on the 

discernable change in the 

approximately 6.0 V/MM2. 

slight change in gradient 

feature. 

(Fig. 69) there is no trace of 
crb-slip plot but there is a quite 

output at a bond stress of 
It is also possible to relate the 

of the itER-slip curve to this same 

The crb-slip curve for 600 0C (Fig. 92) gives no such 
kink and is very smooth in shape. This confirms the 

comments made earlier that the critical value was exceeded 
and the fracture surface completed during the beating up 

period, before loading to failure. 

Figs. 93-96 give the results for the plain bar specimens, 

which are very similar to the deformed bar pattern. The 

number of counts recorded was much less for these tests which 
is to be expected with no ribs biting into the concrete. 

6-3-3.1 Load Cycling Test 

Fig. 97 is not a result from any of the fourteen 

specimens mentioned in 6-3- It represents the behaviour of a 
trial specimen not necessarily conforming to the basic 

concrete strength usedo It is given here, to demonstrate the 

effect that repeated loading in the cooled condition has on 
the AoE. On first loading to a given stress level there was a 

significant number of events produced. However upon reloading 
the counts value was very small. This was due to the fact 

that the, AoEo technique detects the increase or growth in 

defectso The signal is only forthcoming if the defect is 

growing. Hence the small increase on reloading indicated 

that no further significant damage had taken place. If on 

reloading considerable emission took place it would 
demonstrate further damage was occurring due to the reloading 

process. These points are illustrated also in Fig. 98 where 
information on the load cycling in the residual condition. 
for tests on the fourteet specimens mentioned above is given. 
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The results for temperatures'20-300 0C were not plotted 

mainly because the cycling effect produced no A, E, signals 
(cf. Fig. 97). The 4500C temperature did however, and it is 

consequently phown. The curve can be compared with Fig- 70 

where the bond stress-slip relationship is plotted. 
The crb--AER curve na-turally shows no hysterisis loops but 

the similarity between the two is marked, again demonstrating 

a close relationship between slip and acoustic emission 

r6sults. This supports the argument that the rapid incre"e 

in slip was due to the critical value being exceeded in the 

load cycling range, with the crushing beneath the ribs 

causing a considerable increase in the number of counts 

recorded (5-1-3-5)- Also fitting in with this deduction is 

the 45c 0C curve of Fig. 86 which shows a rapid Increase in 

A. E. output with a corresponding slight increase in the rate 

of slip occurring as the critical value was attained during 

the beating up period (i. e., in this case the critical value 

was reached before the 4500C furnace temperature was 

attained). These points would all seem to be consistent with 

the critical value deduction put forward in 4.3.2-3. 

6.3-3.2 Acoustic Emission waveform 

Photographs of the A, E. waveform (see Figs. 99 and 100) 

were taken by utilising the transcient recorder in 

conjunction with an oscilloscope. They could be taken at 

specific points throughout a test. The three shown refer to 

the 450 0C temperature. The points at which Figs. 99(a) 

and (b) were taken for the deformed bar case are shown in 

Fig. 91. For the deformed bar the maximum peak to peak 

voltage increased almost four times from 200 to 750mV 

between points A and B, indicating that cracking was more 

severe at the end of the test. The photograph for the plain 

bar specimen (Fig. 100) was taken at the maximum bond stress 

(see Fig. 96) and shows a reduction of around one quarter 

compared with the deformed bar at the corresponding point. 

Both of these trends follow the expected pattern. 
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6-3.4 Further Comments on Bond Breakdown 

Some additional information aiding the understanding 

of the process of bond breakdown was gained during a visit 

to the department by representatives of Dunegan/Endevco. 

Using their own A. E. instrumentation system a few specimens 

were tested. The tests were conducted at room temperature 

and two A. E. transducers were attached to the sides of a 

concrete cylinder on the same generator, one near the top 

end the other near the bottom. In this way it was possible 
to locate the position of the A. E. signals within the 

specimen. Fig. 101 gives a typical result for*deformed bar 

specimens. The great majority of the events occurred over 

the bond length as expected* The next most active area was 

the lower part of the cylinder due to the compressive stress 

applied to this part of the concrete during testing. Very 

little activity took place in the upper portion of the 

specimen as this was not under direct loading. 

Another interesting point was that at ultimate failure 

the rate of counts increased first at the loaded end of the 

bond length and then very rapidly this increase worked its 

way along the embedment length towards the unloaded end 
(cf. the end part of the crb-AER curve for 20,150 and 4500C). 

These tests were carried out on the 55mm cover specimens 

which it has been noted failed mainly due to the bar being 

pulled through by about 2-4mm often with cracking showing that 

a limited amount of longitudinal splitting had taken place 
(cf. 4-3.2-3-3). The A. E. test with the increase in emission 

working along the bar from the loaded end also points to this 

interpretation of the results, showing that the predominant 

cause of failure was the breakdown in bond at the interface. 

It would be expected for the smaller cover sizes that this 

pattern would be less apparent with the emphasis on 

longitudinal splitting rather than the bar pulling through 

(cf- 5-1-3.2). 
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6.4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Although the A. E. tests have been limited they 

nevertheless give some very interesting results. The A. E. 

output appears to be closely related to the bond slip. This 

indicates that the technique could be a useful method of 

estimating the quality or state of bond in reinforced concrete 

members. The load cycle results confirm this as the A. E. 

showed the 450 0C specimen to deteriorate on load cycling 
whereas up to 300 0C this did not occur, which is inýline 

with the conclusions of 5-1-3-5- 

In view of this, A. E. techniques could be a very 

profitable field for future work with the aim of 

establishing a practical method of estimating the post heat 

bond properties in, fire damaged reinforced concrete structures. 
Some work on 8mm diameter deformed bar specimens at 

elevated temperatures has already been undertaken 
(see appendix 6) and work on small beams with four point 
loading is in the process of being undertaken as part of 

another research project by M. R. Khan. 
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CHAPTER 

UTILISATION OF BOND STRESS-SLIP RESULTS 

7.1 THEORETICAV APPROACH 

7.1.1 Introduction 

The bond stress-slip results obtained from the 

experimental work refer to the local bond properties over the 

small differential length of 32mm. From this result it is 

possible to calculate the slip, steel stress and bond stress 
distributions over a complete length of bar. Rehm(33) 

followed this approach usizig his test-results at-ambient 
temperatures. In this chapter the procedure is used to 

investigate the effect of high temperature on the three 

distributions mentioned. 

Having established the effect on the distributions 

their relevance to the performance of a beam is deduced with 

particular reference to the end anchorage zone and the crack 

spacing. 

, 7,1,2 General Differential Relationship 

The general differential relationship is given by 

Rehm(33).. Its derivation is set down here for completeness, 

The change in displacement d& (-: "a. slip) over the 
distance dx corresponds to the difference between the steel 
and concrete strains, ea and Ec, as shown in Fig. 102. 

Ea 

0-'- (r 
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where a-, a- and EE are the steel and concrete stresses sc at c 
and the Young's moduli for those materials respectively. 

However, if for the moment the concrete strains are 
ignored, 

8 

is 

Now the change in the steel stress dcr- over distance 
a 

dx correaponds to the change'in force over dx which is 

related to the bond stress, c; -bx. 

do- 
lsx 

dx (rb- x 

4 
crb-x *d 

where d, Aa and u are the bar diameter, cross sectional 

area and circumference. 

To establish a relation between the bar length x and 
the displacement 4a differential equation is derived from 
(4). 

cr- da sx 

d2& dcy 
ax 

dxl 

By substituting from 

d2A 
r4 (3.3r c b-x d 

13 

crb-x k2 

where k2 
4 (6a) 

-Esd 

and crb- is obtained from the equation of the bond stress. slip 

curve given by the experimental work. 
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7-1-3 Equation of Bond Stress-Slip Curve 

Before the ordinary differential equation (O. D. E. ) can 
be solved the equation of the bond stress-slip curve has to 

be found. To simplify the procedure the bond stress-slip 

curves (cf. Figs. 38,50-52 and 59-61) were divided into 

three parts. The first two were represented linearly, the 

third being approximated to by a polynomial curve to the 

power three. This is shown in Fig. 103. The first part extends 
to the critical valuel the second covers the transition 

period between the other two sections. The polynomial curve 

was arrived at by using the curve fitting facilities(54) on 

a computer. 

Depending upon the bond strean-slip curve used, the 

first linear stage (that from zero slip to the critical 

value) has two' possible equations. If the no stress during 

heating condition is considered then the curve begins at the 

origin whereas for the stressed specimens during heating the 

starting point is further up the ordinate axis. The equation 
for the second linear stage is always of the latter type of 
the two. Therefore the three equations making up the bond 

stress-slip curve are as follows 

(a) c7 = ml. a or C7 
bb= ml'&+Cl 

(b) ab- = M2*"ý'+C2 

(C) crb- = A3 & 3+A2 &ý'2+Ala+AO 

Therefore the O. D. E. has to be solved for three different 

cases. 
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7-1.4 Solution of O. D. E. 

7-1.4.1 Case 1 

and from 

C7 = M10A b 

d2A 
*= = Mi*&41 k2 d. x 

= k2. 
1 

where k2 k20M 
4m 1 

E od 

for which a solution could be written in the form, 

Ae 1+ Be 1 

and Ak ekx- Bk e 
-klx 

dx 11 

Boundary conditions; 

at x= Ol & =A0 

c- ex da 0 ä7 Z E 
0 

0 

- (i) 

- (ii) 

Hance from U) 
1&0 A+B 

and from (ii) 
(A, ) 

0 (A - B)k dx E 

Solving (iii) and Uv) for A and B gives 

40 0 AT+ 2E 
6k1 

. 1&0 
cl; x 0 B= Y- 2E k1 

(iii) 

(iv) 
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Substituting A and B into (i) and (ii) gives 

kiýc sx -kjý 

13 

c++ 
(20 

- yF--o e 

(ý20- 
'&o x0 

x2 -k- 

kx0 -klx 
Ek FLe 

,x 
( 

-? 
o +re xE2 

crb-, = jn 104 x 

7.1.4.2 Case 2 

This case refers to (b) referred to in 7-1-3- 

07 a *4 +C b 12 2 

d 2& 

CIR 26A +c and from (6), 1= 
k2(M 

2 

k2. M2@, & + k2. C 2 

k2. & + k2. c 22 

where k2 k2. M 22 

Thus d2 a- k2. & = k2, C -7 2 dx 2 

for which a solution could be written in the forms 

Ae + Be 22 
12 2 

dA k2x -k 2x 
e- Bk e dx -2 2 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

- (v) 

(vi) 
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Boundary conditions; 

at x= 09 
0 

cr 

- 
sx 

ax 

Hence from =A+B-2 0m2 

a- 
and from (vi) da sx 0 (A - B)k dx E2- (v"') 

Solv: Lng (vii) and (viii) for A and B, gives 

G- 
60 c2 sx 0 A 2- 2m 2 2E k2 

cr- C2 sx 
B+ 'f-m, 2ESk2 

Substituting A and B into (v) and (vi) gives 

0c2x0k20c2 -k 2xc2 A0 x am 2E ke+ 

(L2 

' 2m2 m 

Le 

2 13 2 

a- Ek 0+ C2 
4., 

-5xo 
ek2 

X- c2 CSX 
0e -k 2x 

ax 2 2m2 IEEk) 2m2 2E, 
3k- 

47-bx = lu 2*ax +c2 (12) 

Also these expressions are relevant to the alternative 

equation in (a) of 7.1-3 above. 
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7.1.4-3 Case 3 

This case refers to (c) referred to in 7-1-3- 

, 2+Al, 6. +-Ao 07 A3, &37+A2 b 

and from (6), d2& 
k2(A3A3+A2jý, 2+Al&+AO) 'dx 

First Integration 

Reduce to a first order O. D, E. 

d& d2 & dp let p= ai; then &-7 = Pf d& 

e"o p*AE = k2(A3&'3+A2t, 2+Alä+AO) 
d ti 

ýp. dp = k2S(ji3&3+A2&2+Alä+AO)dä 

p= 12-k A4+ 
M&3+ A-1bý+AO4+A)jý W32 

cr- 
d& ax 

now p- dx E 
s 

27 J-2kE &4+ ;! i-6ý+ Alg+Ao 
a a- ax 2 

From the boundary conditions 

at x=C, A=ß, 0 
cr- cr- 

ex ex 
0 

:. A= 
Aj-A4 

i. i. ; 
ýl 2+ A0A 

J3X A2, ý 1A 
( 

AB 
-; E k4o3 01 
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Second Integration 

da 
= j-pktA3a4+ ýL2A3+ A'-b? 

+AO&+A) dx ýT 
-3 2 

diý 
[A3 A2, g. + 

Al - 
J2k. dx 

r, &4 +. ý Aý+AO&+A]'ý 32 

It was decided to solve the integral on the L. H. S. 
numerically b, y computer. For the moment let it's value be 
taken as Area 2. 

Area 2= 
ý12-k-dx 

= f-2kx +B 
and within definite limits of, &, 

Area 2 
. 7--=k 

By solving numerically for different values of &, x can 
be'calculated, therefore the function L(x) is obtained. 

For values of & and the corresponding known values of x 
the cy-(x) distribution can be calculated by using the S 
expressiong 

J-2k-R A2 Ald+AOis, 
+ 

4 

ax ý ---. 
ý4e. 

3 

Similarly for values of & and the corresponding known 

values of x the cy-b(x) distribution can also be obtained using 
the initial curve equation 

CF-b = A3&3+A2&2+Al&+AO m. 
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7-1-5 Initial Values 

To obtain the distributions along the bar length the 

initial co nditions C& 
0 and osx 

0) 
had to be decided upon. If 

the case of a beam end is considered where the steel stress 

and end slip are both zero, the situation arises where the 

distribution curves cannot be evaluated. Therefore assumed 
initial conditions have to be chosen in order to begin the 

calculation. 

The initial alip wast therefore, arbitrarily increased, 

to a value just greater than zero, of O. OOOLým while the 

steel stress at a distance of lmm from the bar end was taken 

to be the initial steel stress at a value of x equal to 0.0. 

This steel stress was calculated as follows: - 

steel stress = 

= 

force in'steel 
area of steel 
bond stress x bond area 

area of steel 

per unit length d 

Consequently by using (6a) 

c-- (ä ) -4 b 
a- ex 0 

These initial values ofa = 0.0001mm. and a; xo = f(, & ) 
00 

were used-for what has been termed the datum case for the 

distribution curves. 

Apart from this datum case there are two particular 

situations to be investigated, the anchorage zone and the 

distributions in the region of cracks. As Rehm 
(33) 

points 

out the initial values are different for the two cases. 

7.1.5.1 Anchorage Zone 

In this case, theoretically, cr- is zero while & SX0 0 
can vary according to the amount of slip that takes place. 
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The basic range of initial slip values used was 0.001,. 0,002, 

o. oo4, o. oo8j o0 ol6l 0-0329 0.064,0.128 and 0.256mm, while 
the zero value of a 8X0 was replaced, as in the datum case 

above, by f(& 
0 

). 

7.1.5.2 Crack Zone 

In the region of cracks it is the initial steel stress 
values that vary while the initial slip value remains zero. 
Consider a length of bea= between two cracks, see Fig. 104. 
At some point, the slip will be zero while the ateel, stress 
depends on the force being applied at the crack faces. If 
the steel stress at the two closely spaced adjacent cracks 
were equal then slip would be zero at the mid point between 

them. 

The basic range of initial steel stresses used was 
1.0,2.0,4.0,8.0,16-09 32-0,64.. 0,128.0 and 256 X/MM2 

with additional values being considered where necessary. 
Once again, for consistencyg the zero initial slip value 

was replaced by a value of 0.0001=. Such a wide range of 
initial stresses was chosen to cover the eventuality of 

cracks developing at different stress levels. 

7.1.6 Computer Program 

A Fortran computer program was written to solve*the 

numerical integration and also give the slip, steel stress 

and bond stress distributions (i. e. AW, aa (x) and a-b(x)) 

along a length of bar. The basic program is given in 

appendix 7. There are slight variations for the two 

situations that were investigated i. e., anchorage and 

cracking zones. The program given is for the former case 

while the adjustments for the latter are listed at the side. 

Points to note include the three subroutinesl two of 

which correspond to the first linear stage. One evaluates 
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points along the curve while the other calculates the final 

values for this stage, which in turn become the initial 

values for the second linear stage calculated by the third 

subroutine. The numerical integration was solved using 
Simpson's rule and loops were incorporated to obtain results 
for a range of initial. conditions i. e. 9 a varies for the 

0 
anchorage zone while a-- varies in the region of cracks. SX0 

7.2 DISTRIBUTIONS FOR DATUM INITIAL CONDITIONS 

Ink =- 0.0001mm; a; x =f (ao) 
0 

7.2.1 Further Considerations of Initial Values 

40 and crý x 0 
The application of the above initial values is 

straight forward for the no stress conditions. However 

for those specimens subjected to load during beating the 

situation is more complex. The reason being that the bond 

stress-slip curves were obtained during loading to failure 

after the heating cycle was completed. This means that 

for the stressed specimens slip occurred before loading to 

failure took place. Therefore theslip occurring during the 

beating cycle has to'be taken into account when estimating 

the initial slip value to be used for obtaining the 

distribution curveso 

7.2.1.1 Estimation of Slip During Heating Cycle 

The'apparent slip t hat took place during the heating 

cycle (heating up and cooling down) for each temperature can 

be obtained from Figs- 35 and 37 for the stressed specimens. 

This apparent slip movement is made up of two components. 

Firstly the actual slip between the steel and concrete and 

secondly any creep that occurred during the heating cycle. 

It war, not possible to separate the components experimentally 

however it was possible to make an estimate of each component 

from the known results. This is achieved from consideration 

of the 150 and 300 0C temperature levels as follows. 
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Consider the residual no-stress specimens. kor a bond 

stress of 3-70 N1=2 a slip of 0.0062 and 0.0148mm took 

place for temperatures of 150 and 300 0C respectively ("from,, 
- 

Fig. 52). '. - Hy comparison: the residual sp'ecimdnd Siressed 
throughout the heating cycle gave an apparent slip value 

considerably larger after the heating cycle was completed 
i. e*, 0,0725 and 0-150mm for 150 and 3000C respectively 
(see Figs. 35 and 37)- 

However beyond the bond stress of 3-70 N/mm2 the bond 

stress-slip curves are remarkably similar for both sets of 

specimens. They are not identical as seen in 5-1-3-l. -but 
this difference is not sufficient to account for such a 

greatly increased additional slip for the stressed conditions, 
Indeed slips of the same order of magnitude for both stressed 

and no-stressed conditions are to be expected for bond 

stresses up to 3-70 N/MM2 in the 20-450 0C temperature range. 
This statement is based on the fact that the critical value 

was not exceeded for temperatures of 150 to 450 0C while being 

stressed during the heating cycle. This mean& that the slip 

was still dependent on the movement of the mortar immediately 

beneath the ribs which had not exceeded its maximum 

compressive strenkth. Therefore the slip, being within the 

critical value ranget was related to the concrete strain 
beneath the ribs which was in turn related to Young's modulus 
for concrete. To further confirm this deduction the E values 

were caluclated for both the stressed (using the apparent 

slip) and the no-stress (using the actual slip at a bond 

stress of 3*70 N/MM2) conditions and compared with accepted 

published values. The calculation is given in appendix 8. 

For the no-stressed condition the Z values at 150 and 300 0C 

were 50% and 21% of the 20 0C value which admittedly gives a 

greater reduction than shown in Fig. 5. Hbweverl-it is of 
the same order of magnitude where variations can be explained 
by differences in the type of concrete and test conditions. 
In contrast to this the apparent slip for the stressed 

conditions gives values of Young's modulus that are even 
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more significantly reduced (viz. 4.28% and 2.07% of the 

ambient value for 150 and 300 0C respectively), when in fact 

the applied loading during heating would be expected to 

increase Young's modulus compared to the no-stress 

condition(7). 

Therefore-it is concluded that the great increase in 

apparent slip for the stressed specimens is not real slip 
but attributable to the effects of creep. 

From this it can be seen that the actual slip of the 

stressed specimqns after 
, 
the heating cycle is finished is 

approximately equivalent to that for the no-stress specimens 

at the bond stress of 3.70 N/MM2. It will not be exactly the 

same as stated in 5-1-3-1-1 where the differences in thi-, 

results for the various test conditions are explained. 

When estimating the initial slip value for stressed 

specimens these slight variations can be accounted for by 

utilising the initial gradient of the bond stress-slip curve. 
The bond stress-slip curve is approximated to a linear curve 
between the origin and the critical value (qf, Fig. 103) 

hence knowing the gradient between a bond stress of 3-70 N/MM2 

and the critical value and by extending it backwards to the 

origin an estimate of the initial slip can be made. 

This procedure is valid only for temperatures up to 

4500C i. e., where the critical value is not exceeded during 

the heating cycle. For the higher temperatures of 600 and 

7500C it is not Possible to deduce the breakdown of the 

apparent slip into actual slip and creep as the critical 

value was exceeded during the heating up period. Hence 

these temperature curves are not plotted for the stressed 

conditions in Figs. 105-107. 
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7.2-2 Comments on Distribution Curves 

7.2.2.1- General 

The distributions for the four test conditions (a)-(d) 

(i. e., stressed, hot; unstressed, hot; stressed, residual; 

unstressed, residual) and datum initial conditions are given 
in Figs- 105-107.. The slip increase with-distance x which in 
turn produces a corresponding increase in steel stress. 
The bond stress is dependent on the rate of change of the 

steel stress with length at any particular point. As with 
the bond stres6-slip curves the critical value influences the 

respective distribution curves. This is seen most clearly 
for bond stress distributions. Fig. 107. Immediately before 

the critical value the bond stress increases rapidly then the 

rate of increase noticeably decreases after the critical 

value is passed. The effect of the initial value on the 

distributions can be seen from Figs. 105-107 as the 

distributions for a bond stres'S-slip curve with no critical 

value are also plotted (i. e., eqn. of curve is c-b = ml. &). 
Therefore after the critical value the rate of increase in 

the slips steel and bond stress distributions all begin to 

decline. 

The figures show that for the hot and residual 

conditions there'is little difference in the distributions 

for temperatures up to 3000C. At 450 0C there is a slight 
increase in the variation which becomes appreciable at 600 

and, 750 0C following the pattern of the bond stress-slip 

curves. The bond stress distribution curves' show up the 

differences more clearly than the other two cases. 

7.2.2.2 Stressed and No-stressed'Conditionis 

The most obvious difference in the distributions 

mentioned above is that between the stressed and no-stressed 

conditions. 
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7.2.2.2.1 No-stressed condition: - This difference stems 
from the'effect-the initial part of the'bond stress-slip 

curv e (i. e. ,0 -- o-b 4 3.70 W/mm') has on the no-stress 
distributions at the various temperature levels. As the 

gradient decreases with an increase in temperature over the 

initial portion of a stress-slip curve so the distance, x 

required to attain the same stress levels becomes greater. 
This implies that a greater bond length is required to 

resist the same force for constant initial values of a0 
and a; x 0 

at each temperature. Therefore the steeper the 
distribution the more favourable the bond performance. 

7.2.2.2.2 Stressed condition: - Unlike the no-stress 

condition the distributions for the stressed specimens appear 
to be much less affected by the heat treatment. However this 

is an apparent difference only. It was established in 

7-2-1 that the stressed distribution curves have to be plotted 
for initial values of slip closely corresponding to the slip 

at L7-b =3-70 Nlmm 2, of the no stressed specimens. It follows 

that the stressed distributions are in effect equivalent to 

but not identical with the portion of the complete 

distribution above crb- = 3.70 14/j=2 obtained from the 

no-stress condition. The one difference being that for the 

steady state stress during heating case the initial steel 

stress value is a function of the initial slip value, e. g. 9 
0.0031= (cf. Fig. 106(b)), whereas for the situation of no 

steady state stress during heating the steel at a distance x 

where a slip Of 0-0031mm has occurred is somewhat higher 

(e. g., from Figs. 105-107 for 20 0C, if crb- =3- 70 NIMM 2 then 

A 0.0031mm and cr- = 31 N/MM2 compared with cy- e= zero for 

&0 0.0031mm). 

Therefore by starting the'distributions at the bond 

stress of 3-70 N/MM2 the initial part of the stress-slip 

curve is ommitted hence the similarity in the curvess 

especially for the slip and steel stress, beyond this point 

and for temperatures UP to 300 0C is highlighted. As the 

temperature increases so, a decline in the distributions is 
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seen. This is especially so at 600 and 750 0C but also occurs 

for 450 0C as the steel and bond stress distributions show. 

When these curves are compared with the load cycling curves 

of Figs. 69 and 70 it is noticed that for temperatures above 

20 0C but below 4COOC the results are close to each other but 

by the time 400 0C is reached a further-deterioration takes 

place. Hence another indication is obtained that between 

250 and 4000C a critical temperature is attained that causes 

a further reduction in the bond performance. 

7-2-2.3 Comparision of Different Covers, 
, 

Figs. 108-110 show the distributions for the four 

different covers tested. These distribution curves are, for 

the stressed, residual test condition results and were plotted 
from a zero bond stress datum by assuming that the gradient 

of the bond stress-slip curve between the bond stress of 
3.70 N/mmlý and the critical value is maintained between the 

0.00 and 3.70 N/MM2 bond stress values. The datum initial 

conditions of &0=0.0001mm and crýx 
0= 

f(&O ) were used. 

On the whole the different covers give very similar 

results for the lower temperatures UP to 3000C. The early 

splitting failure of the smaller covers is responsible for 

the lower-m4ximum value of slip, steel and bond stress being 

achieved in these cases compared with that for the larger 

covers. The application of temperature does not alter this 

as the similarity between the ambient and 15013000C curves 

mbkes clear. Therefore it can be said that the different 

covers had little or no effect on the distributions for 

temperatures up to. 300 0 C. For temperatures beyond this 

point there was considerable chanCe due to the varying cover 

sizes. The 32mm cover curves at 4500C emphasise this point 

as does the fact that for the 25mm cover the bar pulled 

through before 450 0C was reached. These co=ents apply to 

the stressed, residual cohdition only. 
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7.3 DISTRIBUTIONS FOR ANCHORAGE ZONE 

7-3-1 General Effects of Increased Slip 

Figs. 111-116 give risults Tor various assumed end 

slips. The no-stressed, residual condition for the 55mm cover 
is presented in the form of Pomplete distribution curves. 
The distributions follow an expected pattern typified by 

Fig. 111(a)-(c)*. At low slip values the slip and steel 

stress curves have a parabolic shape, the bond stress follows 

this pattern up to the critical value beyond which the rate 

of increase declines suddenly. However as the end slip ý, 
increases so the parabolic shape tends more towards a linear 

curve. The steel stress increases from zero at the bar end 

while the bond stress tends to become more uniform throughout 

the bar length. In practical terms it approaches finally to 

the point where the bar is being pulled through giving no 
increase in bond stress which is uniform along its length. 

The three distrIbutions are shown for 20 0C only, while the 

steel stress curve is given for each temperature, since for 

the anchorage zone the steel stress curve is the one of most 
interest* 

7-3,2 Effect of Heat on the Anchorage Length 

The bond length required is related to the force and 
hence the stress in the bar, therefore a sufficient, length 

is needed to ensure that the necessary level of stress can 
be achieved. From Figs. 111-116 the affect of the 

temperature on the distributions is shown to be considerable 

e. g., for an end slip of 0.001mm the distance at which a 

steel stress of 100 N/=2 is achieved is 92,140j 228,4049 

1045 and 1ý92mm for temperatures of 20,150t 300,450,600 

and 750 0 C. respectively. According to this pattern at 300 0C 

a bond length of almost two and a half times that at ambient 

conditions is required. If another example is taken, 'this 

time for an end slip of Q. 0046mm (I. e., the critical slip 

value at ambient conditionsY and a steel stress of 100 N/MM2 
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the distances'are 62,909 150,28o, 760 and 1525mm 

respectively. Again at 300 OC the increase in bond length 

required is of the order of two and aý*ha-lf . tim6s-the 20 0C 

value, which is a considerable increase. 

In the above examples the assumption has been made that 

for such a comparison, a uniform end slip for all temperatures 

has to be used. However this seems unlikely to be a realistic 
assessment of the situation because of the effect heat has . on 
the material properties of concrete. In the review, chapter 1, 
it was noted that at high temperatures the stiffness of 

concrete decreases and it becomes a slightly less brittle 

material enabling more movement. to be accommodated within it. 
This is reflected in the decreased gradient of the bond 

stress-slip curves up to the critical value as the temperature 

increases. (aee Fig- 39)- In view of this a greater end slip 
can be sustained at elevated temperature compared with that 

at ambient before the bond stress reaches the same level. 

Then the question arises, what is the magnitudeýof slip at 
the end of the anchorage zone that'denotes an equivalent level 

of bond breakdown for different temperature levels7 It seems 

reasonable to assume that the one point that this information 

is available is at the much mentioned critical value. To add 
to this it could also be said that the, slip at the critical 

value at the bar end marks the-final failure of any useful 
bond resistance of the anchorage zone. In other words the 

critical slip at the bar end can be considered to have 

occurred when the concrete immediately beneath the ribs at 
that point exceeds its maximum strength. As the bond stress 
distribution curves show it is at this value that the bond 

stress moves towards a uniform value over the bar lengthl with 
the steel stress tending more to a linear curve. 

Therefore it is suggested that a more realistic basis for 

comparing the effect of temperature on the bond length should 

not be one of a constant end slip criteria for all temperatures 

but rather should be based upon the variation in slip at the 

critical value for diffirent temperatures. The 
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relevant end slip cr: Lteria-f. or. the. 20*1; 7560C temperature range 

is 0.0046, oxo84,0.0207,0-03229 0.07 and O. lmm respectively. 
In this case the respective bond lengths required to sustain 

a steel stress of 100 N/MM'2 are 62,72,75t 118t a28 and 
472mm. This time the increased bond length for 300 0C is 

around 1-3 times that for the ambient temperature level. 

Fig, 117 shows these points plotted along with the 

corresponding results for steel stresses of 200 and 300 N/Mm2. 

The familiar pattern emerged of a decline in bond performance 

on initial heatingg which remained relatively constant up to 

the ý500C interface temperature after which a further 

deterioration occurred* 

7.4 DISTRIBUTIOVS. FOR CRACK ZONE 

7.4.1 General Effects of a Varied Inittal Steel Stress 

Altering the initial conditions so that the initial slip 

remained constautt while the initial steel stress was varied- 

arbitrarily (from 1-256 in increasing powers of two with 

additional values where required) changed the form of the 

distribution curves, as. seen in Fig. 118. The slip and 

steel atte"ss-ditstribiitions'-are. both. parabolic-tending to a 
linear curve while the bond stress curves, far from tending 

to a constant, show an increasing gradient as the initial 

steel stress increases. This is consistent with the 

situation in practice where the higher steel stress gives a 

greater strain and'hence slip over the bar length resulting 
in the bond stresses increasing at a greater rate. Once 

again the critical value is easily picked out with the decline 

in the rate of increase of the bond stress. In a manner 

similar to that for the anchorage condition the three 

distributions are shown only for 20 Oc wi: th-the'sti-el-stress, 

case only given for the elevated temperature levels 

(see Figs. 118-123). 
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7.4.2 Effect of'Reat on Crack Spacing 

7.4.2.. l General 

(33) 
Rehm outlines a prociadure for calculating. týe mi ni inum 

crack spacing at ambient conditions. This is modified here to 

take account of the high temperatures involved. 

Fig. 124(a) -shows thi situation at a tensile crack in (say) 

a-beam. At"t he crack the stress in the concrete, cy-,. is zero 
.. C 

and the steel resists the tensile force present. As the 

distance from the crack increases the concrete begins to 

contribute permitting a decrease in the level of the steel 

stress, cr-d This continues. until at some distance along the 

bar the pre-crack values of cc. cy a and the bond stress, ob 

and slip, &, are attained* At this cross section, XX, a, 

second crack could develop resulting from increased loading 

since a- at XX. would have a peak value in a decreasing bending 
c 

moment field i. e., one in which the bending moment diagram 

deC'reases towards the support. To investigate the crack 

spacing an estimate of the distance from the first crack to 

where the tensile stress in the concrete obtains its limiting 

ct9 
has to be made. If the change in the concrete value, a- 

tensile stress is considered in terms of the change in the 

steel stress then from the steel stress distribution curves 

an estimate of the distance involved can be made. 

In order to do this simplifying assumptions have to be 

made concerning the distribution of the tensile stresses and 
the size of the loaded area-in the concrete. Both of these 

are complexinatters. Howeveri it is assumed-here that for say 

a-55mm. all round cover the entire cross section of the concrete 
in contributing to the tensile resistance and hence the tensile 

stresses in the concrete are proportional to the tensile 

force involved under elastic conditions. Assuming that 

negligible slip occurs prior to the initiation of the first 

crack, then after the first crack but prior to the appearence 

of the second one it could be argued, with the aid of Fig. 124(a)t 
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that the section at which, & =0 occurs, should coincide with 
the section at which the influence of the first crack on the 

general state of stress disappears. Therefore from Fig.. 124(a) 
the change in the steel stress at some distance x1 from the 

crack is related to the increase in the concrete stress in the 
following way. 

(C- C- )A a-- - 0) A 
JIM SX0 a ct c 

a- - C- )A a- ax 1 SX0 s ct.; Lc 

Before this relationship can be used the value of cr- SX0 
smust be known. In other words the initial values for slip 
and steel stress have to be established. 

Referring again to Fig. 124(a). Muximum slip occurs 
at the crack and then decreases in value until it is equal 
to zero at the point where the concrete is fully 

participating in resisting the tensile stress* At such 
a point the strain in the steel and concrete is the same, and 

so 

cr- 3c ja db CT- (17) 

ax ct 

where m is the modular ratio. Therefore the initial conditions 

are A00.0001 and c SX0 = M. Ict where a0=0.00 is replaced 
by &o 0.0001mm for consistency with 7-1-5. 

7.4.292 'Tensile Strength of Concrete 

As equation 17 makes clear it is necessary to know the 

tensile strength of the concrete before the crack spacing 

can be calculated. The effect of heat on the maximum residual 

tensile strength was estimated irom the indirect splitting 

tests carried out on the bond test specimens. It is difficult 

to arrive at a totally accurate value due to the 

characteristics of the test specimens used 'i. e. 9a concrete 
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cylinder with a hole running through the centre further 

complicated by the steel bar being embedded over only 

32mm of It's length. 

To estimate the tensile strength the indirect tensile 

strength test value of 

2P 
ct- -trDl 

was modified to 

cr- 
2p 

ct '-- T-r FD -d1 

where D= overall diameter 

d diameter of the central bole 

1 length or height of cylinder 

It its realized that this is only an estimate. The 

actual stressea over, the cross-section will vary from a very 

high qoncentration at the hole to a value which is equivalent 
to that of a normal solid cylinder towards the edge (cf* Fig, 

125 and refo 55)* Therefore the effective diameter was 

reduced in an attempt to arrive at a mean value. It is 

likely that even with this modification the value obtained 

will be an underestimate of the actual value. However this 

could be compensated for us the indirect tensile test gives 

values that are higher than the direct tensile strength of the 
(56) 

concrete. Neville states that this difference is of the 

order of 5-12 percent. Following'this procedure a value of 

2.0 N1=2 was obtained for the concrete tensile strength at 

ambient teipperature (see Table 5). 

7.4.2-3 Young's Modulus for Concrete in Tension 

The change in the E value for concrete in tension after 

beat treatment also has to be known if equation 17 is to be of 

use. Using a formula put forward by Madu(57) the value at 
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ambient temperatures can be estimated 

e0gal E value of concrete in 
tension at zero stress 9-5 + 2.5a- 
and ambient temperature ct 

= 14500.0 kN/mm' 

where a-ct is expressed in N/mmz, 

However the effect of temperature on the stress-strain 

curve for concrete in tension is not known. There appears to 

be no published work on this particular characteristic of 

concrete in the elevated or residual condition. Therefore 

it is not possible to accurately assess the value of Young's 

modulus for this situation. Due to the lack of information, 

for the purposes of this investigation, the effect of heat on 
the E value for concrete in tension has been assumed to follow 
the pattern of that for concrete in compression. (cf. Flg. 

This may not be an accurate assumption to make, but knowing 

that concrete becomes more ductile after beat treatment it 

seems reasonable to expect a decrease in Young's modulus for 

both tension and compression. Therefore although the two 

might not be affected in exactly the same way (cf. the 

difference in the tensile and compressive strengths in-Fig. 83) 

a decrease in both can be expected. Hence the results in 

compression are used as a guide to estimate what those in 

tension could be, This is further complicated as the E values 

of Fig. 5 are for the-elevated conditiort-9----whereas it iS the 

residual case that is under consideration here. This could 

cause an additional decrease in E value to occur similar to 

the behaviour of the compressive strength for the two 

conditions. Therefore the lowest values from Fig- 5 have 

been used as a basis for computing the changes in the tensile 

value of E for the concrete in the residual condition. These 

are listed in Table 5 along with m. c- and a- for the 

associated temperature levels. 
ct SX0 
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7.4.2.4 Procedure for Estimating Crack Spacing 

To illustrate how the crack spacing is estimated, the 
20 0C temperature will be considered for a 55mm cover in the 

no-stress, residual condition. The bar diameter is l6mm. 

Initial values: - 
a=0.00019 ,- 'a' 0 ax 0 ct 

Now from Table 5 a-Ct x 2*0 N/mm2 and m= 13-795, hence 
Cr- 27-59 N/mM2 

sx 0 

The difference in steel stress to produce the maximum 
tensile strength in the concrete is obtained from equation 
(16) as, 

A 

ax ax 0 
act-A 

= 2.0 x 61.0 

a 122.0 N/MM2 

-. - crax 
1- 

27-59 + 122.0 

149.59 N/=2 

From Fig. 118(b) for an initial steel stress of 27,59 N/mm2 

& distance of 86mm is needed to produce the difference in 

steel stress required, which is the minimum possible spacing 
for the next cracke 

. Now consider the situation shown in Fig. 124(b). The 

minimum crack spacing corresponds to the distance required for 

the concrete tensile stress to reach its failure level. 

However for a section of constant bending moment further 

cracking can occur at any section from this point onwards. 
If it is arbitrarily assumed that the second crack occurs 

when a- first reaches its failure level i. e., giving a crack ct 
spacing of 86= for the example aboves then any further 
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cracking that occurs between these two existing cracks can 
be taken to develop mid-way between them i. e., within a 
distance of 1ý3. omih. Fig. 118(b)'shows that the. initial steel 

stress for such an intermediate crack to develop is very high 

i. e., greater than 450.0 NI=2. Therefore at 20 0C 89mm is 

the mimimum crack spacing within the working range of the 

steel stress. 

If another example is considered e. g., the 450 0C case, 
the situation arises where further cracking between the two 

original cracks does take place. 

Initial valuess- 

0x0.00019 Oax ""Ct 

Now from table 5 cýt = 1.14 N/MM2 and m= 28-74, hence 

a; XO = 32.76 NI=2. 

(Note: E for steel remains 200000 N/=2 as the steel recovers 
most of its original strength properties after cooling(lo). )*'- 

Steel streas difference to produce cracking: - 

(cr - cýx ) ax 10 
A 

ctoA 

= 1.14 x 61. o 

= 69.54 N/MM2' 

a- 32.76 + 69.54 
axi 

u 102-3 N/=2 

From Fig. 123-the minimum crack spacing is 166mm. For 

half that distance an initial steel stress of. approximately 

260 11/=2 giVes the difference of 69-54 N/MM2 required to 

cause further cracking before yielding of the steel takes 

place. Therefore as the load is increased additional 

cracking occurs. 
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Using this procedure an estimate of the relationship 

between the crack spacing and temperature can be obtained. 

The procedure is limited to sections of constant bending 

moment, as it is for this condition only that a further 

crack can be taken to occur half way between the first 

two cracked sections. Also it is difficult to justify 

for constant bending-conditionaii, the--assumption that the 

second crack occurs when (r- is first attained some distance 
ct 

from the initial crack. By comparisong for the, varying 
bending moment case of Fig. 124(a) it is highly likely_that 

the aecond crack would occur at the corresponding section XX, 

but when there is a constant bending moment the situation is 

not no clear out. However the purpose here is to examine the 

effect of heat treatment on the crack spacing, therefore 

constant conditions must be considered for each temperature 

level. By assuming that the second crack occurs when (Y- ct 
first attains its maximum value i. e., at section XX, such 

a constant condition for each temperature is obtained. 
Hence the crack spacing-temperature relationship for one 

particular bending moment condition can be established. 
Howeverg it is possible that the temperature would have a 

similar effect on cracking in zones just outside and 

adjacent to that of uniform bending. The calculated results 

were compared with those for actual beam tests using: a central 

zone extending slightly beyond that of uniform bending, as 

set down in the next section. For the calculated results 
both the strength and the Young's modulus values for concrete 
in tension were obtained as stated in 7.4.2.2 and 7.4.2-3, 

wILile the area of concrete assumed to be contributing to the 

resistance of the tensile stresses was that contained by a 

square block surrounding the bar whose dimensions were twice 

the cover plus the bar diameter as shown in Fig. 126. 
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7.5 COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH BEAM TESTS 

The anchorage and crack spacing distributions were 

considered for the no-stress, residual condition as small 
beam tests were carried out by M. R. Khan for this case. 
Therefore an opportunity was provided to compare the 

calculated results mentioned above with the actual crack 

spacIng-temperature relationship obtained in some beam 

tests. The beams used were approximately lm long, had 

covers of 20,30jand 40mm and were reinforced with an 8mm 

diameter deformed bar. The concrete mix was the same as 
that used for the bond tests, and the beam were tested under 
four point loading. 

7-5.1 Crack Spacing 

The crack spacing-temperature relationship for the actual 
beams is shown in Fig. 127- It'was obtained for thi-flexural 

cracking over the region of constant bending moment and 

slightly beyond, but not including the bond-shear cracking 

nearer the supports. Hence a closer approximation to the 

constant bending moment condition of the calculated results 

was obtained. The general shape of the curve shows a decrease 

in the spacing as the temperature rises to 200/300 0C at which 
level a change occurs and the spacing increases up to 

400/5000C, Each point represents the results from one beam 

test. 

For comparison with these results the calculated values 

were obtained for four different test cases. The first was 

the 55mm cover in the residual, ng-streas condition with a 

l6mm, diameter bar, thus utilising the-bond streas-ellp 

results obtained. However when comparing with the beam tests 

a difference in parameters has to be taken into account I. e., 

the 20,30 and 40mm covers and 8mm bar of the beam as 

opposed to the 55mm. cover and l6mm bar of the pull-out tests. 

Therefore to make a fairer comparison the bond stress-slip 

curves for the three other bond test covers were also 
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considered i. e'. the 25,32 and 46mm covers respectively. 
When using results of the three bond test covers to calculate 
the crack spacing for the respective beam tests, three 

variations in the two types of test are apparent. Firstly 

there is the difference in the size of the covers themselves 

(e. g., 46 as opposed to 40 etc. ). However it has already 
been noted from Figs. 108-110 that at the lower temperatures 

the cover has little affect on the distribution curves, 

causing any error from this incosistency to be negligible. 
The second difference is that the bond results at these three 

covers were obtained under the residualt stressed condition as. 

opposed to the residual, unstressed case of the beams. 

Howexer the difference this causes at the lower temEeratures is 

also relatively small (see 5-1-3-1). The greatest error is 

introduced by the difference in the bar diameter. The steel 

stress distributions for the three bond test covers were 

calculated on the basis of an 8mm diameter bar, whereas the 

bond stress-slip curves used were those for the 16mm diameter. 

In reality the bond streas-slip curves for the 8mm bar will 
differ from those obtained for the l6mm bar. However this is 

the closest possible approach to the beam test conditions 
that can be made with the available pull-out data. A 

comparison was made on this basis to see if any meaningful 

conclusions could be drawn. 

The calculated results are given in Fig. 127, AG. 
-can 

be seen the theoretical values do not bear much resemblance 
to the actual ones. The only similarity being the overall 
decrease in magnitude of the crack spacing with the 

corresponding decrease in cover size. 

In an attempt to improve upon the calculated values the 

procedure was repeated, this time making an allowance for the 

contribution the concrete strain makes towards the Blip value, 

7.5.1.1 Incorporating Concrete Strains 

The basic relationship as given in section 7.1.2 is 
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da 
dx a 

(r 

EC 
cr 

c 

c 

Now from Fig. 124(a) and section 7.4.2.1 for 04X, &Xl, 

cr- )A (T- ci- )A 
ax ac cx c 

00 

cr 'a- + (cr cy. - cx 0 cx sx sx 

cr + (Crx - cr )/L cx a ax 

where W5 
c 

For a crack at x x1l or-x cy- 0 and ar- o- c cx ax ax 

0' cx 0 
(a 

sx 1 
-1 0 13X 0 

(20) 

and so from equations (19) and (20), 

cy- - Cr- ) 1- (21) cx ax 1 ax 

Substituting equation (21) into (18) gives. - 

(C- 
da 

. 
0ax - 8XI 

UB E- 
ac 

and rearranging 

cy- 
x 

Gýx 

-ý-( 1+ M/1) - E 
13 

Ec (22) 

where a- is the steel stress at the crack face. 
ax 1 
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By utilising equation (22) and following a similar 

procedure to that mapped out in 7.1.4, distribution curves 
(see Figs. 128-131) can be obtained making an allowance for 

the concrete strains.. When following this through the 

initial values to be used have to be decided upon. For the 

theoretical initial values of steel stress equivalent - 

to ma- and slip equal to zero, the distribution curves are ct 
indeterminate. A situation is reached similar to that 

of a- xx0.00 and &0=0.00 for the anchorage zone-case 

using 0 steel strains only, as discussed in 7-1-5- 

Therefore to obtain a distribution curve a slight increase 

in one or other of these values has to be ussumed. In an 

attempt to keep these values consistent throughout, an 

initial slip of 0.0001mm was once again used. 

From Figs. 128-131 and 118-121 the distribution curves 

with and without tuking account of the concrete strains, are 

seen to be very similar for high initial steel stress values. 
However as the initial steel stress approaches a value 

equivalent to m. cy- so the distributions allowing for 
ct 

concrete strains extend over a greater bar distance x. This 

occurs at low steel stress and hence strain levels. In this 

situation the concrete strains are sufficient to be 

relatively high when compared with the corresponding steel 

strains, whereas. aa thL- steel strain increases the relative 

effect of the concrete strain diminishes. Hence at low stress 
levels the concrete contributes a greater proportion of the 

resistance than at high stress levels. 

Using these new steel distribution curves the effect of 
beating on the crack spacing was again'considered. The actual 

and calculated results for the three beam sizes (covers)-are 

shown in Figs. 132-134. On. the whole the general shape of all 

the curves is similar, the one exception being the 300 0C 

calculated value for the 40mm cover beam . which is higher 

than would be expected. The calculated results for the 30mm 

cover beans basically follow the pattern of the actual results. 
For the 20mm cover beam the basic trough in the crack 
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spacIng-temperature curve is apparent, although in this case 
the magnitude of the calculated results are considerably 

lower than the actual values. The 450 0C furnace temperature 

point is not available as the 25mm cover bond specimens 

pulled through before this temperature level was reached 
(see Fig. 62), therefore the bond stress-slip and hence the 

steel stress distributions were unable to be calculated. 

on the whole by making an allowance for the concrete 

strains the results obtained are much more encouraging. The 

required trend of the smaller covers giving smaller values 

of crack spacing is apparent.. The crack spacing itself is of 
the right order of magnitude and also the effect of heat on 
the spacing is able to be established up to 450/5000C. 

7-5*2 Anchorage Zone 

For temperatures above 500 0C the calculated crack 

spacing results would appear to no longer be valid, for 

comparisons. with the actual beam results. The reason is as 
follows. For the beams heated to temperatures UP to 5000C, 

failure and cracking occurred predominantly within the. c-entral 

portion of the beam* Although the inclined cracks caused by 

bond-shear splitting could also be identified at these 

temperaturesl on the whole a flexural type failure occured 
(see Fig. 135(a)). However at temperatures, of 6000C, and above 

the failure mode changed. The main cracking occurred in 'the' 

direction normal to that of the principal tensile stresses 
indicating that, at these temperatures, the beam was likely 

to have been acting along the lines of a tied arch (see Fig. 

135(b))* This would be : the result if the reduction in the bond 

performance was such that the, requ: Lred stress in the steel 

could not be achieved. To utilise this tied arch action to the 

full adequate anchorage would be required e. g., hooks or 
bends in the reinforcement. In the beams cons'idered here 

sufficient anchorage was not available. Hence the splitting 

extended from the lower face or soffit of the beam at or near 
the supports and spread upwards towards the internal loading 
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pointa (see Fig. 135(b)), showing that slip had occurred 
in the anchorage zone at the bar end. 

Hence this change of failure within the concrete beam 

would seem to have been caused by a reduction in the bondl 

resulting in-a predominantly anchorage zone failure. 

Therefore at the higher temperatures it was the anchorage 

zone that was critical as regards failure of the beam under 

consideration. This can be appreciated by reference to 

Fig. 117 where the required anchorage length increases 

dramatically at these high temperatures. 

However cracking did occur also in the area of maximum 
bending moment as Fig. 135(b) shows, although it was to a 
lesser extent than the'lower temperature cracking examined 

already. From the distribution curves the crack spacings for 

temperatures of 600 0C and above would be expected to be greater 
than those for lower temperature levels. However this was not 
the case for the beams tested. The reason for this would seem 
to be as follows, * At the lower temperatures (i. e. below 6000C) 

the change in steel stress over a distance x could cause the 

maximum tensile strength of the concrete to be attained 

resulting in the development of a crack, which in turn would 

cause bond slip. Whereas at temperatures of 6000C and above 
thd bond was so reduced that a far greater distance could beý 

anticipated for the development of'the necessary difference 

in steel stress to produce a crack (I. e., 180mm; see Fig. 

122 and compare the calculated results given in Fig. 127)- 

However in this case the bond stress reduction was probably 

such as to allow-alipýwithin-the beam to take place, which 

amounted to the steel and concrete acting more as two separate 

units rather than. oneLcompoaite whole. Thus in this case it 

would be the fact that the concrete was acting more as an 

independent beam, that caused cracking to occur in the region 

of maximum bending moment, at a smaller spacing than was 

predicted using. the procedure of 7.4.2.4. Consequently at the 

lower temperatures it could be con6idered that cracks had occurred 

which resulted in slip while at the higher temperatures slip 
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took place-which resulted in cracking. 

7-5-3 Su=ary 

From the bond stress-slip curves the distribution 

curves were obtained for the anchorage zone and crack spacing 

cases. The effect of heat upon both of these conditions was 
then studied and compared with the results of tests carried 
out on small beam specimens by M. R. Khan. 

This comparison showed that when the concrete strains - 
are taken into account a reasonable estimate of the crack 
spacing-temperature relationship could be made. '--Also, the 

' 
theoretical results of the effects on the anchorage zong of 
heat were backed up by the anchorage failure of the high 
temperature beams. The comparison between the calculated 

and actual results was therefore reasonably good considering 
the limitations of the theoretical approach (e, g., the 
difference in parameters of the beam and bond tests, the 

assumptions on the area and distribution characteristics of 
the tensile stresses within the concrete etc. ). 

Having established that the theoretical approach of 
applying bond stress-slip results fromýa short bond length to 
distributions over a larger bar length gives results 

comparable to those in practice, it then follows that the 
bond test specimen of a small differential bond length could 
give results that are of practical use and significance. 
Therefore not only is the theoretical approach seen to give 
reasonable results but also the bond test procedure gives 
valid results that can be applied to situations in practice. 

7.6 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The processes of designing for the reinstatement of 
fire damaged concrete members and rational design for fire 

resistance were reviewed in chapter 1, sections 1-3.2 and 1.4. 
The application of the bond results to these situations will 
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now be considered. 

7.6.1 Designing For Reinstatement 

The known reduction in strength of the material 

properties is used to assess the ability of the fire damaged 

member to resist the applied loading-involved. This can be 

achieved by applying fire-damage factors to the concrete 

and reinforcement strength properties subjected to heat 

treatment. Fig. 7 shows the fire-damage factor for 

reinforcement put forward in ref. 11. A similar factor was 

suggested for concrete i. e., a factor of 0.85 for concrete 
heated to between 100 and 300 0 C, and unity for temperatures 

below 100 0 C. If the concrete is heated to above 300 0C it is 

considered unsuitable for reuse and removed. One further 

fire-damage factor was suggested, that of'O. 7, to be applied 
to the steel reinforcement embedded within the concrete in 

the 1CO-300 0C zone just mentioned. It has been stated 
(11) 

that$ 

'for steel reinforcement in this zone, a damage 
factor should be asýessed to allow for the possibility 
of reduced bond or anchorage; there is very little 
evidence to quantify this loss (if any), but a damage 
factor of 0.7 is suggested. ' 

From the results obtained in this work it is possible to 

comment on the reduction in the performance of a member due to 

the affect of the heat treatment on the bond. 

0 7.6,1,1 Temperatures of 300 C and Above 

It has been noted that 

related to that of the concý 
Figs. 58,63, and 83 show. 
been heated to temperatures 

considered suitable for the 

the bond performance was strongly 

rete compressive strength as 

Therefore as concrete, which has 

in excess of 300 0 C, is not 

reinstatement process it follows 

that the residual bond following heating to such temperatures 

would not be adequate for reuse either. The results of the 

test programme conducted in this work indicated that this was 
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indeed the case. This could be illustrated by a number of 

results. The rapid decline in bond began after the 250 oc 

interface temperature was reached, Fig- 55. The results 

of the apparent slip-temperature relationship for the 

different covers test9d show that only for temperatures 

up to approximutelY 300 OC did'the cover not affect the slip 
performance during the heating up period, Fig. 44. A 
tremendous increase in the irrecoverable slip occurred at 
4000C compared with 250 OC, see Fig. 69 for the load cycled 
tests. The steel stress distribution deteriorated between 
the 250 and 4000C interface temperature levels as Figs. 
106(a), (b), and (c) indicate, which in turn produced an 
increase in the calculated anchorage length required after 
the 250 OC value, see Fig. 117. 

. Hence a consistent pattern has been apparent throughout 

the test results showing that, between the 250 and 400 0C 

interface temperaturesl the bond performance deteriorated 

compared to that in the 100 to 250 0C temperature range. This 

demonstrates agreement with the accepted practice of 
disregarding concrete heated to beyond 300 OC. 

7.6,1.2 Temperatures in the 100-300 0C range 

The reduction factor for the steel stress suggested in 

ref. 11 was 0.7. From the bond results it ; Ls possible to 

quantify this fire-damage factor. Fig. 83, shows that the 

bond was affected by heat to a greater extent than the 

concrete compressive strength as discussed in 5.3.1. This 

figure shows that the greatest reduction in bond up to 250 0C 

was 82%, of that at ambient conditions, giving a fire-damage 

factor of 0.82. This value was arrived at on the basis of 

the maximum bond stress-temperature relationship. 

However as was stated in 2.1.4 it is not the maximum 

bond stress that is necessarily of importance, but rather, 

the bond stress in relation to the bond slip. This point is 

demonstrated by the 150 and 450 0C nominal temperature results. 
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The maximum bond stressep were relatively close to each other 
(see Fig- 55) although one was suitable for reinstatement but 

the other was not. The difference was in the bond stress- 

sýip relationship as seen in Figs. 389 39 and 50-52. In view 

of this the value for the fire-damage factor of 0.82 was 

checked by an alternative method using the bond stress-slip 

curvest which in turn provided the steel stress distributions. 

To do this Fig. 117 was replotted in Fig. 136 in terms 

of the decrease with temperature in the stbel stress developed 

over an anchorage length consistent with that required to 
0 maintain an arbitrary steel stress at 20 C. Three steel 

stresses i. e., 100,200 and 300 I; /MM2. were examined at 

ambient conditions to obtain the required anchorage length 

corresponding to an initial value of end slip equivalent to 

that occurring at the critical point under ambient conditions 
i. e. 20 0 C. Then the steel stress developed over each length 

for an increase in temperature was obtained from Figs. 112-116. 

Subsequently this was expressed as the ratio of steel stress 
at elevated temperature to steel stress at 20 0 C. 

E. g. consider the point on Fig. 136 for an arbitrary steel 

stress of 300 N/mm2 and a temperature level of 250 0 C. From 

Fig. 1119 for-an initial slip value equivalent to that at the 

critical value a distance of 152mm is needed to develop the 

steel stress required. Therefore from Fig. 113, for an 

initial slip corresponding to that at the critical value and a 
2 distance of 152mm, the steel stress developed Is 246 N1mm 

residual steel stress at 250 0C 246 
= 0. '82 

steel stress at 200C 300 

As Fig. 136 shows the decr6ase in the steel stress which 

could develop varied between 0.76 and 0.82 for temperatures 

up to 250 0 C. 

However these values refer to the'unstressed, residual 

condition, whereas for reinstatement purposes it is the 
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stressed, residual situation that is relevant. In this case 

the greatest reduction in bond (derived from Figý 56) up to 

2500C, was 88% of that at ambient conditions, as opposed to 

the 82% mentioned above. Therefore the procedure mapped out 

above and in Fig. 136 was repeated for test condition,, (c) 

Clvio_rking stress , xesidual condition). -and-lor each cover.. -. The 

results are shown in Fig.. -137, for an ambient steel stress of, 
300 Vmmý- -There are differeii-ces. between the-four-different 

curves caused by experimental scatter, any effect of the cover 

magnitude, and the fact that the points for the smaller covers 

are derived from the results of four specimens of one batch 

as opposed tU the five specimens each from a different batch 

, in the case of the 55mm cover (section 5-1-3-3),. However the 

general pattern is clear, that of a reduction in-the bond 

effectiveness on initial heating followed by a further 

reduction after the 250 0C temperature level. Therefore from 

the results it would appear that the reduction fAct6k'. valii6--.. 

of 0.7 suggested in ref. 11 gives a safe, satisfactory 

estimate of the steel stress due to the reduced anchorage 

caused by heating to temperatures between 100 and 300 0 C. for 

the type and grade of concrete utilised here. The points for 

the-higher temperatures could not be obtained as the critical 

. Y'alue was exceeded during the heating cycle. 

7.6.2 Designing for Fire Resistance 

When designing concrete members for a suitable fire 

resistance, it is vital to pay careful attention to the 

detailing of the reinforcement in order to ensure that 

adequate anchorage of the bar is provided. 
This subject Is'dealt with elsewhere and a number of 

ways of allowing for a reduction in bond stress are discussed(20) 

e. g., bobs, hooks, bends and mechanical anchorage or 

extending the bar beyond the point where it is no longer 

required in any design condition. Detailing has to allow also 
for possible changes in the way a structural member behaves, 

for example, a simply supported beam, where in extreme cases 

a tied arch action can be set up provided sufficient 

-1 
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anchorage is present either by bond or mechanical means. 

Therefore the fact that a reduction in bond stress has 

to be-allowed for and provided against is well recognised. 
However little information is available on the actual extent 

of this reduction for various elevated temperatures. Using 

the bond test results obtained here it is possible again to 

quantify this reduction, which could help in estimating how 

much provision has to be made in the design process. 

When designing a specified fire resistance into concrete 
members it is the stressed at elevated temperature condition 
which is of particular interest. As has been commented on 
(cf. section 5.1-3.1.2) for temperatures up to 250 0C this 

condition showed a slightly greater reduction in maximum bond 

strength compared with the stressed, residual condition i. e., 
84% as opposed to 88% as obtained from Fig. 56. 

When considered in terms of the bond stress-slip 

relationship and the steel distribution curves, as carried out 
in 7.6.1.2 above, this difference made little impact on the 

resultat see Fig. 138 (curves for test conditions (a) and (c)). 

The two unstressed conditions (b) and (d) are plotted also 
for completeness and give an indication of the curve shape at 
temperatures of 600 and 750 0 C. However it is likely that 

differences will be apparent at*these higher temperatures for 

the two stressed conditions as reflected in the maximum bond 

stress results given in Fig- 55. From Fig. 138 the reduction 
in bond performance at temperatures above 250 0C is again in 

evidence. From information of the type given in Figs. i37 and 
138 it could be suggested that for fire resistant design, 

possible values are available for estimating the reduction in 

the bond performance, for anchorage, due to heating effects 
at various elevated temperature levels. The direct application 

of these figures is restricted to concrete mixes of the same 

pedigree as that used in the test programme, and for 16mm 

Tor bars. 
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If, when the fire resistance is computed, it is found 

that the reduction in bond prevents the required fire 

resistance being obtained, it would be possible to adjust 
the design to overcome this e. g., by extending the bar, or 

providing hooks etc. 
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Cli. tFTER 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

8.1 CONCLUSIONS 

The results obtained have been stated and discussed 
throughout the text. However the overall co'aclusions are 
now not down. 

1. The tensile and compressive strength-temperature 
relationships showed differing characteristics, 
especially at temperatures around 250 0 C'. 

2. The residual stresa-strain curve for mild and cold 
worked stools followed the established pattern i, e., 
mild steel had good recovery of strength on cooling 
while the cold worked bars began to revert to their 

original pre-cold work state. 

3- A slight decrease in the rate of temperature rise 
produced a small decrease in the rate of slip. 

4. A critical point in the bond stress-slip relationship 
was established which was caused by the crushing of the 

concrete immediately beneath the ribs. This point was 
exceeded either during the loading to failure or 
during the heating cycle when the heat had sufficiently 
reduced the concrete strength properties. 

5. The critical point marked the beginning of the 
formation of a fracture surface at the top of the tooth 

of concrete between the ribs. The completion of this 

fracture surface occasionally produced another 'kink' in 
the crb--alip curve. This did not always take place due 
to the height of the tooth involved, the lower tooth 

portion preventing excessive slip from occurring. 
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6. Cover had little effect on the bond performance up to 

2500C for bond stress values within the critical value 

ranges 

7- At maximum bond stress values specimens with 
different covers failed in different ways. The maximum 
bond stress-temperature relationship'for the larger 

covers followed the concrete compressive strength- 
temperature curve with relatively large slips being 

observed. Bence a pull through type'failure occurred 

with the concrete in compression in the vicinity of 
the ribs resisting this action. The smaller covers 
followed the tensile strength-temperature curve and gave 
very small slips, showing a tensile splitting failure 

mode to be predominant. 

8. The bond performance is very much dependent on the 

concrete atrength. 

9. High steady-state bond stresses affected the results 
to a greater extent as the temperature increased, 

compared with low bond stress values. 

10. Plain bars gave a less effective bond performance 
than deformed bars. However the overall shape of the 

maximum bond stress-temperature curves is consistent 
for both bar types. 

11. As for concrete compressive strength, the stressed 

specimens gave a slightly better bond performance 
compared with the unstressed ones, when subjected to 

elevated temperatures. 

12, Specimens tested in the residual condition gave more 

favourable results than those tested hot, for 

temperatures up to 250 0 C, due to the additional thermal 

stresses involved in the latter case. -This pattern then 
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reversed as the tourerature increased, conLing into line 

with the characteristics observed for concrete 

compressive strength. 

13- Lcad cycling reduced the maximuz bond stress 
available. Also large irreversible slip, began to take 

place during the cycling process between temperatures 

of 250-400 0 C. 

14. The bond performance was reduced on initial beatingg 

which was followed by a further deterioration for 
temperatures between 250 and 400 0 C. Thus coinciding 
with the 300 0C value above which concrete in 

considered not suitable for reinstatement purposes. 

15. The reduction in the bond strength was greater than 

the correspondint reduction in the concrete compressive 

strength, This was probably due to the increased 

thersal moyesent caused by the presence of the steel bar. 

16, Azoustic *mission is clooely related to the bond slip 
indicating that it could be a useful method of 

investigating the quality of the bond in fire damaged 

structures* 

17- by foraing a second order differential equation and 

using the bond mitrans-slip results, slipj steel and bond 

stress distributions along a length of bar can be 

obtuined, This enables certain beam situations to be 

oxajLined. 

18. The crack spacing for the unstressed residual test 

condition can be approximated to by utilizing the steel 

stress diztributions and taking account of the concrete 

strains. 

19. The bond stress is no reduced that in the anchorage 

zone of & bean the allowable steel 3tress cun be 
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considered to decrease by a factor of 0.7 for 
ter. l-tr&tures up to 2500C. 

20. Quantifyime the reduction in bond due to elevated 
tezr-traturen en&blea a more accurate assessment of the 

quality of beat treated reinforced concrete members to 
be muds* Such inforzation can be uatful when designing 
for reinstatement and fire resistant situations. 

8.2 rUTURI; #%, *ORY. 

In this work a nuabor of different parameters affecting 
the bond have btan investigated. However this amounts to 

only 4 stAll portion of the total still to be examined e. g., 

one typt of concrete was studied along with one bar size, 

whereas results for a range for both of those parameters is 

required. Soso of these parameters have been or are in the 

process of being looked at elsewhere e. g. Sugar and Roston 
J47) 

have considered different concrete types, while Xhan 
(appendix 6) has tested Ban diameter bars. Work in also being 

conducted at Edinburgh into temperature effects on bond in 

no-fines concrete* However there still remain further 

variables to be considered. From the results in this work 
two variables in particular are appurent. These are rate of 

tacy. 4rature rise and load cycling effectal both of which are 

pvrtinant to the cast of firen in building3. The load 

cycline variable is rarticularly r*levunt to the reinstatement 

of structures. 

Inotbar area which warrants further study is that of the 

acoustic sn"gion application to fire d&zage assessment in 

general and bond in Farticulare This work ban shown that 

can be correlated to bond slip. However further study 
is required to *xAjzino the effect of different parameters and 

also its application to individual members and subsequently 

to full-scale situations. Work is being conducted by- 

X. R. "am an btaim tests which incorporate the monitoring of 
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the A. E. signals- Such beam tests (or tests on individual 

members) are the next stay up from ai=, ple pull-out sPeOi"On8 m 

used in this work. The pull-out test gives information on the 

the bondlisolated from the other actions that take place, 

within for example a beam. Whereas from a study of the beam 

behaviour'it would be posuible to examine more the 

interaction between the various factors involved e. g., bond 

and shear. After tests on individual members have been 

curried outg to arrive at any meaningful practical 

application of A. rO. to fire damage assenamentl tests on 
full-scale structures would have to be undertaken. 

One final area for future work pinpointed by this 

research project is the concrete utrous-atruin curve in 

tension for the hot and residual conditions, The author 

in unaware of any published work in this field. However as 

the calculations of the crack spacing set down in 7.4.2 

showed, thin infomation could be of use in obtaining accurate 

theoretical r*aultn, especially for cu3vs of low steel strea3 

levels and hence areas where the contribution of the concrete 

in ranizting the forces is relatively high. Associated with 

thin in the effect of temperature on the tensile strength of 

concrete, which would appears from the tests carried out, to 

vary in a different way from that of the compressive 

strengtb-temp, drature relationnhip in that it progressively 

decreased with temyeraturee 
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CONCRE1! E TEMPERATURE 
(00 OTHER POSSIBLE PHYSICAL EIT CTS COLOUR 

Normal 40 None 

300 Surface crazing 

Pink 
to 550 Deep cracking 

Red 

575 Popotxts over chert or quartz 
aggregate partioals. 

600 

800 Spallingg exposing not more than 
Grey 2ýý of reinforcing'box surface. 

to 
Buff 

goo Powdered, light coloured, 
dehydrated paste. 

950 
Buff 

Table 103) 

The physical effects of heat on concrete enabling 
the temperatures involved to be estimated. 
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S7--t=- *ITO. MT co"MITIOIS cova 
(mm) 3,0 TYPS STZLIX STATE BOND S=S LOAD CYCLING 

AV 20-750 (b) (c) (d) 55 def ormed 3.70 0.00 3-70 0.00 No 

AW 20-750 (b) (c) (d) 55 deformed 3.70 0.00 3-70 0.00 Ito 

AX 20-750 (a) (b) (c) (d) 55 deformed 3-70 0-00 3-70 0.00 Ito 

AY 20-750 ta) (b) (c) (d) 55 deformed 3.70 0-00 3.70 0.00 No 

AZ 20-750 (a) (b) (c) (d) 55 deformed 3.70 0.00 3.70 0.00 No 

BX 20-750 
(++) 
(c) 46 -def ormed 3.70 Xo 

BY 20-600 (c) 32 deformed 3.70 No 

BZ 20-450 (c) 25 defo rmad 3.70 No 

C 20-600 (c) 55 def ormed. 2.45 No 

D 20-750 (a) 55 plain 2.45 "TO 

Ev 20-750 (c) 55] def ormed 3.70 yes 

F 20-750 (d) Concrete strength specimens equivalent 
to the 55mm bond specimens. 

T=nace tamp*rat=eL -'ovals between 200C. and &n upper Iinit 
(individual levels of 20,150,300,450,600 and 7rlO'C)- 

+ Ufferent *. &at conditions of the four spe-. L=ens per batch. 

All four speci=ens in a batch subjected to the same conditions. 

Table 3 Outline of test prog--a=e 
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COVER NOMINAL FURNACE BOND INTERFACE 

(mm) TEMPEWURE 
o I c) ( (0c) I 

55 20 20 
150 100 
300 250 
450 400 
600 565 
750 720 

46 20 20 
150 115 
300 275 
450 420 
600 585 
750 730 

32 20 20 
150 120 
300 285 
450 440 
6oo 595 

25 20 20 
150 125 
300 300 
450 450 

Table 

Temperature at the concrete/steel interface 
for the various covers and furnace temperatures. 
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T (OC) f 
E (11/=2) 

C m a- (N/MM2) 
ct a- (V/MM2) 

sx 

20 14500 13-79 2.0 27.59 

150 11310 17.685 1.84 32-54 

300 7685 26.025 1.55 4o-34 

450 696o 28.74 1.14 32-76 

600 5510 36-30 0.73 26-50 

750 348o 57.47 o. 48 27-59 

Table 

Residual values of E mg o- and a-- for various cl ct sx 
temperature levels. 0 
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A. - Desorption and dehydration of tobermorite gel. 
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C- Dehydration of tobe=orite gel. 

Fig. 1(5) Lineax shrinkage of cement paste with increasing 
temperature. (Heating rates 50C per minute. ) 

0. 

0. 
Nk 
Z 

Im. 00 

0.1 

Fig. 2(7) Trends in unrestrained thermal expansion of concretes 
(diagrammatic; from work by Parkiss). 
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Fig. 6(7) 
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d. 

ON 
0 12345 

Time under load (hrs) 

a- 27 0 gf b- 1490C, 0- 315 0 Co 
d- 482 C, e- 649 0 C, 

Time-dependent strains in concrete 
maintained under load at high 
temperatures (from work by Cruz). 
Applied stress, 12-5 IT/m 2- 
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.9 

0 

0 0 _H 
0 
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a- typical hot-rolled, elevated temperature 
b- typical cold-worked, elevated temperature 
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d- typical cold-worked, residual condition 

Fig. 7'(11) Yield strength of steels tested at 
elevated temPeratures and in the 
residual condition. 
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concrete/steel 
interface 

(a) Tensile principal stresses (b) Internal cracking in concrete 
at interface (After ref. 26) as observed (After ref. 27) 

g. 8 
(24) 

Internal stresses and cracking in axially reinforced 
concrete prism subjected to tension 

Fig. 9 
(24) 

Wedging action in resisting pull-out 
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Fig. 75 Predominant crack pattern. 16mm def ormed bar; cover, 46mm; 
bond stress during heating, 3.70 N/mm"; temperature notation 
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Fig. 76 predominant crack pattern. 16mm deformed bar; cover, 32mm; 
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Fig. 78 Advanced crack fo=ation. 16mm defoxmed bar; cover, 46mm; 
bond stress during heating, 3.70 IT/MM2; temperature notation 
Ti (Tf) in 'C, 565 (600). 
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(a) A. E. waveform corresponding to A on Fig, 91 
scale - 0.1 volts per cm. 

-- -- - -- --- ___j 

(b) A. E. waveform corresponding to 3 on Fig. 91 
scale - 0- 5 volts per cm. 

Fig. 99 A. E. waveform for a 16mm deformed bar bond test. 
Ti (Tf) in OC - 400 (450)- 
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A. E. wavef orm corresponding to A on Fig. 96 
scale - 0.1 volts per cm. 

I 
Fig. 100 A. E. waveform for a 16mm plain bar bond test. 
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inolined cracks due to bond 
imposed sheax and conventionally 
called shear action 

(a) Failure pattern for temperatures between 20 and 500 0c 

crack extended to the botto 
of the beam indicating that 
bond slip took place 

diagonal splitting cracks due-t6 
ultimate work at free, body and 
arch model 

(b) Failure pattern for temperatures of 600 0C and above 

Fig. 135 Failure pattern of beams subjected to elevated 
temperatures (after M. R. Khan and ref. 20). 
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SUMMARY 

A knowledge of the effects of temperature 
on the bond strength between steel and con. 
crete in reinforced concrete is important if a 
complete understanding of its fire resistance 
and residual capacity for structural perfor- 
mance is to be known. 

A summary of the strength of concrete and 
steel during, and after, exposure to elevated 
temperatures is made. This is followed by a 
review of the different procedures used for 
testing bond at ambient temperature. Work 
carried out on bond at high temperatures is 
discussed and suggestions made as to its rele- 
vance to structural performance. Preparations 
by the authors to investigate this problem 
more fully with the intention of providing irx- 
formation which will be of use in the design 
of fire resistance and the reinstatement of fire 
dainaged reinforced concrete components are 
described. 

INTRODUCTION 

Fire is one of the major hazards to which a 
building can be subjected since not only is the 
safety of the occupant put at risk, but damage 
can be immense even to the extent of putting 
a firm out of business Znd rendering families 
homeless. 

In order to help people escape from a fire a 
predetermined fire resistance has to be met 
which ensures the stability and integrity of a 
structure, e. g., a2 hour fire resistance means 
that the building or member concerned can 
withstand a fire with the equivalent ferocity 
of 2 hours exposure to the standard test fire 
[1,22]. However, if a structure is constructed 
in concrete it often remains standing after the 
'fire has finished. This can lead to a situation 

in which it is often quicker and cheaper to re- 
instate the damaged parts of a structure as 
opposed to demolishing and reconstructing 
the whole of it. 

Before reinstatement can begin it must be 
established that the damaged structure is suit- 
able for such a treatment. In order to do this 
an assessment of its residual capacity for struc- 
tural performance must be made and for such 
a task the effect of temperature on the pro- 
perties of reinforced concrete must be known. 

The main concern from the structural per- 
formance point of view is the condition of the 
basic materials, concrete and steel, and the 
bond between them. Information on the pro- 
perties of steel both at high temperatures and 
after heat treatment is quite extensive. Simi- 
larly, a certain amount of knowledge exists 
regarding the effect of temperature on con- 
crete, but little is known about the response 
to heat treatment of the bond between the 
two materials. Sufficient bond strength is es- 
sential if a member is to give a satisfactory 
structural performance, including gradual fail- 
ure with adequate warning, rather than sud. 
den collapse. 

In this paper the behaviour of concrete and 
steel at high temperatures and after heat treat- 
ment is summarised as a prologue to an ap- 
praisal of the quality of the bond between 
them. Methods of establishing this quality 
both at normal and elevated temperatures are 
described and some plans for future investi- 
gations are outlined. 

MATERIAL RESPONSE TO ELEVATED TEMPE- 
RATURE 

Before studying the effect of temperature 
on the bond between steel and concrete it is 
important to know the effect temperature has 
on the two materials themselves. 
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(i) Concrete 

As concrete is heated, changes take place in 
both the hardened cement paste and the ag- 
gregate. Within the cement paste there is both 
free water and water combined with hydration 
products. As the temperature increases, first 
the free water and then the chemically com- 
bined water is lost. This dehydration process 
causes the cement paste to shrink more than 
the expansion due to temperature rise. 

At the same time the aggregate responds to 
the heat by expanding. The type of aggregate 
used affects the performance of the concrete 
[2] due to the differing thermal properties. 
For example, a low thermal conductivity will 
slow up heat transfer from the hot surface to 
the cool interior. Also, a large coefficient of 
thermal expansion will cause greater move- 
ment and cracking problems compared with a 
smaller one. 

The net result of the cement paste shrinking 
and the aggregate expanding is that stresses 
are set up within the concrete which eventual- 
ly cause cracking of the cement paste and, 
hence, a loss of strength. 

It has been noted that the type of aggregate 
affects the concrete response to elevated tem- 
perature (e. g., lightweight aggregate gives a 
better performance than siliceous aggregate) 
and this is also true for the different condi- 
tions under which concrete is tested. Investi- 
gators [2,3) have reported that concrete 
under stress whilst subjected to heating gives a 
better performance than that under no stress 
conditions. Likewise, strength at high tempe- 
ratures is greater than that after cooling has 
taken place. 
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Fig. 1. Compressive strength of concrete against tem. 
perature (after Lie [ 51 ). 

For the practical application of assessing 
the strength of fire damaged concrete members 
the significant temperature is considered to be 
about 300 'C [4]. If the concrete is heated to 
below this level it is considered capable of be- 
ing re-used, allowing for a slight loss in 
strength. It is suggested [4] that for redesign- 
ing purposes a strength of 0.85 times the ori- 
ginal strength be assumed for concrete heated 
to between 100 and 300 T. 

The basic relationship between concrete 
strpngth and temperature is shown in Fig. 1 
[5]. 

(ii) Steel 

. For reinforcing steel the loss of -yield 
strength is significant while the steel remaihs 
hot but, except for cold worked steel, the re- 
covery is practically complete after cooling 
from temperatures up to 700 *C [4]. The 
yield strength of cold worked steel does not 
recover so well since the heating process re- 
leases sessile dislocations created initially by 
the amount of prior cold working of the crys- 
tal structure. The relocking of dislocations on 
cooling occurs to a much lesser extent and, 
hence, the number of barriers to'slip are re- 
duced compared with the initial condition. 

Figure 2 shows the basic curves for steel 
strength, hot rolled and cold worked, against 
temperature. The yield strength of steel is re- 
duced by half at approximately 550 *C [6]. 

From this it can be seen that the critical 
time for the steel is during its-period at the 
elevated temperature. The loss of steel strength 
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cy. n cause excessive deflections in flexural 
members and distortions in columns or, where 
the concrete cover has spalled away in com- 
pression zones, local buckling of a bar. In this 
respect spalling can lead to higher steel tem- 
peratures and lower strength and any buckling 
of steel bars in compression zones can com- 
pound spalling. 

Special care must be taken when dealing 
with prestressing steel due to the loss of ten. 
sion caused by the relaxation effects when 
creep occurs. In this case 50% of normal yield 
strength is likely to be achieved at 400 *C [6]. 

BOND AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 

When dealing with bond quality it is not 
just the maximum bond strength available that 
is important but the bond stress in relation to 
the amount of slip between the steel and con. 
crete. The most useful characteristic is the 
local bond resistance to slip since from this re- 
lationship attempts can be made to establish 
crack widths and spacing in loaded reinforced 
concrete members. 

Over the years many different experiments 
have been undertaken mainly along the lines 
of either pull-out or beam tests [7]. Originally 
the average bond stress was obtained for a 
specific length of bar in accord with the fol- 
lowing definitions. 
For pull-out test: - 

force in bar 
average bond stress 

embedment length 
X bar perimeter 

For beam tests: - 
change in tensile force 
in steel over a pre- 

average bond stress scribed length 

bar. Eerimeter X pre- 
? scri ed length 

where the prescribed length could be the 
length from the end of the beam to a crack 
initiator or the length of the shear arm. - 

These definitions enabled different bar 
'types to be compared and the anchorage zone 
behaviour to be investigated. Howevbr, the 
bond stress over a length of bar is not constant 
and this has led to tests being carried out to 
establish bond stress distribution. This has 
been achieved by measuring the steel strain 
and, hence, the steel stress at various points 
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along a bar. A number of methods have been 
employed, e. g., holes have been provided in 
the concrete givingaccess to the steel bar, thus 
enabling strain to be measured [8]. Electrical 
resistance strain gauges have been attached to 
the outside of a bar and also to the inside of 
steel reinforcement; the bar being cut longitu- 
dinally, a groove milled out of one part of it, 
the gauges fixed and the pieces tack welded 
together again [9] (see Fig. 3). 

All these methods have disadvantages. The 
access holes and strain gauges attached to the 
outside of the bar affect the amount of con- 
crete being bonded to the steel. Even with 
gauges fixed to the bar internally, actual con- 
ditions will not be reproduced, the reduced 
cross-sectional area increasing the strain in the 
steel for a particular load. 

Internal slip is even more difficult to mea- 
sure due to the need to consider the concrete 
strain. It has been done utilising electrical re- 
sistance strain gauges to develop a slip gauge. 
One end of the slip gauge was bonded to the 
steel and the other end to a mortar block with 
the central portion unbonded. The mortar 
block was embedded in the concrete so that 
the gauge was parallel to the bar axis. Another 
approach was to measure the steel and con- 
crete strain independently using electrical re- 
sistance strain gauges - some bonded to the 
steel and some to the concrete. By comparing 
the two, slip was calculated. It can be appre- 
ciated that the preparation of such specimens 
must be done with care and to obtain a contin. 
uous distribution along a bar length a great 
number of gauges are required [10] (see Fig. 
4). 

Rehm [111 approached the problem in a 
different way. Since it is the local bond-slip 
properties that are required to be tested a 
small 'differential length', e. g., a bond length 
of 16 mm, was employed. By doing this the 
stress-slip curve could be arrived at directly 
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Fig. 4. Method of measuring steel and concrete strain. 

from the load applied and the measured end 
slip. This simplifies the experimental proce- 
dure considerably although great care must be 
taken in producing the specimens because of 
the smaH bond length. Edwards and Yanno- 
poulos [12] used a similar procedure, increas. 
ing the bond length to 38 mm for practical 
reasons such as, for example, 19 mm aggregate 
was used and so for a specimen of this type it 
would be impractical to use a bond length of 
less than 19 mm. The Rehm and Edwards/ 
Yannopoulos specimens are shown diagram. 
matically in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. 

These specimens can also be criticised for 
not being true to conditions in reality. The 
type in Fig. 5(a) gives greater lateral restraint 
than normal whilst those in Fig. 5(b) could be 
said to represent conditions at the beam end 
or crack face only. 

The variability between the test results ob- 
tained in the different investigations might be 
explained, in part, by a lack of uniformity in 
the treatment of the following factors. 

'C' 

uu 
--inF4 

T 

. 0) (01 

Fig. 5. Bond specimens with small embedment length. 
(a) Rehm [11], (b) Edwards and Yannopoulos [12]. 

(i) The direction of casting. The incidence 
of voids at the concrete/steel interface in hori- 
zontally cast elements is higher than with 
components cast vertically. A point alluded to 
by Rehm [11] (Sections 3.13 and 3.24). 

(ii) Surface condition of reinforcement. 
Smooth, clean steel surfaces and those with 
excessive rusting or scaling do not provide as 
good a basis for bonding with cement paste as 
a lightly corroded surface, see Rehm [11] 
(Section 3.22). 

(iii) Relationship between (a) aggregate and 
bar size, (b) bar size and cover. 

The tensile strength of the concrdte sur- 
rounding a bar is enhanced as the amount of 
concrete cover increases because a larger 
amount of concrete can be compacted more 
readily. Similarly, the smaller the aggregate 
size in relation to the bar diameter the more 
workable will be the concrete and the greater 
the chances of obtaining good adhesion be- 
tween the cement paste and the steel. 

(iv) Curing conditions. The curing condi- 
tions at the time of casting and the prevailing 
moisture content at the time of testing influ- 
ence the shrinkage of the concrete and the 
concrete hoop stress surrounding a bar. 

Whatever specimen is used, criticism can be 
levelled at it in some form. However, using 
the 'differential bond length' approach is 
cheaper and easier for testing and does give 
the required results directly. These points are 
even more pronounced when dealing with 
bond at high temperatures. 

BOND AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES 

The present knowledge of the effect of 
temperature on the bond strength of rein- 
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forced concrete is very limited. However, a few 
tests have been carried out by different inves- 
tigators and are considered below. 

The works fall into two categories namely 
those concerned with the residual bond 
strength (i. e., after cooling) and those dealing 
with bond strength whilst at the elevated tem. 
perature. 

(a) Residual bond strength 

(1) In Japan work was undertaken by 
Harada et al. [13]. Cylinders 200 mm in length 
and 100 mm dia. (Fig. 6(a)) were heated at a 
rate of 0.5 *C/min to temperatures of 100, 
300 and 450 *C, held there for 72 h and sub- 
sequently cooled slowly over-the next 48 h. 
Then the residual bond strength was tested, 
and compared with the concrete strength of 
identical specimens subjected to the same 
heating cycle. Age and concrete strength at 
the time of testing was 26 months and 42.75 
N/MM2, respectively. 

Readings of the maximum bond strength 
and bond at a slip of 0.05 mm were recorded. 
These are shown in Table I along with the 
compressive strength results. 

TABLE 1 
Variation of concrete compressive and residual con- 
crete-steel bond strength with temperature according 
to Harada et aL (13). 

Terhperature (*C) 20 100 - 300 450 

Bond at 0.05, 
mm slip 100 44 10 

Max bond (percentage of 
strength the 20 *C value) 100 50-60 10 

Compressive 
strength 100 75 60 

The conclusion reached from this work was 
that when subjected to high temperatures the 
percentage reduction in bond strength is 
greater than that of concrete strength. 

(2) Work done in Czechoslovakia by Reichel 
[14) showed differences in experimental pro. 
cedure. Prisms of dimensions 150 X '150 X 
450 mm length were used together with a 14 
mrn dia. bar embedded in the prism for a 
length of 300 mm (Fig. 6(b)). Supplementary 
steel reinforcement was required to prevent 
premature break-up of the concrete prism. 
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These test specimens were subjected to the 
standard fire test (i. e., temperature following 
the curve T= To + 345 log (8t + 1) where 
To = initial temperature and t= time) with 24 
h allowed for cooling. The temperatures 
reached were in the ranges 485 - 500 OC and 
615 - 685 QC. The age of specimens at testing 
was approximately 26 weeks. In this work 
two concrete strengths, and two steel bars, 
deformed and plain, were used. 

The results are given in Table 2. 

TABLE2 
Variation of residual concrete-steel bond strength 
with temperature according to Reichel [ 14 ] 

Temperature (*C) 20 500 650 

Maximum Deformed Bar 100 75 50 
bond strength 
(percentage of 
the 20 *C 
value) Plain Bar 100 40 26 

Reichel concluded that the decrease in 
bond is not greatly influenced by concrete 
quality, and also that the strength of steel does 
not undergo any great reduction after the 
heating cycle is completed, but as the bond 
strength does decrease, it can be considered a 
critical parameter 

(3) Some work 
ýas been carried out in Edin- 

burgh [15] in which there were again differ. 
ences in experimental procedure. The test 
specimens were prisms 75 X 75 X 300 mrn 
long. Square, twisted bar (12 mm in size) was 
used embedded along the complete length of 
the prism (Fig. 6(c)). The effects of eight tem- 
peratures between 20 and 820 T inclusive 
were examined. The rate of heating was 4 *C/ 
min up to approximately 400 *C whereupon it 
decreased gradually. Th 

'e 
required temperature 

was held for 1h followed by 24 h of cooling. 
The concrete strength was 38.6 N/MM2 and 
testing was done after 28 d. 

Small 70 mm cubes were tested for the re- 
sidual concrete strength. The results are shown 
in Table 3. A point to be noted is that, for 
room temperature conditions, only one out of 
the four specimens failed in bond. For the 
others the steel failed in tension. This means 
that the bond strength at 20'C (i. e., the datum 
or 100% value) can only be tentatively esti- 
mated and must be an underestimate. It can 

be seen that the bond deteriorates with heat- 
ing and at a greater rate than the concrete 
compressive strength, and probably even faster 
than the figures indicate because of the under- 
estimate of the 20 'C bond strength. 

(4) Investigations in this field have been' 
carried out in Iran by Ghahramani and Sabze- 
vari [16]. Six inch (153 mm) cubes were used 
with the steel bar projecting from both ends 
of the concrete (Fig. 6(d)). Plain and deformed 
bars were employed along with two rates of 
heating, i. e., a slow and a fast cycle. 

For the slow cycle test the complete speci- 
men was heated over a period of 24 h ensuring 
that the steel and concrete remained at approx- 
imately the same temperature. With the fast 
cycle, only the two bar ends were heated for 
4 h, causing the steel to attain a higher tem- 
perature than the concrete. The maximum 
temperature in both cases was 150 T with 
time allowed for cooling to room temperature 
before loading to failure. The tests were carried 
out at an age of 28 d and a concrete strength 
of 21.4 N/MM2 was used. Bond strength mea- 
surements were taken at a loaded end slip of 
0.005 in. (0.127 mm) and also at the complete 
pull-out state. Similar specimens were made 
for checking the concrete compressive strength 
after cooling from 150 T. 

The results are given, in Table 4 where, 

bond ratio = 
bond strength after cooling/ 
compressive strength after cool- 
bond strength at 20 OC 
ing/compressive strength at 20 9C. 

The bond ratio indicates the effect of a change 
in thermal conditions on bond with concrete 
of a given strength. 

The results indicate that at 150 'C the bond 
strength is adversely affected to a greater ex- 
tent than the concrete compressive strength. 

The conclusion reached by Ghahramani 
and Sabzevari was that the bond quality is re- duced when subjected to* elevated temperature 
and that this reduction is greater for a fast 
heating cycle than for a slow one and for de- 
formed as opposed to plain bar. 

The bond ratio emphasises which property, 
bond or compressive strength, is more affected 
by a change in thermal conditions. 

(5) Tests on the bond strength between 
steel and refractory concrete have been under- 
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TABLE3 

Variation of concrete compressive and residual concrete-steel bond strength with temperature according to 
Morley 116) 

Temperature (*C) 20 300 500 650 Boo 

Maximum bond strength 
Compressive strength of concrete 

(percentage of the 
20 *C value) 

100 

100 
69 
85 

54 
96 

46 
88 

34 
45 

TABLE 4 

Variation of concrete compressive and residual concrete-steel bond strength with temperature according to 
Ghahramanl and Sabzevari [161 

Slow cycle Fast cycle 

Temperature (*C) 20 150 150 

Concrete compressive strength 100 122 122 
Deformed bar Maximum bond stress (percentage of the 100 86 75 

Bond ratio 20 *C value) 100 71 61 
Plain bar Maximum bond stress 100 99.5 95 

Bond ratio 100 81 78 

taken in Russia by Milovanov and Pryadko 
[ 17]. They worked with refractory water glass 
(sodium silicate) concrete prisms of length 
300 mm and cross-section 140 X 140 mm 
(Fig. 6(e)). Plain and deformed bars of 20 mm 
dia. were tested over the complete embedment 
length of 300 mm. Temperatures of 100,250, 
350 and 450 OC were considered. The rate of 
temperature rise was 35 - 75 OC/h with the 
specified temperature being held for 2 h. Prior 
to the start of the heating cycle the specimens 
werq dried at 100 *C for 32 h. 

Testing took place at a specimen age of 2 
months, and an ambient room temperature 
concrete strength of 28.6 N/mm2 , the con- 
crete strength being obtained from 100 mm 
test cubes after standard curing. On heating to 
100 OC the bond strenqh increased by 36% 
with heating beyond that having little addi- 
tional effect. Tests were done in the hot and 
cooled down states and the results were com- 
pared with previous work done on the bond 
between steel and refractory Portland cement 
concrete. 

The results in the cooled dovni statý, Table 
5, are in stark contrast to the other work that 
has been studied. In this case the bond strength 
increases with the initial rise in temperature 
and gradually falls as the temperature con- 
tinues to increase. 

. This behaviour is explained in the paper as 
being the result of the increase in the concrete 
strength and the shrinkage of the cement paste 
-onto the bar ensuring friction and surface ad- 
hesion as heating commences. These are even- 
tually outweighed by the difference in the .ý thermal deformations of the steel and concrete, 
and so the bond strength is reduced as the 
temperature continues to increase. 

The conclusions drawn from this work in- 
cluded the facts that considerable bond is 
available for temperatures up to 450 *C, and 
that the bond of plain and deformed bars to 
refractbry water glass concrete is almost the 
same in the heated or the cooled down state, 
the heated state giving the slightly lower val- 
ues. Also, it was noted that consideration of 
the bond between steel and concrete is neces- 
sary when designing for fire resistant rein- 
forced concrete structures. 

. 
(6) By comparison, some other Russian 

work reported by Bushev et aL [18] indicated 
that for ordinary reinforced concrete using 
plain and deformed steel bars the residual 
bond strength, following heat treatment. in 
the temperature range 20 - 450 T, did vary. 
For plain bars the residual bond strength de- 
creased as prior heat tre 

' atment temperature 
level increased. The use of deformed bar, on 
the other hand, resulted in an increase in resi- 
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TABLE5 
Variation of residual concrete-steel bond strength with temperature for refractory concrete according to 
Milo, janov and Pryadko [ 17 ] 

Temperature (*C) 20 100 250 350 450 

Maximum bond strength Water glass Deformed bar 100 110 106 100 94 
concrete Plain bar 100 106 102 97 89 

(percentage of the 20 *C Refractory Deformed bar 100 170 160 144 126 
value) Portland Ce- Plain bar 100 140 116 62 28 

ment concrete 

TABLE6 
Variation of residual concrete-steel bond strength with temperature reported by Bushev et at. [181 

Temperature (*C) 20 100 200 300 450 

Maximum bond strength 
(percentage of the 20 *C value) 

Deformed bar 

Plain bar 
100 

100 

108 

70 
1'12 
45 

106 
23 

72 
Zero 

dual bond strength with temperature for prior 
heat treatments up to 200 *C and a decrease 
thereafter for previous thermal exposure in 
the range 200 - 450 T. Precise details of the 
specimen size, concrete, and steel quality, 
heating cycle, etc, were not given. The results 
are summarised in Table 6. 

(7) Some preliminary investigations by 
Hertz [19] demonstrate that bond failure of 
concrete components reinforced with de- 
formed bar and having various geometries can 
be predicted for temperature levels up to no- 
minally 400 *C, above which specific testing 
is required. 

(b) High temperature bond strength 
Preliminary work by Schneider and Diede- 

richs [20] considered the bond strength at 
high temperature. Two test methods were 
used, namely, no applipd stress during the 
heating-up period followed by loading at the 
temperature under consideration, and con- 
stant load applied throughout the complete 
heating cycle. 

Cylindrical specimens of 176 mm dia. (ap. 
proximately) and length 192 mm with a bond 
length of 80 mm were used along with 16 mm 
dia. deformed reinforcing bars (Fig. 6(f)). 

For these experiments as well as obtaining 
the bond stress against temperature relation. 
ship, the bond slip versus bond stress curve 
for different temperatures was established, 

the stress and slip being measured continuous- 
ly throughout a test. 

(i) For the tests with no stress applied dur- 
ing heating-up, the temperature was held con- 
stant at the required level for three hours be- 
fore commencement of loading. The results, 
Table 7, show a decrease in bond strength - corresponding with an increase in temperature. 

TABLE7 

Concrete-steel bond strength at elevated tempera- 
tures according to Schneider and Diederichs [ 20 ] 

Temperature (*C) 20 300 500 680 

Maximum. bond 
strength 90 50 28 
(percentage of the 
20 *C value) 

In the report these values were compared 
with concrete cylinder compression strength 
results which indicated that the two are re- 
lated to temperature in almost the same way, 

(ii) Where constant loading was applied 
throughout the heating cycle, the greater the 
loading the lower the temperature reached 
when bond, failure took place, e. g., at 60% of 
the maximum load obtained at 20 'C, bond 
failure occurred at approximately 125 *C 
whereas for 20% of this datum load failure 
occurred at 560 T. It should be noted that 
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the maximum load that bond could withstand 
at 20 *C was far in excess of the code require- 
ments of CP110 Table 21 [21], 3.4 N/MM2 
ultimate local bond stress for grade 40 con- 
crete or better. For such a bond strength 
these test results indicate that a temperature 
-600 T could be sustained prior to bond 
failure. The test results are very encouraging 
from a design point of view but require the 
support of more experimental evidence. 

w0 C: 

j 
z 
C 

N 

GENERAL COMMENTS ON BOND WORK AT 
ELEVATED TEMPERATURES 

(a) Rate of temperature rise: - One of the 
main differences in the various experiments is 
the rate of temperature rise. Part of the reason 
for this is that there are two ways of approach. 
ing this point of experimental procedure. 

(i) A fast rate of temperature rise can be 
adopted, e. g., the standard test fire [22]. This 
can be used to produce conditions similar to 
those found in practice. If the standard test 
fire is 1. ised then comparisons with other fire 
tests. are posiible, and results can be related to 
the length of fire resistance. Reichel [ 14] used 
this approach. 

(ii) Alternatively a much slower rate of 
temperature rise can be adopted as used by 
Harada et aL [13]. This way a gradual tempe. 
rature rise over the whole specimen is achieved 
preventing the occurrence of large temperature 
gradients throughout the section. This elimi- 
nates the -mechanical stresses caused by differ- 
ences in thermal expansion between the out- 
side and the centre of the concrete. Thus the 
results obtained show more clearly the effect 
on bond of the changes caused by temperature 
alone. 

(b) Compressive strength of concrete: - Fig- 
ure 7 shows that the x9sults of the different 
experiments were widely divergent. Data from 
Harada et al. [13] follow roughly the basic re- 
cognized curve [4,5], cf. Fig. 1. Both Ghahra- 
mani/Sabzevari [16] and Milovanov/Pryadko 
[17] demonstrated significant increases in 
strength at 100 - 150 "C, while Morley [15] 
showed that the strength at 500 *C was almost 
the same as that at ambient conditions. Vary. 
ing values can to some extent be explained by 
the use of different types of cement and ag- 
gregate, e. g., Milovanov and Pryadko [17] 

. 40 

12C 

1 CPO 

so 

60 

40 

20 

... -. _0 
\ -. -- 

11 
C. 

TEI, 'PEnATUf7E -C 

Fig. 7. Residual concrete strength against temperature. 
(a) Harada ef aL [131, (c) Morley [151, (d) Ghahra- 
mani and Sabzevari [16), (e) Milovanov and Pryadko 
[171. 

used refractory aggregate and water glass 
cement. 

A further difference could arise from the 
differing size and shape of the specimen, e. g., 
both cubes and cylinders were used. 

(c) Experimental approach: - It is interest- 
ing to note the various experimental 'proce- 
dures. They were all along the lines of the 
pull-out test, but there appeared to be the 
same progression as found in tests at ambient 
temperature [7 - 12]. The specimen types 
cover a range from those with a long embed- 
ment length [13 - 17] with slip measured at 
the ends only, to those with a small bond' 
length for which end slip is an indication of 
the breakdown in local bond [20]. Beam 
tests for bond at elevated temperatures do not 
appear to have been undertaken, probably be- 
cause of a desire to keep tests simple, e. g., 
beam. test specimens would be more complex 
and involve the expense of using electric re- 
sistance strain gauges at elevated temperatures. 

(d) Bond strength: - Figure 8 shows the resi- 
dual bond strength results mentioned above. 
Although they have all been plotted, a direct 
comparison is not possible. This is due to the 
differing experimental procedures employed. 
In order to compare the results, the same con. 
ditions would need to prevail for all the tests, 
whereas, - in reality, the differences are many 
- concrete strength; type and size of bar; age 
of specimen at test; size and shape of speci- 
men; rate of heating. It is this that accounts 
for the wide scatter in the various curves, and 
even the contradictory nature of some of the 
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Fig. 8. Residual bond strength against temperature. 
(a) Harada et al. [ 13 1, (b) Relchel [ 14 1, (c) Morley 
115 1, (d) Ghahramani and Sabzevarl ( 16 ), (e) Milo- 

vanov and Pryadko [ 17 1. 

results, e. g., Reichel [14] shows the plain bar 
giving a greater reduction in bond strength 
compared with the deformed bar whereas 
with Ghahramani and Sabzevari [16] the si- 
tuation is reversed. 

However, the one point that does become 
evident from a study of this work is that the 
reduction in bond due to temperature increase 
could be a critical factor when assessing the 
strength of heat-treated, reinforced concrete 
members. 

A summary of the above results shows that. 
Harada et aL [13], Morley [15]*, and Ghahra. 
mani and Sabzevari [16] found the bond qua. 
lity deteriorating more rapidly than the con- 
crete compressive strength, whilst Reichel 
[14] concluded that the residual bond strength 
reduces at a greater rate than the residual steel 
strength. On the other hand, Milovanov and 
Pryadko [17] state that for refractory con. 
crete there is considerable bond strength up 
to 450 *C although the need to consider the 
effects of bond when. dealing with elevated 
temperatures is emphasised. 

Consequently, a number of tests have been 
carried out which give an indication of the 
effect of temperature on the bond strength, 
but comparisons are difficult. They also give 
information on only a limited number of para- 
meters. For instance, Reichel [14] considered 
two types of bar and concrete strength, and 
Ghahramani and Sabzevari [3-6] looked at two 
different heating cycles. However, variables 
affecting the bond are numerous. On top of 

this the number of results obtained in the 
above tests are too small to enable an accurate 
picture of a bond strength-temperature rela- 
tionship to be obtained. Owing to the variable 
nature of concrete, which can lead to a wide 
scatter of results even under similar test con- 
ditions, a substantial amount of data are re- 
quired to be able to produce a reliable bond- 
temperature relationship. All this adds up to 
the fact that the work mentioned above is 
only the beginning- of research into a subject 
about which little is known. 

RELEVANCE TO STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE 

In reinforced concrete members, adequate 
bond between steel and concrete is essential 
for ensuring a satisfactory structural perf6r- 
mance. 

The bond strength, when using plain, hot- 
rolled steel bars, depends very much on adhe- 
sion and frictional resistance. However, with 
the adoption of deformed steel bars in rein- 
forced concrete construction the factors, on 
which primary reliance for bonding is placed, 
become that of bearing between the concrete 
and the ribs, and the strength of the concrete 
between the ribs. The mechanism of bond 
failure in beams and simple pull-out specimens 
under these latter circumstances is characte- 
rised by longitudinal splitting of the surface 
nearest the reinforcing bar prior to the occur- 
rence of free end slip [23]. This type of fail- 
ure is much more sudden than with smooth 
bars and can occur with little warning. 

It follows that the effects of temperature 
on the bond strength is an important factor 
when assessing (a) the fire resistance or (b) the 
residual strength of a member. 

(a) At the moment the code (CP110: Part 
1: 1972) [21] gives a guide to fire resistance 
in the form of minimum values of the width 
or depth of the member and the cover to the 
reinforcing steel. It is an arbitrary method 
based on fire test results and does not take 
into consideration the individual circumstances 
involved. However, in many cases a satisfac- 
tory solution is obtained [1]., 

A different approach to the problem is to 
design the required fire resistance into the 
member by analytical means based on known 
heat transfer and material property behaviour. 
This is termed 'rational design'. Briefly stated 
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it involves obtaining the temperature distribu- 
tion throughout the member section, then, 
knowing the effect of temperature on the ma- 
terial properties, estimating the structural 
strength for the given conditions. The required 
fire resistance can be obtained by varying the 
loading, amount of steel reinforcement, con- 
crete cover to reinforcement, and type of con. 
crete used [24,25]. The type of member is 
also of importance - continuous beams and 
slabs giving better fire resistance than simply 
supported ones under the same conditions, 
due to their ability to redistribute bending 
moments. The restraint of thermal expansion 
can be crucial, for if the surrounding part of a 
structure is able to withstand the additional 
thrust caused by the expansion of a com- 
ponent, an external prestressing effect is set 
up. 

In order to be able to design for fire resis- 
tance in this way it is essential to have an 
understanding of the properties of reinforced 
concrete at elevated temperatures. 

(b) When confronted with a fire-damaged 
building an assessment has to be made of each 
individual member to decide whether it is suit- 
able for reinstatement or not. The aim when 
reinstating a member is to restore it to a con- 
dition in which it will be able to carry the 
applied loading. In order to achieve this it is 
sometimes necessary to provide structural as 
opposed to cosmetic repair. The basic proce- 
dure is [41, 

(i) assess the strength of the member re- 
maining after the fire, 

(ii) compare the remaining strength with 
the actual strength required, 

(iii) if the remaining strength is less than 
that needed, add reinforcement and concrete 
capable of sustaining the difference; if it is 
greater, then a cosmetic repair only is required. 

When assessing the residual strength of a 
member, once again arknowledge of the mate. 
rial properties under such conditions is neces- 
sary. 

From (a) and (b) above it is clear that the 
material properties under the respective con- 
ditions must be known, i. e., for fire resistance 
design it is the properties at elevated tempera- 
ture, whereas for reinstatement it is the resi- 
dual characteristics that are needed. In both 
cases the behaviour of concrete compressive 
and steel tensile strengths have been investi- 
gated and with this information good estimates 

of the behaviour can be made for the two 
conditions. However, the bond strength is also 
of importance when considering the structural 
performance of reinforced concrete. There- 
fore, to gain a more precise insight into high 
temperature, and residual behaviour of rein- 
forced concrete members, it is necessary to 
examine the bond quality under these condi- 
tions as well. 

The tests to determine b* ond strength both 
at elevated temperatures and in the residual 
ambient condition have been of a static na- 
ture. No attempt has been made to study the 
effects on bond strength of fluctuations in 
load under these conditions, e. g., effects of 
variations in superimposed loading. It is quite 
possible that some degradation of bond 
strength, both residual and at elevated tem- 
perature, could occur under variable repeated 
loading conditions even of a quasi-static na- 
ture. The needs of design codes are for infor- 
mation from which reliable long term bond 
strength values could be specified for the resi- 
dual, post-fire situation of a structure as well 
as conservative values for use in fire resistant 
design. The results obtained so far are insuffi- 
cient in number and even when suitably aug- 
mented they will require factoring down for 
design purposes. 

The simple pull-out type of test provides a 
basis for the understanding of tests in the 
flexural situation although it is from the latter 
that information on the bond strength of bar 
groups in bending elements subjected to fire 
will be obtained. 

FUTURE WORK 

In an effort to improve the state of know- 
ledge on this topic the authors are preparing 
to investigate more fully the characteristics of 
the residual bond quality in order to establish 
its significance when assessing the structural 
strength of fire damaged reinforced concrete 
and designing for its reinstatement. 

The type of specimen to be used is shown 
inFig. 9, It is along the lines of Rehm [11], 
which should yield a direct bond stress-slip 
result. 

Four specimens will be tested together in a 
small electric furnace, the load applied and 
the slip between the steel and concrete being 
continuously measured by load cells and dis- 
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Fig. 9. Specimen for use In future work. 

placement transducers, respectively. The test 
apparatus is shown in Fig. 10. 

The slip is measured at the end of the speci- 
mens and so a correction has to be made for 
the difference in thermal expansion between 
the length of unbonded steel and concrete. 

With this equipment it is planned firstly to 
do a series of residual bond tests under the no 
stress condition during the heating cycle. By 
monitoring movements throughout the heat- 
ing cycle when no load is applied, the infor- 

mation needed to make the correction for the 
difference in thermal expansion between the 
length of unbonded steel and concrete will be 

obtained. In an attempt to simulate actual 
conditions more realistically tests will be car- 
ried out in which a constant load is applied 
throughout the heating cycle, until cooling to 

room temperature has taken place. Then the 
load will be increased to failure. 

col 

Fig. 10. Details of test equipment. 

displac- 

th F 

0 0 
ic CA 

I 

These results will be compared with the ini- 
tial test series and also with a series in which 
the load is applied after the specimen has 
reached the specified elevated temperature, 
which will be held constant until failure oc- 
curs. A similar series of tests to the latter will 
be performed with a working load applied 
throughout the heating cycle. 

Various parameters will be considered, e. g., 
aggregate size and type, bar size and type, ce- 
ment type, cover, aggregate/cement ratio, 
water/cement ratio, moisture content at time 
of test, direction of casting, temperature, heat- 
ing and cooling rates, etc. Also the effects of 
working stress level and repeated loading on 
bond strength will be studied. 

A series of tests giving the concrete com- 
pressive strength will be carried out enabling 
a comparison to be made with bond strength 
under the same conditions. 

Further useful work is being contemplated 
along the lines of testing small flexural speci- 
mens. Such information could be valuable in 
checking the accuracy of the general results 
obtained from the pull-out tests for the speci- 
fic case of a beam under a given set of condi- 
tions. The furnace described for 'the bond 
pull-out tests could be modified for this pur- 
pose. 

Another avenue of investigation is the de- 
velopment of a non-destructive method of 
assessing the residual bond strength after a 
fire, e. g., by use of ultrasonics or acoustic 
emission. By examining the crack pattern at 
the concrete/steel interface prior to heat treat- 

transducer - 

furnace 

furnace support 
beam 

! reaction 
beam 
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ment of the bond pull-out s'ecimens, and p 
again after heat treatment but before deter- 
mination of residual bond strength, it could 
be possible to establish a correlation between 
crack pattern deterioration and residual bond 
strength. Such a correlation would be most 
useful when examining actual fire damaged 
structures by the same non-destructive techni- 
que. 
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APPENDIX 2 

Normal Pressure Under Ribs 
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Expressions for evaluating the normal pressure on the 

concrete under ýthe riýs of a deformed bar have been 
deduced by Rehm(, 33). These expressions have been adapted 
below to estimate the prevailing order of magnitude of the 

pressure on the concrete under the ribs at the critical 
value in this work. 

helical 1 15-73 transverse 
rib helical rib 

rib 
transverse 
rib helix angle Co 

.z0 
\0 

41.2 

helix angle 
Vp 

71.3 0 

zz 
Section ZZ 

Elevation Of All Dimensions Me Mean 
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CALCULATION FOR 20 0c 

Referring to Fig. 40 

nominal stress in the (cy- 
concrete under ribs cn 

force from, ribs 
rib area projected on a 

normal plane 

where force from ribs' = 
total force 

_, 
force due to 

applied sliding resistance 
of bar surface 

P= total force applied 
1v= bond length 

a= rib height 

a= no. of ribs 

.4= helix angle 

u= mean bar perimeter 

. 
00 Cr 

C bp*-u v 
cn n. a. 1 cot of- v 

(a) Force from ribs 

(i) Total force applied 

cr b*u*lv 5-39 x -rr x 15-93 x 32 
8635.3 N 

where crb = bond stress of deformed bar at critical 

vulue for 200C (cf. Fig- 38). 

(ii)-Force due to sliding resistance of bar surface 

Cy- ouel 3.28 x Tr x 15-93 x 32 
bp v 

5254.9 N 

where abp = bond stress (sliding resistancý) at critical 

value slip of deformed bar for 2C 0 C. Taken 

from plain bar results in Fig. 67 and adjusted 
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in accordance with the assumption set down in 

appendix 3. This adjustment is needed as 
the ab values are for a steady state bond 

stress of 3-70 N/mm' whereas the Crb-P values 

are for a steady state bond stress of 
2.45 

Force from ribs =P-c; -bp. u. lv 

= 8635.3 - 5254.9 
3380.4 N 

I 
(b) Rib area projected on a normal plane 

(i) Transverse ribs 

area = n. a. lvecot oc 

=4x U-38 x 32 x cot 41.2 

55.4mm2 

(ii) Helical ribs 

area = n. a. 1 cot v 
=2x0.975 x 32 x cot 71-3 

21.? MM2 

Total'rib area = 55.4 + 21.2 = 76.6MM2 

= 
13,8 4= 44.13 i'/=2 00 a- I cn ýT. 

44.13 I. /=2 compares favourably with the cube strength 

of . 
35 11/mm2 indicating thdt the critical point coincided 

with the start of the compresuive failure of the concrete 

under the ribs. The slightly higher strength obtained is 

consistent with the smaller area and greater restraint 

experienced beneath the ribs as compared with the cube 

strengths. Using the same procedure the*cr- values for the 
cn 

elevated temperatures were computed, 
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APPENDIX ý 

The Assumption Used To Obtain The Plot-Of 

cr- n -Temperature For Different Test'Conditions 
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Alm 

To plot the cy-n-temperature curve for test conditions 
c 

for which the deformed bar values are known but the plain 

bar resistance to sliding is not known...,. 
___ I 

Assumption 

At the critical value of slip the variation in the bond 

stress for plain bars with test condition is directly, 

proportional to the variation of bond stress for deformed 

bars under the same test conditions., The argument justifying 

this assumption is set out in steps below, 

(11 a-' depends on the difference between the bond 
cn 

stress for the deformed bar at the critical slip 

value and the resistance of the smooth portion of 

the bar at the same critical slip value. 

(2) The resistance of the smooth portion of the bar 

is estimated from the plain bar results. 

The bond stress-temperature curves for both 

deformed and plain bare follow the pattern of the 

concrete compressive strength curve (cf. Fig. 29). 

Therefore the bond stress. is directly related to 

the concrete compressive strength. 

The experimental Investigation shows that a change 

in the test conditions causes a slight variation 

in the bond stress-temperature curves to take 

place for the deformed bars (of. Figs- 53-57). 

It is known from other work 
(819) 

that changes in 

test conditions cause a variation in the concrete 

compressive attength-temperature curve to take 

place. 
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(71 It is assumed from (3-6) that the change in the 

concrete strength under the different test 

conditions is directly related to the change in 
bond stress that takes place under those conditions. 

From this it foll6ws that the change in the bond 

performance between the deformed and plain bars 

will be related to each other via the concrete 

strength. 

Hence assume the change in the plain bar bond 

stress for difierent test conditions to be 

directly proportional to the change in the 

deformed bar bond stress for those same conditions. 

(10). Datum values that were used were the known 

deformed and plain bar values under tke test 

condition of 2.45 Nlmmo steady state bond stress 
and residual loading to failure. 
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kPPENDIX. 4 

cr Values For 600'And 750 0C 
en - 

. -Or 
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The same procedure as in appendix 2 above is used. 
However from the plain bar results (Figs. 46 and 68) it can 
be seen that when under a steady state stress during 

heating the bond failed before temperatures of 600 and 750 0C 

were reached. Hence in this case the sliding resistance for 

the deformed bar at these temperatures is assumed to be zero. 

Thus the force from the ribs in the presence of a steady 

state bond stress of 3-70 V/mmI and a sliding resistance of 

zero for 600 and 750 0G '8 O"b-*u*lv* 

p 3-70 x-vrx 15-93 x 32 
5927.8 W 

Cr- 
force from ribs 

cn projected rib area 

5927- 7#7.29 N/MM2 
76.6 

This a- value is clearly too high to be consistent cn 0 
with the a-cn values at 20-450 C. The reason is that the 

decrease in sliding resistance caused the critical slip 

value to be exceeded during the her; ting up period. 
Consequently a; n 

does not exist for temperatures of 600 oc 

and above during loading to failure under these test 

conditions. 
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ýPPRLDII_2 

Shear Stresses In Tooth Betireen RiýS 
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Expressions put forward by Rehm(33) foýr calculating 
the shear stresses have been modified for use in this work. 

Referring to Fig. 40 

p .. A 
Shear stress cr 

bp" nr 
cs A 

r 

where P= total applied force 

A 
nr = area not resisting shear 

a bp bond stress due to sliding resistance 
of smooth part of bar 

Ar area resisting shear 

(a) Area not resisting shear (A 
nd I 

(i) Transverse rib surface area 

1=1v-y 
x sin ce- 

where 1x= the length of the respective ribs 
over the bond length of 32=. 

y= allowance for where the transverse 
ribs fade out near the helical ribs. 

af- = helix angle 

1 32 - 10.5 
sin 41.2 

32.64= 

(ii) Helical rib surface area 

v 
sin 

32 
sin 71.3 
33.78mm 
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total surface = V1 x width x no. of ribs) area of ribs x 

a (32.64 x2x 4) + (33-78 x 1*5 x 2) 

362.46MM2 

(b) Area resisting shear (A 
r) 

JL r 
total aurface area A 

ur 
-rr. d. lv - 362.46 

1246.7mm, 2 

(c). Shear force 

shear force wT- (r A bp nr 
m (crb'u"v) - 5bp*Anr 

n (crb-. 1609.1) (crb-p- 362.46) 

cr and crb, are obtained from the bond stress-slip b 
curves at a slip value consistent with the end of 
fracture surface development. 

From Fig. 90 ob = 7.70 N/MM2 4t a BUY of 0-155mm 
From Fig. 67 At a slip of 0-155mm c-bp = 4.2 V/MM2 

Hience, shear force (7-70 x 1609.1) - (4.2 x 362.46) 
10867.7 N 

C- 
p- crbp* A 

nr 
ca 

r 
10867.7 
124.6-, 7 
8.72 N/MM2 

Pow cube strength at 300 0C 
-- 32-55 N/MM2 

cr 

000 
ce 8.72 

= 0.268 97- :, 32.55 CU 
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The other points plotted on Fig. 42 are obtained using 
the same procedure as above. 

Note: - in the above calculation no adjustment was made 
to the plain bar values to allow for the differences in 

steady-state stress of the two bar types. This is because 

in this calculation the effect it has is negligible. 

E. g., bt 30C, 0C with 3-? C IV= 2 steady-state bond stress 
and 0-155mm sliPs from Fig. 90 crb- = 7.70 N/mm2, 

At 3000C with 2.45 N/mm2 steady state bond stress 
and 0-155mm sliP9 from Fig. 64 cr; = 8.70 I; /MM2. 

At 3000C with 2.45 V/MM2 steady state bond stress 
and 0-155= sliP, from Fig. 67 O-bp - 4.2 IVmm2. 

. %djusted for a steudy state bond stress of 3-70 N/mm' 

a 4.2 x 
7-70 

- Crb- p 8.70 

lic41.9 
cs 12 z67, -? 

= 3.72 I, /mm2 

= 8.86 lq/=2 

a- ca 8.86 
cy- - 32.55 

cn 
= 09272 
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ABSMACT 
The influence of elevated temperature on the residual bond between concrete and 
steel was examined over a range of temperatures from 20 to 8000C. Simiole cir-- 
cular cylindrical pull-out specimens were employed with a x-elatively short bond 
length. Me same type of concrete mix was used throughout and the steel rein- 
forcement was of deformed (i. e. ribbed) bar. 

Bond s-li. =ess-slip relations were examined in detail together with associated ac- 
ous-Wic emission data obtained from the interface. TNo different bar diameters 
were utilised, 8 and 16=0 and some indication of the affect of bar size on bond 
performance was gained. 
Stress components in the region of - -the interface were - deduced from the- -test =esults 
and were considered with regard to a mechanism of bond breakdown. 

MrMODUCTION 

The satisfactory response of --einforced concrete stzuctt-, -es to loading depends to 
a large extent on the strength properties and durability of the individual matu- 
erials and on the existence of adequate bcnd between the conc=ete and steel. 
One of the major dangers confronting buildings is the threat of fire and they, 
should be provided with sufficient structural fi=e resistance to give occupants 
time to escame before strength and or stability failure ensues. 
In many instances reinforced concrete structux-es --emain standing after a fire and 
Scme assessment has to be made -of its capacity for =e-use. 
Aspects of design both for fire resistance and post-fi=e reinstatement in =ein- 
forced conc=eta structures dictate a requi--ement for knowledge of the quality of 
'he bond between the two constituent materials under conditions of loading both 
at elevated temperature and in the cooled down stalke. 
A lot of information exists regarding '02e cha=acterisz-, csof concrete and steel 
under these conditions but co=esponding data on the quality of the bond between 
the two =aterials is somewhat, smaxse. 
Recently a review 

1 
of work in this area showed that it was difficult to correlate 

the various results because of the differences in test conditions, test procedures, 
and speci=en fo--m. An investigation by Eertz2 of anchorage failure in post-heat 
treated reinforced concrete led to a p=posed stand, --d method for predicting this 
failure. Me proposal was based on an experimental approach. to the determination 
of bond strength using circular cylindrical pull-out speci-nens with the p-cess-uxe 
applied to the concrete through a 900 conical surface. This was an attempt to 
transfer compressive stresses to the interface th--ough planes at . 450 to the bar 
axib as might occur in flexural components3. Bowever, friction at the conical 
bearing surface would modify the de; ired stress ratte--n. 
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As paxt of a programme to provide further fundamental information conce=_ 
ing the influence of temperature on the performance of reinforced concrete struct- 
ures during and after a hre, tests are -reported here on the residual bond be- 
haviour after heat treatment in the range 20 - 8000C. These tests included an 
examination of the release of elastic strain energy at the interface in the form 
of acoustic emission (AE) during bond. breakdown. Deductions are made from the 
results giving some insight into the mechanism of bond failure. 

NOTATION 

AER Acoustic emission ratio-emission as a proportion of the total 
accumulated emission counts at maximum bond stress. 

BSR Maximum -residual bond. stress as a proportion of the bond strength 
of an 8mm dia. bar at- ambient temperatu_-e. 

CSR Concrete compressive strength as a proportion of the cube crush- 
ing strena-th at ambient temperature. 

T Temperature (OC) 

T f- 
Furnace temperature C) 

M Concrete/steel interface temperatuxe (OC) 
3. 

- T a 10 Maximum interface temperature ( C) 

CIrb Bond stress, defo=ed . bar (jNT/mm 

C7 up 
Bond stress, plain bar N1mm 2 

a- - Compressive stress on concrete beneath a rib and no=, 12 to- cross C7% section of a bar (ýT/=2) 

cr - C LL 
Concrete compressive cube strength . (! Tl= 2 

Sp, -zCIIIEN DESIGN 

A circular cylindrical f o= of spec=en was chosen having a height of 300mm 
and a diameter appropriate to the symmet=ical concrete cover Xequixed over a 
central axial bond length of 32! =, kDp=oxJnate1y. The =einforcement was a metxe 
length of 8 or 16mm clia To= 3a= to 3S 4461: 1978 and classifled as type 2 deformed 
bar. The concrete cover employed was 55=, ncmizial. and the bar was flush with 
the concrete face at one end and protruding f=om the other. 

IA 19mm natural aggregate (shri age value4. -w 0-07VQ -was used in the con- 
c=ete with the coarse and fine parts conforming with -the sieve analysis limits 
of 33S 882 : Part 3: 1973- The fines were consistent with a zone 3 sand. The 
cement was ordinary Portland and the mix a nominal 1: 2: 4 with a watuer: cement ratio 
of o. 6. 

The direction of casting was parallel to the 2: cis of t'., -e reinforcement with 
the protruding bax downwards, and curing took place over 3 months in air at a 
relative humid-ity of 60Y6. 

The specimen shape provided a symmetrical radial the--mal path and a bond 
length between two and four bar diameters in an endeavour to simulate lo'cal bond 
stress conditions without being too small in relation to the agg--egate size. 

p, jy.:,.,, N4-TAL ARRA_NGLXMT JUM TEST PROCEDURE 

The specimens were mounted vertically in batcheb of four within a Purpose 
designed electric furnace of 1000 x 250 x 300mm internal dimensions. Each re- 
inforcing bar extended through the base of the furnace to a loading arrangement 
incorporating a 50 M load cell. Loading was by a manually operated hydxaulic 
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system, which could'apply load simultaneously to all four specimens or ind: Lvid- 
ually, as required. The relative slip was monitored by a displacement trans- 
ducer (LVDT, tjpe, :t2.5mm range with a linearity of 0-3% of f. s. d. ) mounted' 
above a specimen as shown in Fig. 1. A general impression of the test a=enge- 
ment is given in Fig. 2 showing the instrumentation in the foreground and the 
furnace in the background with the displacement transducers on top. 

In order to avoid steep thermal gradients and to keep the heating cycle 
within a working day a, slow heating rate of 20C/min was employed; both furnace 
and interface temperatures were recorded continuously from ch--omel-alumel the=o- 
couples. -All specimens were saturated for one hour at their respective maximum 
temperatures before cooling slowly to ambient with the furnace switched-off and 
the lid removed. 

Thereafter the specimens were pulled to failure with continuous recording 
of load and slip. A uniform loading-rýte was maintained equivalent to a bond 
stress increase. of approximately 3 4/mM per minute. 

During the bond-.; slip studies the specimens were heated and cooled with zero 
bond stress applied. Eowever for the examination of AE from the interfacep in 
the case of the specimens with 16mm diabars a steady-stgte bond stress was applied. 
This was equivalent to the ultimate local bond stress consistent with the 
quality of concrete at ambient temperature, i. e. grade 35 - established at 28 
days from cubes and cylinders cast in the same way as the bond specimens. 

The AE was-monitored by a-piezo-electric accelerometer inserted between the 
displacement transducer and a ceramic -wave guide bonded on to the upper endof 
the reinforcing bar. The wave guide introduced amost negligible attenuation of 
the signals. which were amplified and recorded as accumulating events on a chart 
=ecorde= via a threshold event counter; the overall 6-ain on the original signals 
being 72dB. The system was calibrated before and after each test using a 
standard Nielsen source 

6. 

BOND-SLIP RELATIONS 

The development of slip with increasing local bond stress in the residual 
heat treated condition is shown in Figs 3 and- 4 for the 8 and 16mm dia bars 
respectively. 

The interface temperature did not saturate at the same level as the fuxnace 
or surface temperature no. doubt due to differing conditions of therma. 1 equil- 
ibrium. prevailing in the two locations. The saturation values for each location. 
are marked aRainst the appropriate curves. 

The genera. 1 shape of the curves indicate a more rapid eaxly increase of bond 
stress with a discontinuity beyond which stress rises at(a more gradual and 
diminishing rate to a maximum for large amounts of slip ev 6% of the bond length). 
Thereafter pull-out failure is approached with the bond stress decreasing at an 
accelerating rate. 

ý For each bax size the bond strength tended to be weaker than at ambient for 
temperatures between 20 to 1000C and then some increase occurred between 100 to 
3005C and even as high as 3750C for the 8mm dia. bar. Subsequently bond strength 
diminished with temperature. This is demonstrated clearly in Pig 5 where the 
maximum residual bond strength is plotted against interface temperature. 

It is interesting to note that the variation in maximum residual bond 
strength with temperature, Pig 5, follows a very similar pattern to that of the 
crushing strength, shown in Pig 6. In the main similar patterns to that of 
Pig 5 pertain at different proportions ( -c 1OWS) of the maximum residual bond 
strength. 
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Comparing the perfo=ance of 6 and 16= dia bars it is evide nt from Pigs 
3 and 4 and paxticularly Fig 5 that the smaller bar had the better bond qualities 
ove r the whole range from 20 - 8000C. - 

In some * work at elevated temperature Diederichs and Schneider 7 found no 
significant influence of bar size on bond strength in relation to plain bars but 
no comparative work on d6formed ars was reDorted. Under ambient temreratuxe 

$,! 
3rý conditions Watstein and Bresler 

ý 
felt that bond strength would v inversely 

'With bar size, a view which supported the earlier findings of Rehm 
The apparent inferior bond, strength of the larger bar might be attributable 

in : PaXt to the greater tendency for concrete splitting to occur the larger the 
bar size. Some further appreciation of this point might be gained from a 
consideration of the failure mechanism. 
XECHANISM OF : BOIM BREMOWN 

As mentioned above the bond-slim curves# Pigs 3 and 4, display two stages 
Of Slip - In the firstJ slip is small up to a discontinuity f oliowed by the 
second or large slip process. 

Me geometrical features of a defommed bar axe illustrated in Fig 7 and 
the stress components in the vicinity of the conorete/steel interface axe shown 
in Fig 8 CL. 

An explanation of the apparent two stage slip process could be that initially 
1ý0_10cal drushing 6f'thd'concreti Widef a xib- has occurred. -'Once it has taken 
place large slim would ensue as fracture surfaces developed beneath the ribs, 
see Fig 8b. Further increase in bar tension would result in the bond stress 
rising and wedges of concrete attached to the be= being pulled against adjacent 

be of sound material setting, up splitting forces. Therefore an accelerating =a-U 
SUP could be extected. 

Tn order to try and validate this proposed =echanism of bond failure the 

cK . in the concrete beneath a rib could be computed in a no-PI stress, cr 
manner suggested by Rehm 9 from, 

- 0* 
force from ribs 

crt Helical rib surface projected on a no=al plane 
where, 

force from ribs = (total applied force)-(force due to sliding resistance of 
bar surface) 

The sliding resistance could be determined using the bond stress 4: r bpI 
on a plain bar surface. 

The development of a- with slip following heating at various t0emper- 
bp 10. atuxes was found for 16= dia plain ba-- separately 

- 
Considering conditions at the discontinuities in the bond-slip curves, 

Pigs -3 and 4, the corresponding value Of CIbp was found for 'the same slim and 
hence Cr',, was calculated. Due allowance was made for the transverse riýs as 
well as the longitudinal helical ones. The variation of Cr with temperature 
is shown in Fig 6 together with the associated vax-Jation of concrete crushing 
stxength, (: r . The pattern of vaxiation of (Tr,, and O'cu with temme=at-. =e was 
very similar. CU The comparison suggests that at the discontinuity in a bond-slip 
cu=ve a compressive -stress could exist under the ribs greater than the co=es- 
ponding cube strength. This might be expected since under a rib-the material 
is much more confined and the st: ress more local-Ised ihan in a cube test. Under 
such a high local compressive stress crushing could occur producing mortax par- 
ticles that would be compressed into adjacent pores giving rise to stress con- 
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centrations and inducing further failure of the mortar. Principal stresses in 
the material between projecting rits would build up in the remaining sound -con- crete until more cracking/splitting occurred and finally the bond would be des- 
troyed. 

ACOUSTIC EMISSION FROM TEE BOND INTERFACE 

, 
The A. E from the concrete/steel interface is presented in Pigs 9 and 10 both 

in relation to slip and bond stress. 

-, The emission was caused by breakdown of adhesion and cracking along the 
interface and associated local crushing under the ribs. No other degradation 
of 'the concrete was occurring during these tests, and the tensile stress in the 
steel was well below yield. 

As can be seen the emission continued throughout a test growing with slip 
and eventually tending to infinity asr slip became very large and extraction was 
ap-Droached. Therefore it is not surprising that the (rb - AE relation is of a 

I-ress and slip. similar form to that between bond st The amount of info. -=ation 
avallable in the form of counts of significant events i. e. those . 0roducing a 
signal above the 1 volt 

- 
level at the counter, was large irrespective of whether 

or not a steady state bond stress was applied. This would imply that critical 
slip might be identified very easily using AE since 48dB of unused gain was 
available within the system for use in the small slip range. A stepping down 
of the gain could be achieved without difficulty or impai=ent of accuracy 
when dealing -with- larger slip. 

The shape of the AE-slip relations were similar for each bar size and ty- 
pical of the ones testedLbut were not directly comparable because of the presence 
of a steady state stress during the heating and cooling cycle in '. ', I, -e case of the 
16mm dia. bax specimen which was pulled to failure from that stress level. 

DISCUSSION AND COITCLUDMG REZURKS 

The tests have indicated a variation of residual bond strength with tem- 
perature similar in appearance to that of plain concrete. The performance of 
J. . he smaller bar was superior to that of the larger. 

There would appear- to be a critical point in the slipping process assoc- 
iated with the onset of local crushing of the concrete beneath the ribs of 
deformed bar. This point might be identified more readily using 4E which 
would suggest that AE could be a useful parameter in studying the integrity 
of reinforced concrete components and structuxes.. Such critical points do not 
appear to have been detected in the study of bond performance with deformed bar 
at elevated temperature 7. 

Further work is in hard to extend the i4vestigations to bond performance at 
high temperature, including the influence of concrete cover as weli as factors 
such as bar type and size, aggregate type, wate=-cement ratio, cement ty-pe etc 
on bond strength. The role of AE monitoring is being extended to the study of 
components in flexure and shear with the aim, ultimately, of devising a routine 
for assessing the integrity of fire damaged x. c. structures. 
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Computer Program 
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C PROGRAM - ANCHORAGE. DA7UM C PROGRAM - CRACK 

C ARITHMETIC FUNCTION STATEMENTS 
FB(A3. A2. Al 40, DB)K(A3*DB-0*3)+(A2, -, ODBi-*2)4(AI*DB)-+AO 
FC(A3. A2. AI, AO. DC)a(A3/4.0)*DC4*4+(A2/3.0)*DC**3+ 

9(Al/2. O)*DC*$24A0sDC 
FF(FC, A)21.0/SORT(FC#A) 

C READ IN DATA 
UR17E(6,3) 

3 FORMATMH A3 A2 At AOAF12.4) 
READ(5.10)A3. A2. AI, AO 

10 FORMAT(4FI2.4) 
URITE(6,13)A3, A2, AI, AO 

15 FORMAT(IX, 4FI2.4) 

URITE(6,20) 
20 FORMAT09H DO DCRIT GAt3FI2.4) 

READ(3,25)DOtDCRIT, GA 
25 FORMATUF12.4) 

URITE(6.30)DO, DCRITiGA 
30 FORMAT(IX, 3FI2.4) 

URITE(6,33) 
33 FORMAT(21H DTRAN 01 C D3,012.4) 

READ(3,40)DTRAN, GB, CtD3 
40 FORMAT(4FI2.4) 

VRITE(6,45MRAN, 68443 
43 FORMAT(lX, 4FI2.4) 

C READ IN CONSTANTS 
Ez200000. O 
DIAulS. 0 

C CALC CONSTANTS 
RKA*SORT((4.0*GA)/(E*DIA)) 
RKBxSORT((4.0*01)/(E*DIA)) 
RKlxSGRT(4.0/(E*DIA)) 

- INSERT 
C PRINT INITIAL SLIP VALUE 

11 WRITE(6,12)DO 
12 FORMAT(23H VALUE FOR INITIAL SLIP, 17X, FI2.4) 

C TO GRIT STAGE I 
IF(DO. GE. DCRIT)GO TO 24 

C FOR CORRECT SO VALUE 
SO=DO#RKA*RKA*E DELETE 

C PRINT STRESS VALUE 
16 URITE(6.17)SO 
17 FORMAT(17H VALUE FOR STRESS, 23X. F12.4) 

C INITIAL SO VALUE 
SOX1.0 
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C CALC DA SA BA XA FOR STAGE I 
CALL LIMEO(DO, SO. E. RKA. DCRIT. GA, SA, BA, DA, XA) 

C CALC DI Sl BI XI FOR STAGE I 
CALL LI NEI (DO. SO, EAKA, DCRIT, GA, SA, BA. DA, XA) 
DI=DA 
XI=XA 
Bl=BA 
SI =SA 
IJRITE(6,30)DI, XI, SI, BI 

50 FORNAT(12H DI Xl St BI, IOX, 4FI2.4) 

C FOR CASES USING STAGE I 
GO TO 22 

C FOR CASES OMITTING STAGE I 
24 IF(DO. GE. DTRAN)GO TO 26 

DI=DO 
Sl=(GB*DI+C)*RKI: ORKI: OE DELETE AND INSERT SI=So 
Xl=0.0 
URITE(6,29)SI 

29 FORMAT(21H VALUE FOR STRESS(SI)tl9X, F12.4) 

C CALC D2 X2 S2 B2 FOR STAGE 2 
22 CALL LINE2(DI, SI, EtC, RKB, DTRAN, GB, SB, BB, DB, XB) 

D2=DB 
X2=XI+XB 
S2xSB 
B2=BB 
URITE(6,35)D2, X2, S2, B2 

55 FORKAT(12H 02 X2 S2 B2, lOXp4FI2.4) 

C FOR CASES USING STAGE 2 
60 TO 27 

C FOR CASES OMITTING STAGE 2 
26 D2=DO 

FB2=FB(A3,42, Al AO, 112) 
S2=FB2$RKI*RK1*i DELETE AND INSERT S2=SO 
X2=0.0 
URITE(6.36)S2 

36 FORMAT(21H VALUE FOR STRESS(S2), 19X, F12.4) 

C CALC DC XC SC BC FOR STAGE 3 
27 FC2=FC(A3. A2, AI, AO, D2) 

C CALC CONSTANT A 
Az((S2/(SORT(2.0)*RK1*E))**2)-(FC2) 

C PRINT A 
URITE(6.31)A 

31 FORNAT(12H RESULT OF A, 3X. F12.3) 
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C CALC FUNCTIONS FF2 AND FFC 
FF2=FF(FC2. A) 
Dc=p,., +O. Ool 

28 FCC=FC(A3, A2, AI, AO, DC) 
FFC=FF(FCC, A) 

C CALC THIIIAL AREA AND DISTANCE ESTIMATE 
AREAI=((FF2+FFC)/2.0)*(DC-D2) 
XCI=AREA1/(SORT(2.0)*RKI) 

C INCREASE NO. OF SEGMENTS 
N=4 

33 IN=N 

C CALC VALUE FOR H 
H=(DC-D2)/FLOAT(IN) 

C DO LOOP TO CACL 4*Y VALUES 
FFSEGI=0.0 
DO 32 J=I, N. 2 
DSEG1=D2+(FLOAT(J)*H) 
FCSEDIxFCCA3, A2, AI, AO, DSEGI) 
FFSEGI=FFSEGI+(4.0*FF(FCSE61, A)) 

32 CONTINUE 

C DO LOOP TO CALC-2*Y VALUES 
FFSE02=0.0 
NE=N-2 
DO 34 K=2, NE, 2 
DSEG2=D2+(FLOAT(R). *H) 
FCSEG2=FC(A3, A2, Al, AO, DSEG2) 
FFSEG2=FFSEG2+(2.0*FF(FCSE62, A)) 

34 CONTINUE 

C CALC IMPROVED AREA AND DISTANCE ESTIMATES 
AREA2=(H/3.0)*(FF2+FFSE61+FFSE02+FFC) 
XC=AREA2/(SURT(2.0)*RK1) 

C CALC ERROR 
ERROR=ABS(XC-XCI) 
ERROR=(ERROR/ABS(XC))*100.0 
N=N+1000 

, AREAI=AREA2 
XCI=Xc 
IF(ERROR. GT. O. 1)GO 70 33 

C CALC DISTANCE 
XC=X2+XC 

C CALC STEEL STRESS 
SC=SQRT(2.0)*RKI: OE*SGRT(FCC+A) 

C CALC BOND STRESS 
FBC=FB(A3, A2. Al, AO, DC) 
BC=FPC 
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C PRINT VALUES 
URITE(6,63)DC, XC, SCjBC 

65 FORMAT(12H DC XC SC BC, IOX. 4FI2.4) 

C REPEAT PROCESS FOR RANGE OF DC VALUES 
DC=DC+0.03 
IF(DC. LE. D3)GO TO 28 

C LOOP FOR DO VALUES LOOP FOR SO VALUES 
IF(DO. LT. O. 0005)GO TO 70 DELETE SO=2. O*SO 
DO=2.0*DO AND INSERf IF(SO. LT. 300.0)60 TO 11 
IF(DO. LT. O. 3)GO TO 11 

70 STOP 
END 

SUBROVINE LINEO(DO, SO, E. RKA, DCRI796A. SA. BA, DA, XA) 

XZO. O 
5 TERNI=(O. S*(DO+90/(E*RKA)))*EXP(RKA*X) 

TERM2=(O. S*(DO-SO/(E*RKA)))*EXP(-RKA*X) 
DX=TERMI+TERM2 
IF(DX. GT. DCRIT)GO TO 10 
SA=E*RKA*(TERMl-TERM2) 
BA=GA*DX 
DA=DX 
XA=X 
URITE(6.15)DA, XA. SA, BA 

15 FORMAT(12H DA XA SA BA, 10X, 4FI2.4) 
IF(X. GE. 100.0)60 TO 16 
IF(X. GE. 40.0)GO TO 17 
X=X+10.0 
00 TO 18 

17 X=X+20.0 
00 TO 18 

16 X=X+50.0 
le GO TO 5 
10 RETURN 

END 
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SUBROUTINE LINEI(DO, SO, E, RKA, DCRIT, GA, SA, BA, DA, XA) 

X20.0 
5 TERMI=(DO/2.0+SO/(2.0*E*RKA))*EXP(RKA*X) 

TERM2=(DO/2.0-SO/(2.0*E*RKA)): #EXP(-RKA'*X) 
DX=TERMI+TERM2 ý 
IF(DX. GT. DCRIT)GO TO 10 
SA=E*RKA*(TERMI-TERM2) 
BA=GA*DX 
DA=DX 
XA=X 
X=X+O. O1 
00 TO 5 

10 RETURN 
END' 

SIJBROýTINE LINE2(DI, Sl, E, C, RXB, DTRAN. GB, SB, BB, DB, XB) 

Xwo. 0 
5 TERNI=(DI/2.0+C/(2.0*GB)+Sl/(2.0: #E*RKB))*EXP(RKB*X) 

TERM2=(DI/2.0+C/(2.0*GB)-Sl/(2.0*E-tRKB)): OEXP(-RKB*X) 
DX=TERMI+TERM2-C/60 
IF(DX. GT*. DTRAN)GO TO 10 
SB=E*RKB*(TERMI-TER$2) 
BB=(GB*Dx)+c 
DB=PX 
XB=X 
X=X+0.01 
60 TO 5 

10 RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX 

Estimation Of Young's Modulus Of Concrete 

Immediately Beneath Ribs For 

Stressed And No-Stressed Test Conditions 

3P2 

A 



To calculate the E value for concrete for actual. slip 

and apparent slip (i. e. , no-stress and stressed conditions 

respectively). 

At Ambient Temperature 

(23) 
In CP110 the value of E for concrete is given as 

5-V(; ý ý/ kN/MM2. If the partial safety factor is taken 
cu m 

as unity, 

En 5-51-35-0 -- 32500 X/mmz 

Now c 

c 

cr-. h 
. 0.6 h= 

where 6h-= displacement or slip 

Cr- compressive stress 'of concrete under rib for a c bond stress of 3-70 N/mm-ý (cf. appendix 2) 

h height of concrete over which the compressive 
stress is dissipated (taken to be 5-7 times the 
mean rib height, cf. Rehm(33)) 

25.5 ic 3.5 
32500 

= 0.00275mm 

Actual slip measured for the no-stress specimens at 

O'b = 3.70 Nlmmý is 0-0031mm which is of the same order of 

magnitude as the calculated value above. 

At Elevated Temperatures 

(a) 'E values for actual slip (no-stresse. d, specimens) 

Actual slips measured for no-stress specimens at 

cy-b = 3.70 N/MM2 are 0.0062 and 0.0148mm, for 150 and 300 0C 
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respectively. 

If it is assumed, in equation U), that the increase in 

temperature affects only the E value then its percentage 
c 

reduction can be calculated as follows. 

At 1500C 

percentage of E value at 200C =0 . 0031 x loo =- 50% 
c 0.006-2 

At 3000C 
percentage of Bc value at 20 C-0.0171ý8 

Fig- 5 abowa that the expected reduction is about 
78 and 53% respectively. The lower values of the calculated 
results could be due to differences in the type of concrete 
and teat conditions. There is also the possibility that the 
height h also changes slightly due 

' 
to temperature. Elevated 

temperatures cause a greater bond length to be required to 
distribute the stresses adequately, thereforeq it could -- 
be true also that a greater height of concrete is needed to 
dissipate the concrete compressive stress for increased 
temperature. If this is so for the measured s3-ip and a 
constant stress an increase in h would result in an increase 
in EC hence decreasing the magnitude of the percentage 
reduction, 

values for apparent slip (stressed specimens) 

Apparent slips measured for stressed specimens 
U-e- ab- = 3-70 N/MM2) after the heating cycle are 0.0725 

and 0.15mm for 150 and 3000C respectively# 

At 150 0C 

percentage of E value at 20 OC = 
0-0031 x 100 - 4.28% 

c 16-0725 

At 300 oc 

percentage of E value at 20 OC - 
0-0031 x 100 = 2-07% 

c 0.15 
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This is a vastly reduced value compared with the results 
expected, especially when the stressed specimens could be 

expected to give a higher E value than the no-stressed 
values, a point made in ref. 7- 

Therefore it is concluded that the increase in the 

apparent slip of stressed specimens compared with the actual 
slip of the no-stress specimens is due to the effects of creep, 
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